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ABSTRACT
Graffition transportamphoras
ofthe 5thcenturyB.C. recordvolume,
weight,
price,andabbreviations
thatmayreferto thejar'scontents.The graffitioften
appearin the southeastcornerof the Agoraexcavations.
While someprice
marksmayhavebeen appliedoutsideAthens,manygraffitiresultedfrom
retailpracticesin the Agora,suchas refillingjarsfromlocalsuppliers,decantingfromjarsin the shop,andsellingdifferentproductssuchashoneyor
meat.Most of the graffitidatebetween430 and400 B.C. Politicalandeconomicconditionsat this time encouragedthe use of graffition an unprecedentedscale.
1. Reviews of AgoraXXI are fairly
representativeof the generalacceptance
of the interpretationsof these graffiti:
Oliver (1977) has some criticismsof
the interpretationsof other classes of
graffitibut writes that "Langis at her
best. . . when she edits the commercial
and tax notations,which areworthwhile"(p. 210). Of the reviewsI have
seen, onlyJohnston (1978a) takes issue
with the interpretationsof the amphoragraffiti.Others, who do suggest
differentreadingsfor other graffiti,
do not comment on the numerical
notations (e.g.,Jordan 1978; Oikonomides 1986 and 1988).
My researchon amphorasfound
in the Athenian Agora, including the
graffitidiscussedhere, has been facilitated by permissionsfromT. Leslie
ShearJr.andJohn McK. Camp II.
The graffitidrawingsareby the author,
preparedfor publicationwith the assistance of Craig Mauzy (all graffitiare
illustratedat scale 1:1).The photographsareby Craig Mauzy and are

Of the manyclassesof evidencefromantiquityartifactswithwritingshould
"speakfor themselves"the most clearly.As the massivevolume of epigraphicand philologicalscholarshipmakesvery clear,however,speaking
and being understoodaretwo very differentphenomena.The samegap
betweenthe evidenceandourunderstanding
holdstrueforgraffition pottery.The graffition 5th-centurytransportamphorasfromthe Athenian
Agora,the topicof this article,havebeenthoughtby manyto speakclearly
in comparisonwith more debatedscratchings.'Reexaminationof this
material,however,highlightsdifficultieswith the previouslyacceptedinreproducedhere by permissionof the
American School of ClassicalStudies,
Agora Excavations.The plans were
preparedby RichardAnderson.This
articledevelopedgraduallyout of my
dissertation(Lawall 1995), a subsequent paperdeliveredat the 1997
Annual Meeting of the Archaeological
Institute of America (abstractin AJA
102 [1998], pp. 401-402), and a much
shorterversion initiallysubmittedto
Hesperiain December 1998. Improvements over the courseof the article's
life aredue to feedbackfrom various

people, but especiallyfrom the
anonymousHesperia reviewersand
from discussionswith CarolynKoehler,
Molly Richardson,Lynn Snyder,and
Malcolm Wallace.Thanks are also
due to the funding agencies and
institutionsthat supportedperiods of
researchin Athens: the University
of Michigan, the Universityof
Manitoba, the Social Sciences and
Humanities ResearchCouncil of
Canada,the Solow Art and Architecture Foundation,and the M. Aylwin
Cotton Foundation.
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terpretations, and in doing so reveals many new aspects of daily life in the
Athenian Agora.
Any difficulties remaining in the interpretation of graffiti from the
Agora arenot for lack of scholarlyinterest. Ever since LucyTalcott's publication of "Attic Black-glazed Stamped Ware and Other Pottery from a
Fifth Century Well" in 1935, graffiti on pottery at the Agora have received frequent attention.2 Mabel Lang stands out in this regard, having
published two majorstudies,"NumericalNotation on Greek Vases"in 1956
and Graffiti and Dipinti in 1976, and a volume in the Agora PictureBook

Figure1. The Agoraca. 400 B.C. with
findspotsof 5th-centurycommercial
graffition amphoras

series.3

Lang's publications offered readings and interpretations of hundreds
of markings, including many numerical marks that are likely to be related
to buying and selling in the Agora. These marks often appearon transport
amphoras, and Lang suggested that some such graffiti resulted from recording the measured capacity of the jars for their reuse.4Lang read other,
far less frequent numerical marks as price labels; rarerstill for the 5th century are notations of weight. Virginia Grace and Malcolm Wallace both
connected the appearanceof the many volumetric markings to uncertainties arising from a change in the standardChian amphora capacity,from 7
to 8 Chian choes, to become commensuratewith 7 Attic choes. Grace saw
this change as being in accordancewith the Athenian Standards Decree.5
This mid- to late-5th-century decree dictated the use of Athenian standard measures (including standards for coinage) among all members of
the Delian League.6 These earlier studies thus associated the graffiti not
only with specific actions related to the sale of the amphoras but also with
a specific historical circumstance.
This picture, however, was developed with minimal attention to the
contexts of the graffiti:which amphora types carrywhich sorts of graffiti?
What are the dates of the markedjars?Where are the graffiti found in the
Agora? Inquiry along these lines revealsvery clear patterns. First, not only
Chian jars but many amphora types carrygraffiti. Second, although such
graffiti do appearsporadicallythroughout the 5th century B.C., most numerical markings on amphoras appearin the last third of the century.Finally,
while examples have been found across the Agora, most amphora graffiti
were excavated in the southeast corner (Figs. 1-2).
These patterns are difficult to reconcile with either the postulated use
of graffiti in checking the capacity of jars for personal reuse or the proposed implications of the StandardsDecree. If graffiti were applied when
confirming amphora capacities, then marked amphoras should be distributed across the Agora, wherever amphoras were found in large numbers.
This is not the case. Moreover, the connection to the Standards Decree
2. Talcott 1935, pp. 495-496, 515516.
3. Lang 1956;AgoraXXI; Lang
1974. Other comments on Agora
graffitiincludeTalcott 1936, pp. 344
and 352; Boulter 1953, pp. 99-101;
and Rotroff and Oakley 1992,
especiallypp. 27-28, 35-37, figs. 2122.
4. Lang 1956, pp. 23-24.

5. Grace and SavvatianouPetropoulakou1970, pp. 359-360;
Grace 1979b, pp. 121-122. Wallace
(1984, pp. 12-13; 1986, p. 88) accepts
the change in Chian capacityand
its relationshipto the graffiti,but
expressesuncertaintyas to the precise
role of the StandardsDecree.
6. For discussionsof the date of
this decree,see, among many others,

Lewis 1987, Mattingly 1993 and
1999; for the intentions and impacts
of the decree see Finley 1973, pp. 168169; Mattingly 1981; Schonhammer
1993, p. 190; and Figueira 1998,
whose discussionof the goals of the
Athenians emphasizes,even more so
than that of Lewis (1987), the range
of dates of copies of the decree.
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and Chian amphoras raised the expectation of a limited period of uncertainty and, therefore,of intense markingjust after the initial promulgation
of the decree (perhaps ca. 449 B.C., perhaps ca. 425 B.C.). Instead, roughly
thirty-five years are indicated by the range of dates for the amphoras carrying the marks.7Furthermore,a connection to the decree might prompt
the expectation that the marks would appear primarily on those amphora
types whose capacities changed in accordancewith the decree. It is still a
matter of debate as to which, if any,types were modified,8 but the fact that
volumetric graffiti are not limited to specific types casts doubt on this element of the interpretation as well. Finally, while some commentators argue that the decree was meant to facilitate collection of taxes, tribute, and
other payments, whether in money or other products,9the graffiti indicate
instead some sort of difficulty arising in later-5th-century sales in Athens.
If such contexts of the graffiti requireus to question, or even abandon,
earlier explanations, new interpretations are needed. The following reconsideration of the 5th-century amphoragraffiti from the Agora excavations
begins with a detailed surveyof the markingsthemselves, reviewing Lang's
readings and taking into account other examples.'0 In this review I emphasize the wide range of topics addressed by the graffiti and consider
problems of interpretation not discussed by Lang. After types of markings
are described and the findspots, dates, and amphoras carrying the graffiti
are presented, first in the catalogue and then synthesized in the text, it will
be possible to consider what activities and transactions resulted in the application of the graffiti. The third and final step to be taken here is to
explain why graffiti appear so frequently on amphoras datable to the later
decades of the 5th century B.C. in Athens.
7. If Figueira(1998) is correctto
emphasizemultiplepromulgationsof
the decree,then perhapsan ongoing
sense of uncertaintyconcerningstandardsshould be expected.Grace,however,saw the graffitias connectedto a
single decreeca. 449 B.C. (Grace and
Savvatianou-Petropoulakou
1970,
pp. 359-360; Grace 1979b, pp. 121122). Wallace (1986, p. 88, note 8)
places the decree"somewherebetween
449 and 414 B.C." and notes the possibility that the change in capacitywas
not relatedto the decree.It should be
noted that Grace'sdate for the new
amphoratype with the higher bulge on
the neck and the proposedlarger
capacitywas based entirelyon the date
of ca. 449 for the decree.The jars
themselvesdo not appearin Agora
contexts or elsewherebefore deposits
closed after440. In terms of the
archaeologicalevidence,ca. 440 and
not ca. 450 is the apparentdate for the
introductionof the high-bulge Chian
jars (type C/3 in KerameikosIX, pp. 2324; and see Lawall 1995, pp. 99-102).

Without acceptingthe date of 449 for
the decree,following Grace,there is no
evidence for the high-bulge Chians
startingca. 449.
8. Published argumentsconcerning
these changes arebased on a very limited numberof examples,far too few to
make a case one way or the other (e.g.,
Grace and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou
[1970, p. 360, note 4] cite only two
capacitiesof Chian jars of 7 Chian
choesdatingbefore450 B.C.). On the
difficultiesof measuringamphorassee
WallaceMatheson andWallace 1982,
pp. 302-320; Wallace 1984, p. 13; and
Koehlerand Wallace 1987, p. 57. In
connectionwith Wallace's(1984, p. 13)
comment that "nobody,so far as I
know,has doubted that [Chios]
changed her wine exportcapacityfrom
7 to 8 Chian choes,"see Brashinskiy
1984, pp. 98-99, suggesting no significant change in the Chian standard
amphoracapacity.
9. See Martin 1985, pp. 196-207.
Martin opposes Finley'sview of minting as a symbol of a state'sautonomy,

arguinginstead for "economic"motives:
the decree,in his view, facilitatedcollection of tributeand port taxes.Finley,
while explicitlyacknowledgingthe
decree'sfacilitationof tax and tribute
collection, called that a "politicalelement"(1973, p. 169). Finley'smain
concernwas to deny any Athenian
policy to benefit Athenian merchantsat
others'expense.Martin implies that
merchantswould benefit from the unification of standards(p. 199, note 7,
and p. 204), but never addresses
Finley'scontention that all Aegean
merchants-not only Athenianswould find such a situationeasier.
10. Johnston (1978a, p. 218)
criticizedthe incompletenessofAgora
XXI, noting that much of the Agora
graffitiknown to him had not been
included.I presenthere all numerical
amphoragraffitiof the 5th century
known to me. While there are more
graffitipublishedhere than had been
publishedearlier,there are still bound
to be furtherpieces that I have not
found.
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THE GRAFFITI
The graffiti in question were applied to jars before they were broken and
not to discrete sherds.11Some markedjars are still nearly complete; markings preserved only on fragments never fit neatly on the sherd, in contrast
to the case with ostraka.With one exception, 67, the marks were incised
after the jars were fired, so the graffiti were applied at some time during
the jar'speriod of use.
Most of these graffiti involve a series of symbols, sometimes letters,
often repeating. Since vertical strokes are common and since some letters
are best read as ITfor "5"and A for "10,"many graffiti appear to be numerical notations. These notations include tallies of vertical and/or horizontal strokes often with acrophonic numerals, tallies using letters to abbreviate units of measure,and price marks involving monetary symbols or
abbreviations.If we assume that these graffiti refer to the vessels on which
they are found and often to their contents, the marks should relate in some
way to the production, filling, distribution, and even refilling of the amphoras. Hence, these marks are safely considered economic graffiti-at
least if one includes in a definition of "economic"the production and distribution of goods and services.'2
There is, too, a second broad class of graffiti that is of less certain
economic relevance: short abbreviations commonly found on amphoras.
The letters could simply abbreviatenames: perhaps an owner of the amphora, perhaps a merchant, and so on. On the other hand, the repeated
occurrence of some of these marks across many different sites and amphora types suggests that the letters refer to some activity common to
amphora use.
There are, of course, other kinds of graffiti on amphoras. These include names, other abbreviations, or simply letters of uncertain significance. Since these marks are not repeated over many amphoras, their significance for the production and distribution of the jars may have been
limited to naming an owner during the "lifetime"of the jar. Such marks
are included here only when they appear in the same context as examples
of economic graffiti. They are not considered in detail nor were examples
from other parts of the Agora studied.'3
11. Price labels or accounting
ostrakadiffer distinctlyfrom the
graffiti discussedhere.The graffiti
on such ostrakaoften follow one or
more edges of the sherd.Even if the
sherd has brokenacrossthe original
graffiti,it is often clearthat the graffiti
on these ostrakaoriginallyfollowed
the lines of a sherd.They were not
appliedto a completevessel. Amphora fragmentsused for accounting ostrakaare not coveredin this
article.
12. Some have arguedthat this

definition is too narrowand that
it excludesthe element of risk and
choices in allocationat the core of
economic study (e.g., Burling 1962).
Productionand distribution,however,
aretwo very visible behaviorsin
the archaeologicalrecordand may
have involved the sorts of allocation
issues attendedby more traditional
economic historiansand anthropologists. On problemsof defining
economic studies,see Lowry 1987,
pp. 8-9.
13. I collected the graffitipresented

in this articlefrom a handwrittenand
largelyup-to-date list of all inventoried
graffitiin the Agora, and by searching for uninventoriedgraffitifrom
closed deposits and stratifiedfills
throughoutthe Agora as part of the
researchfor both my dissertation
and, more recently,a typological
study of Classicaland Hellenistic
amphorasin the Agora. I thank
John Camp for alertingme to graffiti
finds in the building fill of the late-5thcenturyMint.
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READINGS

Lang assignedmost of the numericalgraffitiinvolvingrepeatedsymbols
to two categories,capacityand price.She interpretedthe symbolsas follows:

K

1 chous,kotyle,or drachma
1 drachma
1 kotyleor 1 obol
1 kotyle(1/12chous)

0

1 oxybaphon
(1/4 kotyle)

X
H
II
ITHmonogram
ITXmonogram
A
AX monogram
7:

1 chous
chous,1 hydria,or alphabetic"8"
5 choes or 5 drachmas
5 hydriae
5 choes
10 choes, 10 drachmas,or 10 staters
10 choes
stater

I-

14. This size for an Attic chous is
used and discussedin Grace and
Savvatianou-Petropoulakou
1970,
p.360.
15. Larsen(1938, pp. 394-395)
associatesthe termxep6iLov in papyri
with a unit of 8 choes, but he emphasizes the late date of common usage of
this term. For furtherdiscussionof the
size of Classicalamphoras,see, among
many others,Pritchett 1956, pp. 195196; Grace 1949, p. 175; Brashinskiy
1984, pp. 92-127. For readingsthat
would be improvedby applyingLang's
method, see Grakov1968, pp. 104-105.
16. Lang 1956, pp. 13-16. For the
Attic Stelai and prices of wine and amphorasfrom other sources,see Pritchett
1956, pp. 195-196, 199-203; and
Amyx 1958, pp. 174-178. FurtheYon
wine prices:Reger 1994, pp. 234-235;
andJohnston 1996, p. 87.
17. AgoraXXI, pp. 12-13, C 8, C 9.
18. Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 29.
19. For 25 the link to Chios is
suggestedin AgoraXXI, p. 76, He 2;
for 13, the Chian attributionis made
in Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 30.
20. See Lang 1956, p. 5, no. 10.
The theory that amphorasin the 5th
centurywere potted to fit certaincities'
standardsmore preciselythan others
remainsan open question awaiting
more thoroughpublicationof amphora
capacitiesand carefulconsiderationof
the implicit assumptionsabout the
natureof commercerequiredby the
theory (cf. Lawall 1995, pp. 297-300
and Garlan1985, p. 243).
21. Lang 1956, p. 2; cf. Johnston
(1978a and 1996, passim), emphasizing
such uncertainties.

1/2

Lang was thereby able to read graffiti as indicating that certain amphora
types held between 7 and 8 Attic choes (defined as 3.2 liters/chous),'4
figures matched by measurements of complete jars.'5The price graffiti, according to Lang, involve either fairly clear monetary symbols (the drachma
symbol or the E for stater) or a series of less explicit tally marks exceeding
the likely capacity of the given jar. Lang noted that a price of 2 drachmas
per chous of wine, as she read in some of the price graffiti, fit well with
other epigraphic and literary evidence for 5th-century wine prices.'6
Alongside these general practices, Lang highlighted certain idiosyncrasies. She interpreted the letter E as abbreviatingeither he[IL- or hsH; (4,
13, 25, 64), the aspirate omitted. In her discussion of 4, in which she read
an E for hstiL-,Lang noted that E also replaced the hs- in the name Hegestratos on two graffiti from the Agora.'7 In the case of 64, where the h is
dropped from E abbreviating hs,ucXouv,Lang writes: "The writer, being
psilotic or an h-dropper, was probably not Athenian."'8 For 13 and 25,
Lang attributed this psilosis more directly to Chios.'9 Lang identified another example of "foreign"graffiti in the possible indication of the nonAttic monetary unit, staters, in two examples (19 and 26). Finally, Lang
suggested that certain tallies of measurement were based on a Chian, not
an Athenian, unit of measure (22).20
Lang acknowledgedthat there was "anelement of uncertainty"in some
readings,2'and this is not surprisinggiven the informal natureof the markings. To what extent, however, are other readings of the graffiti possible?
Are subjects other than volume and price indicated with any frequency by
the graffiti?While many of the readings require detailed, individual discussion (see catalogue),some comments pertain more generallyto the types
of numerical graffiti.These are discussed in the following order:volumetric notations, notations of weight (?), price marks, abbreviations,summations, and combined notations.
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NOTATIONS

(I, 7?, 9, 10, II, I2, 13, 25, z6, 27, z8, 29?, 30?, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37?, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45?, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 70, 71?, 72, 73, 93?, 94, 95, 96, 97)22

With forty-fiveentriesin this catalogue,volumetricnotationscomprise
the largestgroupamongthe numericalgraffiti.The markingshere range
from simplestrokesand the acrophonicnumeralsA and TTto more explicit notationsusing abbreviationsfor the units of measure.Following
Lang'sanalysis,the acrophonicnumeralsand the verticaltalliesmay be
As noted
readas whole choes;horizontalstrokesmay indicatekotylai.23
above,Langfoundthatgraffitireadin this way matchedamphoracapacity measurements
quitewell. Even markingsindicatingjust over10 choes
fallwithinthe rangeof possiblecapacitiesfor5th-centuryamphoras.Amphorasof sucha largesize arerare,however,as aregraffitithat necessarily
indicatemorethan 8 choes.When simpletalliesexceedindicationsof 10
In some
units, or even 8, they are unlikelyto be volumetricnotations.24
suchcases,Langsuggestedthatthe notationsmightbe betterreadasprice
marks,andforaveryfew examplessheproposedthe identificationasweight
notations;both possibilitieswill be consideredbelow.
Farless ambiguousare the manygraffitireadby Lang as including
of chous(X),hemichous(H or E),andkotyle(K).25
In many
abbreviations
resultsin quitereasonableandlikely
cases,this sequenceof abbreviations
readings.These readings,like the simplertallies describedabove,rarely
give valuesbeyond8 to 10 choes.
In one detail,however,Lang'sinterpretationof these graffitishould
be corrected.She suggestedthat the use of E for hstiL-or as an abbreviation for hsH;indicatedan h-droppingspeakeras the writer.Sucha writer,
accordingto Lang,wouldnot havebeenAttic but probablyChian(where
A Chian,however,wouldpresumthe dialectdid not use the aspirate).26
ably spell hstiL-startingwith an Ionian eta, ,-; and Athenianssometimes droppedthe aspiratein wordsbeginningwith epsilon.27
The E/H marksin numericalgraffitipresentstill furtherproblemsof
When the H or E followswhole-unitsymbols(e.g., X for
interpretation.
chous),only one H or E is usuallypresent,andthis singleletteroften precedesa seriesof even smallerunit symbols.In suchcases,the E/ H is read
22. Numbersfollowed by question
marksin these lists indicate that the
classificationof the graffitoas to reference (e.g., volume,weight) is
uncertain.
23. Similarly,horizontallines can
indicate obols on monetaryinscriptions. Tod (1911-1912, p. 101) notes
that a verticalline is most common for
obol in Attic inscriptions,but elsewhere
he lists numerousexamplesof the horizontal line for obol (1911-1912, passim); see, too, Johnston 1979, fig. 12:c,
14F, 15(E).
24. Brashinskiy(1984, pp. 170-204)

lists hundredsof capacitymeasuresfor
Archaic through Hellenistic amphora
types. Of these only sixteen exceed
30 liters.
25. The readingsof H or Efor halfmetretesand Hfor hydriaare discussed
furtherbelow.Although the Greek
term for half a chous is to 0uixoov,
I use the term "hemichous"here as
being a more straightforward,English
halving of chous.
26. See summaryof Lang'sargument above,p. 9.
27. Collitz and Bechtel 1905, p. 703,
and line
no. 5653b, line 5 (N?ptLiV)

16 (ipNv);

p. 712, no. 5664, line 8

iiUCr). I owe this obser(a&Xp?TcoWv
vation to the comments of one of
Hesperia'sanonymousreviewers,who
very generouslypointed out this difficulty
in Lang'sinterpretation.Lang, indeed,
mentions other Agora graffitiwhere the
aspirateis droppedfrom names (see note
17, above).The aspirateis left out in
variousother stone, ceramic,and
numismaticinscriptions;for examples
see Guarducci1970, p. 694; Patitucci
1991, p. 249, no. 5; Blonde 1989, p. 518,
no. 170; Buck 1955, pp. 156, 159; and
Tod 1911-1912, p. 118.
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as half of the preceding unit. In other cases the meaning of E/H is more
ambiguous. In 25, EE follows a IT, and the Es are read as acrophonic
numerals abbreviating hes; (with the h dropped). Along the same lines,
the EEEE graffito, 29, might be read as four of some unit, but that unit
is uncertain (perhaps choes, perhaps mnas; see below). E might also serve
as an alphabetic numeral, 5, and H as 8. The alphabetic use of H is most
securely read in summation notations (see below).28When E/H stands
as the first symbol in a numericallist, the letter may indicate a half-metretes
(6 choes) (13, though the interpretation is uncertain;24; 70). This seems
especially likely when the E/ H and subsequent marks allow a reading of
something less than 8 choes (but see discussion of solitary E/H marks
below). E/H, therefore, might stand for various half-units, alphabetic
numerals, or-very rarely,and only with E-as an acrophonic numeral for
?C;.

28. Apart from the amphoragraffiti
discussedhere, Lang (1956, p. 5,
no. 13) also publishesa cook-pot
fragmentwith Efollowed by four
verticalstrokes.The E could indicate
the fifth unit of measureand the total
number,five units.Johnston (1978a,
p. 218) expressessome concernover
such earlyusage of alphabeticnumerals.
In these summations,however-if they
arebeing correctlyinterpretedas
summations-the numericaluse of the
letter seems likely.
29. Blonde 1989, p. 518, no. 170;
Johnston 1996, p. 82, note 5 refersto
a furtherexamplefrom Olbia.
30. Tod 1911-1912, passim.
31. Lang 1956, p. 11.

Multiple instances of E/ H rarelyappearon amphora graffiti;there are
three among the graffiti considered here (29, 6, and 65). The first, 29, with
EEEE (with the possibility of more letters on either side of the preserved
fragment), is from the Mint construction fill. If, from a practical standpoint, it seems unlikely that multiple half-units (e.g., hemichoes) would
appear on numerical notation, perhaps this graffito should be read as 4
(sc. choes). This reading, however, depends on the rare acrophonic use of
E. If E is read as an alphabetic numeral, then we might have 20 units
recorded here, a large volumetric notation but possibly a weight notation
(see below). Finally, reading E as an acrophonic numeral for 100, as paralleled on numerical ostraka,29would create an unusually large number for
reference to the amphora.The fragment does not seem to be an ostrakon
since the writing does not follow any particular edge of the sherd. On
balance, the readings either of E for ef;, or of E for hetstouv, despite the
rarity of the former and the apparent impracticality of the latter, seem
most likely.
A second multiple E/H graffito in this collection, 6, may well be an
ostrakon;the marks do fit neatly across the sherd. A reading of 300 for the
HHH,however,would be difficult to reconcilewith the subsequent T, which
is most often used to express a fraction or a talent,30the latter being most
unlikely here. If this graffito was applied to, and therefore referred to, a
complete vessel, the Hs might stand for iucXooc,
followed by the T for onefourth (or one-third), and then a series of 4 kotylai. Alternatively, the T
might summarize the four following strokes (see below, "Summation
Marks").Such decreasing sizes of units occur throughout these numerical
graffiti. The use of multiple half units, however, might seem odd when
more than one whole unit was used (why not XHT..., for example?). A
further alternative,to read the H for ef;, is unparalleled in this collection.
The third and last multiple H graffito, 65, bears a much closer resemblance to the other volumetric notations in terms of syntax or arrangement of the letters. Instead of X being used in a monogram with TI to
indicate 5 units, H is used, and a further H precedes two Ks. Lang rightly
rejects the possibility that the ITHmonogram indicates 500, and she rejects the possibility here that H would stand for hemichoes, doubting especially "thatfive hemichoes would be used as a unit at all."'3'
Whether the
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presence of the TIHmonogram requiresthere to have been a 5-hemichous
unit in use seems to be an open question. Perhaps5 hemichoes were poured
in or out before the writer felt the need to note down smaller amounts.
Lang ends her discussion of this piece with the suggestion that the H stands
for hydria.32This unit of measure is known in two contexts: Epiphanius's
treatise on weights and measures, from which it may be equated to 7.29
liters; and the lexicographerHesychius, who defines the term as half of an
Attic metretes (s.v. ob8pocuoc).In both cases, if 65 is read as a tally of
hydriae,the total far exceeds the likely capacity of the amphora (more than
44 liters by Epiphanius'sdefinition; more than 115 (!) liters by Hesychius's
definition).33As with the previous two multiple E/ H graffiti, the difficulties here with interpretations other than hemichous encourage the acceptance of the use of multiple half-unit measures.
These particularexamples notwithstanding, the volumetric notations
tend to be the most straightforward of the numerical graffiti. The data
from measured amphora capacities clearly define the most likely upper
range for such markings, and many of the graffiti, especially those using
the abbreviations X and K, indicate figures well within this range. Once
tallies exceed the number 8, however, the possibility of a nonvolumetric
notation must be considered.
NOTATIONS

OF WEIGHT?

(3, 5, 7?, I4, I5, i6, I7, I8, 29?, 43, 45?) 74, 79?, 80, 98)
Graffiti and dipinti recording the empty and gross weights of amphoras
from the Hellenistic period through Late Antiquity are published from
the Agora and elsewhere.34For the 5th century B.C.,however, such readings of the graffiti or any explicit connection between clay vessels and
mnas are very rare.35Lang published one example: a small table amphora
whose graffito reads (AM ligature, MA ligature, M M) "'AM(popico;)
M(vOc) A(?X0) M(v&) M(va)" and (MA ligature MA ligature) "M(vco)
A(?xc) M(vt) A(ixx)."36 Lang proposed that the first marks refer to the
weight of the empty jar (tare weight) of 12 mnas (approximately5.5 kg)
and that the second group refers to the net weight of the jar'scontents, 20
mnas (just over 9 kg),37the equivalent of roughly 9 liters of wine, just
under 3 choes. Given the postulatedweight of the emptyjar,and the weights
of intact amphoras of various sizes (see below), this jar is likely to have
held more than 3 choes, and this weight notation should record a partial
32. Lang'ssuggestion (1956, p. 11)
that the graffitowas written by a slave
misspellingthe initial sound of chous
certainlyseems possible but would
requirefurthersupportof parallel
examplesof misspellings.
33. See Hultsch 1882, p. 574 for
interpretationof Epiphanius.
34. Lang 1956, pp. 17-18;A4gora
XXI, pp. 64-72 and pp. 77-81,
passim.
35. Tolstoi (1953, p. 97) published
a lagynos graffitoof the 2nd or

1st centuryB.C. from Pantikapaion
that reads:jiv&ookpyopt'ooMxc
('A)xTxou'o Msvvecopo5with AY2
written on a line abovethe main
graffito abovethe end of the name
'AxTCouoo.There areproblemsinterpretingthe AYE, but the present
interestis the possibilitythat this clay
vessel was weighed as 10 silvermnas.
By the 2nd centuryB.C. in Attica this
would be the equivalentof ca. 6.5 kg.
This figure might indicate the weight
of the vessel and its contents (the

empty vessel alone would weigh much
less). It is also possible that the lagynos
actuallycontained 10 mnas of silver.
36. Agora XXI, p. 76, He 3
(= P 23948).
37. The conversionfactorfor much
of the 5th centuryB.C. iS 1 emporic
mna to 105 coin drachmasor 0.457
kg/mna; see Agora X, pp. 4, 19, and 20.
For the definition of an emporic mna
as opposed to a monetarymna, see
AgoraX, pp. 2-4.
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filling of the jar. Another very similar example (3) appears on a transport
amphora of the mid-5th century B.C.: AM ligature with MA written out,
which may be read as indicating an empty amphora of 10 mnas.
Despite the rarity of graffiti referring explicitly to mnas in the 5th
century B.C., these examples raise the possibility that tallies indicating large
numbers are measures of weight. For example, Lang read a 3rd-century
B.C. amphora fragment with AA
1111111 as 26 mnas, arguing that the number
is too large to indicate the volume of the jar.38She used the same argument
to read four other Late Classical or Hellenistic graffiti as weight measurements but suggested such a reading for only one of the larger 5th-century
tallies: a Chian jar, 14, with a graffito AA as indicating a tare weight of 20
mnas.39Might other 5th-century graffiti pertain to weight as well?
Weights of well-preserved jars may suggest a possible range of tare
weights for late-5th-century amphoras in emporic mnas. Weights of intact amphoras are rarelyreported since sufficiently well preservedjars are
not very common. Published weights (converted to 5th-century emporic
mnas of 105 drachmas,0.457 kg/mna) range from 6.7 mnas to 37.2 mnas.40
Other weighed amphoraslisted by Lang inAgoraXXI are of much smaller,
Late Roman types. David Peacock and Dyfri Williams list a series of
weights for major earlier Roman amphora types (note that all of these
later forms are much larger with thicker walls than their Classical counterparts).4'I review the averageshere: Dr 1B, 25 kg (54.7 mnas); Dr 2-4,
15 kg (32.8 mnas); Haltern 70, 18 kg (39.4 mnas); Dr 20,28.42 kg (62.1
mnas); Africana Grande, 17.83 kg (39 mnas); and Tripolitanian, 15.86 kg
(34.8 mnas).
I weighed four intact 5th- and 4th-century B.C. Greek amphoras using a simple spring balance to determine a range of possible empty weights
for the amphoras carrying the graffiti (none of which are intact themselves). An early-5th-century jar (P 23750), likely to be from northern
Greece, weighs ca. 5 kg (11.0 mnas); a late-5th-century jar (P 30685),
perhapsfromThasos or the surroundingarea,weighs ca. 6.5 kg (14.2 mnas);
an unidentified jar (P 27420) of similar size as the late-5th-century Chian
type weighs ca.7.5 kg (16.4 mnas);42and a largerjar,possibly Mendean, of
the mid-4th century (SS 14826), weighs ca. 10.5 kg (23.0 mnas). This
small sampling of Classical amphora weights, suggesting a general range
of 5 to 10 kg or 10 to 20 mnas, fits well with the range of weights of
38. AgoraXXI, p. 66, Hb 1 (= Lang
1956, p. 17, no. 73). Here Lang uses
an emporicmna standardof 0.654
kg/mna (150 coin drachmas),but this
standardwas legislatedin the late 2nd
centuryB.C. as replacinga standardof
0.60168 kg/mna (138 coin drachmas),
which itself must have replacedthe
earlier0.457 kg/mna (105 coin drachmas);see AgoraX, pp. 19-20 for the
history of fluctuationsin this standard.
39.A4gora
XX, p. 66, Hb 2, Hb 3;
Lang 1956, p. 18, nos. 75 and 76 are
the other 4th and 3rd-centuryweight
notations. Lang 1956, p. 17, no. 72 =

14 (note that Lang'sconversionof these
20 mnas to kilogramshere is based on
a coin mna of 100 drachmas[0.436
kg/mna]; the conversionshould be
based on an emporicmna of at least
105 drachmas).
40. Johnston andJones 1978, p. 104,
Attic SOS amphora,17 kg (37.2 mnas);
Bertucchi 1992, p. 102, type 6 Augustan amphora,11.6 kg (25.4 mnas);
p. 114, type 7, 1st centuryA.C., 11.5 kg
(25.2 mnas);p. 128, Graeco-Italic,

early2nd centuryB.C., 5.9 kg (12.6
mnas);p. 135, Dr. 7-11 form, 10.1 kg
(22.1 mnas);AgoraXXI, p. 66, Hb 5,

P 3467, Early Roman amphora,8.150
kg with dipinto indicating 8.194 kg
(17.8 mnas);p. 66, Hb 9, P 26602,
Robinson M 238 type amphora,4th
centuryA.C., 3.065 kg (6.7 mnas);
pp. 66-67, Hb 10, P 9881, Robinson M
232 type amphora,4th centuryA.C.,
5.030 kg (11 mnas).
41. Peacock and Williams 1986,
p. 52, table 1.
42. Lang (1956, p. 17, no. 72) cites
a weight of 8.640 kg for a Chian jar,but
the jar is restoredwith plaster,which
may have added considerablyto its
weight.
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amphoras of comparable size from other periods and regions. With wine
or oil added, a large Classical amphora could reach or exceed 50 mnas
(over 20 liters). A full jar could weigh over 70 mnas.
The largernumericalgraffitimight, therefore,referto aspectsof weight.
Figures indicating between 10 and 20 mnas, for example, could record the
empty weight of the jar. An early graffito, 5, shows a A followed by two
rows of four vertical strokes each. Lang's reading of 10 choes, 8 kotylai as
the capacity of the jar is possible, but unusually large.43A slightly laterjar,
If the similarity between these two
15, shows a similar graffito, A1111111.
graffiti indicates a similarity of meaning, both the earlier and the later
graffito could record tare weights (18 mnas for the earlier,17 mnas for the
later).
On the other hand, if the empty weight was apparent simply from
observing the balance,then the tallied figures might recordeither the number of weights added to determine the net weight of the jar's contents or
the total number of balancing weights present once the liquid was added
(gross weight ofjar and contents). Graffiti clearly indicating amounts over
30 units (74 and 81) may indicate either net or gross weight.
Other markings less clearly indicate such large numbers. Some graffiti are composed of stacked, short, horizontal marks along the first or
final of a series of vertical strokes (16, 18, and possibly 45).44By comparison with graffiti in which Ks (abbreviatingkotylai) are stacked on a single
vertical stroke (35, 36), the horizontal strokes could be small units or fractions in relation to the vertical strokes. Given that 10-mna units have been
postulated for other weight graffiti, it is possible that the verticals here
indicate units of 10 and the horizontal strokes indicate single mnas. By
this process, 16 would be read as 50 mnas, and 18 indicates 28 mnas.
A third such graffito, 45, preserves the ends of seven short horizontal
segments followed by six verticals arranged in pairs. If the verticals do
refer to units of 10, 67 mnas would be indicated. On the other hand, it
seems odd to have the smaller units before the larger ones. Here, only the
ends of the horizontals arepreserved,and it cannot be determined whether
they were stacked on a single stroke as in the other graffiti just discussed.
The use of horizontal lines to indicate 10 drachmas is attested in monetary inscriptions, so here the graffiti may use the horizontals to account
for 70 mnas followed by 6 more mnas, for a total, perhaps gross, weight of
76 mnas.45
All of the possible weight notations considered so far involve quite
ambiguous and simply rendered tallies. The only likely abbreviations for
units of weight so far encountered are the two MA monograms treated
above.The two multiple E/H graffiti, 6 and 29, could be read as indicating
a hemistater, the equivalent of 1 mna, thus obviating their interpretation
as multiple half-unit marks. In support of such a reading of multiple E/ H
marks, a 4th-century amphora graffito with TTHHH[ ] AATT[was read by
Lang as a tare notation, perhaps with 8+ mnas as empty weight and 25+
mnas as the gross or net weight (Lang does not provide a specific interpretation).46There is no clear evidence, however, that the term hemistater
was used as a synonym in Athens for mna even though the mna was defined in terms of the stater.47

43. Lang 1956, p. 6, no. 16.
44. Johnston (1979, pp. 30-31)
discussestallies "tied"or "bundled"
together in this same way; a particularly
close parallelis providedbyARV666,
no. 13 (Boston 01.18, unpublished)
with six short markscoming off a single
longer one. There is no clearindication
what the bundled units referto,
whether numbersof vessels in a batch,
price, or some other factor.See also
Babinovet al. 1978, p. 134, no. 1755,
pl.31.
45. For inscriptionswith horizontal
lines for 10 drachmas,see Tod 19111912, pp. 104 (Epidauros),113
(Euboea);1936-1937, p. 241 (Epidauros).Tod (1926-1927, pp. 149-150
and 1936-1937, pp. 255-257) discusses
the use of a horizontalbar for 1 mna at
Cyrene.Johnston (1979, p. 31) also
notes the use of the horizontalline for
"10"on finewaregraffiti.
46. Lang 1956, p. 18, no. 76.
47. AgoraX, pp. 2-3.
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The use of the term stater in the Athenian system of weights raises
the possibility that 7-graffiti (19 and 26), which Lang read as prices, might
refer to weights of the jars or their contents. 26 has AX (10 staters) on one
side of the neck and a clear abbreviationfor 10 choes, 2 kotylai (AX monogram KK)on the opposite side of the neck. Ten staters (20 mnas) is unlikely to be the weight of the recordedvolume of contents since it is difficult to imagine what materialwould give such a low weight for more than
30 liters; even 30 liters of barleywould weigh 19.2 kg or ca. 42 mnas.48The
10 staters could, however, describe the weight of the empty jar to which
the 10 choes, 2 kotylai were added or whose measured capacity was 10
choes, 2 kotylai. With 19, the seven staters recordedwould equal 14 mnas,
a very likely weight for an empty jar of this type. Along this line of thought,
however, the 14 staters I interpret as the reading of 25, following the volumetric note of 7 choes, seem unlikely to indicate the empty weight of the
jar; 28 mnas seems high for a jar of this type. If the staters (?) on 25 are
taken as an indication of price, then the other stater notations are perhaps
also better considered as prices. The possibility that they refer to weight
requiresmore evidence from weighed intactjars of preciselythe same types
as those marked.
None of these possible amphoraweight graffiti juxtaposes a notation
of the tare weight with either the net or gross weight. Lang wrote that
without the tare weight, weight graffiti referring to contents alone would
be meaningless.49This is true, however, only if the weighing did not occur
in a face-to-face context. If the customer sees the empty jar balanced by
the weighing device, then the customer knows that any further weight
added-and perhaps recorded by marks on the jar-is the weight of the
added goods.
PRICE MARKS

48. Garnsey1992, p. 148.
49. AgoraXXI, p. 66, Hb 1.
50. This is the practicegenerally
followed in finewareprice marks,
although there are exceptions;see
Johnston 1979, fig. 14:f.

(19,

25,

26, 30?, 44, 56, 69, 79?)

Among the many numerical graffiti discussed here, there are very few
markings attributableto price. The most securely interpreted price marks
are those that carryeither the common epigraphic symbol for drachma, F,
or E abbreviatingstater.Lang interpreted other tally marks as prices, often
in cases where the numbers exceeded the expected figures for volumetric
notation (7-8 choes). Since, however, those tallies give no indication of
being price marks, and given the presence of more explicit monetary symbols when prices are certainly intended, it seems more reasonable to read
these largertallies as notations of weight (as above).Calculatingboth weight
and volume might involve some process by which units are successively
recorded and so are especially appropriatefor tallying. Price, on the other
hand, would more likely have been conceived of as one figure and recorded
using symbols for the largest units of the figure (e.g., A for 10 instead of
ten vertical strokes) followed by smaller units.50
Perhaps surprisingly,given Athenian use of drachma coinage instead
of staters,the E abbreviatingstater occurs nearly as often as the symbol for
drachma.In the case introduced above, 26, we have an apparentjuxtaposition of price and volume-10 staters and 10 choes, 2 kotylai-on opposite
sides of a Mendean neck. Lang noted that a price of 10 staters for just over
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10 choes would fit well with the generalization that "two drachmae per
chous was the standard price for wine."51Similarly, for 19, a Chian jar
likely to have held ca. 7 Attic choes, TT1
12 may be read as 7 staters.Later,in
the early 4th century, a jar of unidentified type carries the letters TET
1 on
its neck in black paint (or charcoal?);this relativelysmalljar may have held
6 choes.52In discussing the first two pieces, Lang noted that staters in
Chios and Mende were considered as didrachms,so the prices in the Athenian Agora would indicate a price of 2 drachmas per chous for both
Mendean and Chian wine. Alan Johnston notes that if the graffiti were
applied in the places of export, the writer may have been thinking in terms
of local coin standards,thereby casting considerableuncertaintyfor us now
as to the intended price in Attic drachmas.53Nevertheless, the E in all
cases seems to indicate stater.
Graffiti using the standard epigraphic symbol for drachma (F) are
much simpler to read as price marks,but they arerare.54Drachmas were so
indicated on only two 5th-century pieces published by Lang. The first, 44,
has two clear drachma signs preceded by a difficult symbol read by Lang
as two deltas sharing a common side,55giving a total of 22 drachmas.The
arrangement of the deltas, however, is not paralleled elsewhere. Reading
the symbol as a monogram HA, for 50, has parallels in many fineware
and pithos graffiti.56On this interpretation,the price would read 52 drachmas. Such a price might seem high, but the total number of known wine
prices (if that is even the material being priced) is not so great that we
can claim any certainty as to what is a normal price.57The second price in
drachmas published by Lang is a dipinto, which partly covers a volumetric (?) graffito (56).58 The price reads 16 drachmas, certainly at the lower
end of prices associated with amphora contents. The only other securely
read amphoraprice graffito known to me from the 5th-century Agora, 69,
gives a price of 27 or 28 drachmas on a Chian jar. Depending on the volume of liquid in the jar,this graffitomight indicate a price of 3 or 4 drachmas
per chous.59
51. Lang 1956, p. 13. Papadopoulos and Paspalas(1999, p. 177)
remindus of Pritchett'scomment
(1956, pp. 202-203, note 112) when
writing about the Attic Stelai prices,
that amphorascarriedmore thanjust
wine or oil (perhapstheir intended
primarycontents), so that the prices
markedon amphorasonly indicate
the price of their contents-whatever
those may have been. While Lang is
right to place emphasison the fame
of Chian wine and hence the strong
likelihood that the jars contained
wine, the many possibilitiesof other
contents and of the pricesbeing
inscribedat any of variouspoints in
the life of the jar should be borne in
mind (see below on interpretingthe
graffiti).

52. P 30714, with a fully preserved
rim, neck, handles, and part of the
shoulder.The type is not published
but is found extensivelyin late-5thand early-4th-centurycontexts in the
Agora. See Lawall 1995, p. 167, note
212.
53. Johnston 1996, p. 82.
54. The rarityof these graffitiis
particularlynotable in contrastto the
many examplesof F used on Attic
finewaregraffiti.
55. Lang 1956, p. 15, no. 65,
pl.3.
56. For examplessee Lang 1956,
p. 22, no. 99;Johnston 1979, p.28;
Solomonik 1984, pp. 121-122, pls. 2728, nos. 284-290;Jefremov 1998,
p. 74.
57. Prices in literaryand epigraphic

referencesand from graffitisuch as
the ones discussedhere give a range
from 4 obols per chous to 50 obols
per chous;for studies of wine prices
see note 16 above.Bagnall (1989,
pp. 70-71) highlights the variability
of commodity prices in papyriof the
4th centuryA.C.
58. AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 5.
Johnston (1978a, p. 218) notes that
this piece "allowsa numberof interpretations."For furtherdiscussion
of the relationshipbetween the graffito markand the price dipinto and
the possible interpretationsof the
graffitoitself, see the catalogueentry
below.
59. This fragmentis cited in Papadopoulos and Paspalas1999, p. 177,
note 78.
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ABBREVIATIONS

54, 55, 66, 75, 76, 77, 78)

The letters and other marks in the graffiti discussed above all appear in
groups, and it was this circumstance that led to their identification as numerical graffiti pertinent to units of measurement.A much more common
form of graffiti-for any sort of vessel-is an isolated letter or short abbreviation often thought to indicate an owner or maker of the pot. The ambiguity of these marks and the fact that they are found on so many different
kinds of vessels make them hazardous to study solely in terms of graffiti
on amphoras.
Certain letters, however, often appear on amphoras in deposits with
numericalgraffiti.60The letters E and H, alreadydiscussed abovewith other
symbols, often appearas isolated letters. A second common graffito of this
type is the letter M, sometimes contained in the abbreviationME.While it
is possible that these abbreviations, E/H and M/ME, are simply owner's
marks, their repeated presence on amphoras sets them apart from other
isolated-letter graffiti and raises the possibility that they refer to aspects of
the amphora or its contents other than ownership.
E/H

GRAFFITI

As noted above, the letters E and H often appear as components of numerical graffiti. It is tempting to transfer some element of their meanings
in that context to instances in which they stand alone. Given the frequent
appearanceof volumetric graffiti on the amphoras studied here, a reading
of the E/H graffito as a half-metretes (c`ucF ,utp-tob) seems reasonable. However, there is no single term in ancient Greek for half-metretes
(tpc,uipTN- does not exist), so it is more likely that the H here stands for
hydria,defined by Hesychius as half of an Attic metretes.61 The letter might
indicate that the jar contains only a half-metretes,62which maybe considerably less than its full capacity.
If H, when found alone, stands for hydria, however, it is no longer
so readily interchangeable with E. Indeed, the two cases where E stands
alone, 54 and 66, differ from the H graffiti in terms of the type of amphora
on which they are found. Both 54 and 66 are found on Solokha I ampho60. One furthersuch abbreviation
(KA) is seen in 84 and, possibly,85

in Q15:2. The same abbreviationmay
be restoredon amphorasat other sites
and may,therefore,fall into the same
class as the E/H and M/MEmarkshere,
i.e., not simply owner'smarksbut
relatedto amphorasin a broadersense.
Given the scarcityof these marks,
however,in comparisonwith the abbreviationsdiscussedin this section,
I have left the discussionof their
possible meaningsto the catalogue
entries.For examplesof KAgraffiti
11.2,
outside Athens, see Samothrace

p. 100, no. 246, and Solomonik 1984,
nos. 172 and 175.
and see
61. Hesychius,s.v. ob8Rpoc6c,
p. 12, above.
62. The assumptionthat an Attic
metretesheld 12 choes is supported
by only one papyrusdocument,to
my knowledge:PRyl. 4, document
564rp, ctr, 17, line 5; but even here,
88ex60cxoot"is restored(though with
good parallelswhere metretesis modified, but not with the specific label of
"Attic").Otherwise, "Atticmetretes"is
expressedonly in Hesychius'sdefinition
of 1 hydria(see note 61). Modern

authorshave defined the term
assuminga duodecimalsystem for
the relationshipsbetween units of
measureand using comparisonswith
Roman units of measure;see, e.g.,
Hultsch 1882, p. 101, note 6, which
begins:"Aneinem direktZeugnisse
uiberdie Einteilung des attischen
Metretes fehlt es...." Epiphanius
(Treatiseon Weightsand Measures,43)
distinguishesbetween a "sacredchous"
as a twelfth of a metretes and a
"complete"or "greater"chous as a
"ninthof a metretes;see Dean 1935,
p.56.
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ras, a type that is rarelyresinated. If one follows the communis opinio that
resinated jars were for wine and some nonresinated jars more likely for
oil,63then perhaps the E here specifies that these contain oil, zkxccov.
A few Solokha I jars are known, however,with fairly small capacities,
so the E could serve as an abbreviation for half-metretes (in the longer
form h4,utLa ,utp-ob, which would allow the E to abbreviate,u).
Lang suggested half-metretes as the reading for the E followed by two
vertical strokes on 13.64As discussed in the catalogue entry below, however, such a reading does not fit the possibilities of dialect associated with
reading E for hstic- nor the measured capacity.

M/ME

GRAFFITI

Given the argument above for H abbreviating hydria/half-metretes, the
most direct reading for M or ME would be as a single complete metretes.
Such a reading certainly finds support in the large size of the Solokha I
jars on which these letters are often found (8, possibly Solokha I form; 55;
77; and 78, Samianjar in Solokha I form); some jars of this form can hold
slightly more than 1 Attic metretes, 12 choes.65Problematic for such
a reading, however, is the repeated presence of M-graffiti on necks that
belong to much smaller jars (20 and 21). On these two amphoras, both
from the same deposit, a letter M is found on either side of the neck. All
four letters are very carefully and visibly inscribed. It seems unlikely that
the writer would feel the need to be so emphatic about the fact that the
amphora contained 1 metretes.
One possible reason that the Ms are so clearly inscribed is that it was
very important for the jars' contents to be known to the buyer. Here the
absence of resinous coatings on jars with the M/ME graffiti at the Agora
seems relevant.As noted above, a lack of resin is sometimes taken to indicate oil as the primarycontents of an amphora.It is difficult to reconcile M
with a term related to oil given cases where the abbreviationis lengthened
to ME;66had the abbreviationbeen lengthened to MY, then perhaps perfumed oil (xv6pov) might have been the meaning. The presence of ME,
however, suggests reading the M as signifying ,ue?u,honey.
An unresinated amphorawould seem to be quite an appropriatecontainer for honey. Honey weighs much more than an equivalent amount of
oil.67If honey was sold from reused oil containers or reused, unlined wine
jars, it would not be surprising to see the containers in which it was sold
very clearly marked as such. Later amphora dipinti clearly identify am63. Koehler(1986, pp. 50-52)
collects many of the ancient references
relatingresin/pitchto wine amphoras,
and (p. 52) lists wax, gum, and the
dregs of olive oil productionas possible lining agents for oil amphoras.
Dupont (1998, p. 182, note 257)
questionsthe exclusionof other
productsincluding oil from resinated
jars. Resin was also transportedin
amphoras,accordingto G. Bass

(pers.comm., November 1996).
64. Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 30.
65. Brashinskiy(1984, p. 124, with
charton pp. 198-199) lists capacities
for Solokha I amphorasof 39,700,
32,200, 17,500, and two at 14,000 cm3.
In addition,an MEgraffito appearson
a CorinthianB type shoulderfrom
deposit B 13:5 (Lawall 1995, pp. 342,
384, CrB2), which is not included in
the cataloguehere since it is not found

with any other numericalgraffiti;such
a jar would have a capacityof much less
than a complete metretes.
66. See, too, ME (as monogram)Al,
Solomonik 1984, no. 341.
67. Lang, in AgoraXXI, p. 80,
He 29, notes that ancient metrological
writersconsideredhoney to weigh one
and a third times the equivalentvolume
of wine or water.
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phora contents as honey.68Perhaps to be cited in support of this reading is
a fragmentarybeehive reported among the finds from well R 13:1,69a well
immediately adjacent to deposits containing examples of the M/ME graffiti (see catalogue and "Findspots,"below) and containing many amphora
graffiti, although none with the M/ME markings.
A related reading for the M/ME graffiti could be a label for honeyed
wine (,u&uc
otvos, wine prepared with honey, or ,us?poog ocvos,
honey-sweetened wine).70 Such wine is mentioned both in the medical
authors and in later Roman amphora dipinti from the Agora.71While the
lack of resin does not fit quite so well with this reading, here too the seller
of the jar might be concerned to indicate very clearly that the jar contains
honeyed wine, not normal wine.
SUMMATION

MARKS

(2, 4, 6?, 22, 23, 24?, 46?, 56, 57, 8o?, 9I, 98?)

68. AgoraXXI, p. 73, and He 29,
He 33, He 34, and He 36.
69. Liidorf 1998-1999, p. 76.
has manyvariant
70. MEX6XPooo
spellings,especiallyin papyri;see LSJ,
s.v. ?tX6poo;.

Agora XXI, p. 79, He 21

readsoLvovtieXtLVOV, which should
mean wine made from honey,not honeyed wine. The writerof He 21 may
have intended oLvov eXtLtLTouV;there
seem to be some extraneouspainted
strokestowardthe end of the second
word that could be readin this way.
71. AgoraXXI, p. 73; p. 79, He 21,
p. 80, He 30; and see Papadopoulosand
Paspalas1999, p. 175. For ancient
and
references,see LSJ,s.v. tiEXMXRpooO
teLTLtl.

72. See Lang 1956, p. 5, nos. 10-14
andAgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 5-Ha 7 for
examplesof summationgraffiti.
73. AgoraXXI, p. 59, He 7.

In a few cases, a simple tally of vertical strokes is accompanied by an
acrophonic or alphabetic numeral, which can be read as the summary of
the tally.72These summation marks occur in three different patterns: 1)
simple vertical strokes aresummarizedby a single alphabeticor acrophonic
numeral; 2) the summarizing numeral follows a combination of singleunit strokes and largerunit symbols; and 3) the summation occurs midway
through the tallying process and is followed by further notations.
The first pattern is the most common here with perhaps as many as
seven examples catalogued:2, 22, 23, 56, 57, and possibly 46 and 80. The
tally marks are sometimes more sketchily cut than the summation marks,
but more often all marks are cut in roughly the same fashion. The fact that
the number of strokes equals the alphabetic or acrophonic numeral suggests a summation. The tallies might stop one unit short of the total if the
summation mark was intended also to include the final small unit.
The second pattern only occurs twice and both examples are open to
question (24, 98). In 24 an H might be read as a half-metretes (6 choes)
followed by four vertical strokes to give a total of 10 choes. Below this
graffito is an incised delta that could be read as an acrophonic 10 recording
the total indicated by the smallerunits. For 98, the largest numeral,a delta,
may have been inscribed first, then the series of four very sketchy strokes
cut as the writer worked his way up to the "5"indicated by TT.This piece is
unusual among the summation marks as it seems to indicate a measurement of weight rather than volume.
The third pattern is also fairly rare(4, 6, and 91). Here the summary is
inscribed part way through the counting process and is followed by symbols for additional, usually smaller units. Lang read these graffiti as the
result of pouring in a certain number of small units of liquid and then
noting the total before adding more to top off the jar.73It may be significant that two of the three examples of this pattern, 4 and 6, are earlierthan
the bulk of the graffiti and the third example, 91 (which comprises two
graffiti), may have a slightly different interpretation.High on the shoulder
near the base of the neck is the volumetric notation TTIII.Lower on the
shoulder is another marking of five vertical strokes. Following the third
pattern of summation graffiti, the five verticals would be read as being
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summarized by the TT.After these 5 choes, another three were added, for a
total of eight. Alternatively, the eight may have been noted first, and the
five strokes noted later to account for removed contents.74
This last example raises the question of whether the summariesrecord
liquid poured in or poured out (decanted, for example, into a customer's
smallerjar). In examples of the third pattern, especially in 4 and perhaps 6,
in which larger to smaller and more precise units of measure are used, it
seems likely that Lang is right to see the jar on which we have the graffiti
being filled and topped off. For most of the other examples, however, it is
possible that the summation represents the known quantity of liquid in
the jar and that the smaller tallies result from liquid being poured out or
decanted into smaller containers (for more on such processes, see discussion of practices, below).
COMBINED

NOTATIONS

(25, 26, 56)

Jars carrying more than one type of notation are quite rare among the
graffiti treated here. In later periods, among finds from across the Agora
excavationsand elsewhere, combined notations aremuch more common.75
It is possible that had more fragments preserved both sides of the amphora neck or broaderparts of the shoulder, more combinations of markings might have appeared.The three combined notations that are preserved all involve volume and price. In two of these cases, 25 and 26, the
volume is likely to represent the complete filling of the jar and the price
indicates the cost ofthe contents (probablywith the jar as well).76As noted
above, the AX on 26 might instead be an indication of the weight of the
empty vessel. If so, the marks on 26 would indicate the specific capacity of
the vessel of the marked weight. For the reasons presented earlier, however, an indication of price on 26 is more likely. 56 seems to reflect at least
two stages of marking. The graffito on the jar is a summation mark of 5
choes, with the simple pattern of a series of strokes summarized by a numeral (in this case a three-letter abbreviation)for the total. This graffito,
however, is then covered by a red stripe. Further to the side on the same
neck fragment is a dipinto that may be read as 16 drachmas, also in red
paint. It seems likely that the graffiti and the red dipinti represent two
occasions of marking. First, 5 choes (unlikely to be the full capacity of the
jar) were poured in or decanted. This graffito was then painted over, perhaps to cancel its message, and the price mark was painted. There is no
need to see the price as related to the 5 choes; these may have long since
left the jar by the time the price was marked.
SUMMARY

Broad patterns in the nature of the graffiti may be summarized as follows.
Volume does seem to be the point of information predominant among
the graffiti, but the marksdo not alwaysrecord the full capacity of the amphora. The differing implications of those markings that might account
for the complete capacityof the jar and of those that recordsmalleramounts
are considered below. Notations of volume appearoccasionally with price
marks and in the format of a summation of smaller measures by a single
larger unit.

74. Lang (1956, p. 6, no. 17)
suggested that the five strokesmight
indicate kotylaiif there were only two
strokesfollowing the P. This readingis
not well supportedby other examples.
Kotylaitend to be listed with the rest
of a notation. It is unclearto me why
an indication of only 7 choes in the
main part of the graffitiwould recommend the simple tally to be read
as kotylai.
75. Agora XXI, pp. 75-81.
76. For 98, Lang (1956, p. 15,
no. 64) suggests a separateprice for the
jar and for the contents. It is conceivable that jarswere sold separately,given
that much of the wine might have been
decanted and sold in smallerunits (see
below). 98, however,would be the only
examplehere of a price for contents
separatefrom the price of the jar.
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Notations of weight are, at best, moderately explicit on a very few
Classical amphoras. Even these, where M is read as abbreviatingmna, are
open to question. The other markings interpreted here as notations of
weight come as tallies that seem to surpass the likely volume of the amphora and fall within the range of the possible empty weight of the jar and
the gross weight of the filled jar.
Price markings are generally rare on these amphoras.The same holds
true to some extent with fineware graffiti:in relativeterms, general "trademarks"are far more common than price marks in particular.A second
significant feature of the amphora price marks is that they often seem to
involve reference to staters even though Athens did not use that particular
unit of coinage in the 5th century.The rarityof price marks and this use of
"foreign"terminology are useful factors in identifying likely contexts for
the application of price marks (see below).
Isolated letters of abbreviations are fairly common on amphoras and
other pottery, and in most cases it is not at all certain whether they have
any particular commercial significance. On the other hand, two sets of
abbreviations, E/H and M/ME, recur sufficiently often on amphorasboth within the major graffiti-bearing deposits in the Agora, considered
here, and at other sites-that they seem to have some particularmeaning
related to amphora use. E/H for half-metretes, or H alone for hydria, E for
elaion (oil), and M/ME for metretes, meli (honey), or honey-flavored wine
seem to be the most reasonable interpretations given the nature of the
amphoras on which the marks appear.
Summation markings, as noted above, tend to involve notations of
volume, but in one anomalous case weight may be the topic of the graffito
(98). By far the most common pattern for these is also the most simple, a
series of single strokes for counting up to or down from an overall total.
Indeed, the primaryissue of interpretationfor these marksis whether they
attest to decanting from or to filling the marked amphora (see below).
The scarcity of combined notations has also been noted. In the few
cases found here, the focus seems to be on volume and price. While both
price and volumetric notations often occur in isolation, it is noteworthy to
find this juxtaposition of information. Such paired notations may help
determine which stage in the distribution of the amphoras might be referred to by the price inscriptions.
Above all, in considering the readings of individual markings and determining why these markswere applied, it is important to emphasize the
difficulties of interpretation and the limits on our certainty.At best, support of parallel syntaxes in other graffiti provides reasonable security in
approachingindividual problems, but many uncertainties and possibilities
remain. On the other hand, the fact that so many graffiti, especially those
that use abbreviationsfor units of volume, may be read as matching or approximatingmeasurements of preserved,contemporaryamphorasstrongly
suggests that we are on the right track. Readings of weight notation are
more problematic. They are suggested here as an alternative to the difficulty in reading tallies as price marks when more recognizable monetary
symbols are commonly used on amphoras, pithoi, and finewares. On the
whole, it seems useful to make suggestions as to readings and to explore
where those readings lead in terms of interpreting the graffiti.
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ON 5TH-CENTURY

The pieces illustratedhere includeboth previouslyunpublishedor unillustrated
graffitiandpreviouslypublishedgraffitiof debatedreading.Lang
providesillustrationsof most piecesnot shownhere.77
The depositsarelistedin approximate
chronological
order.All findspots
areindicatedon Figure1; a detailof the walls and Classicalwell deposits
in the vicinityof grid unit R 13 is illustratedin Figure2. Within each
deposit,the entriesarepresentedin the followingorder:volumetricnotations;notationsof weight (?);prices;abbreviations
E/H andM/ME;summations;andothers.
Within each entry,the followinginformationis provided:catalogue
number,Agora inventorynumber,generaltype of graffitopresent,amphoratype, previouspublication,preservationof the amphorafragment,
descriptionof the graffito,discussionof the readingof the graffito,andthe
likelydateof the amphoratype.
The descriptionof the cuttingsas light, moderate,or heavy-referringto the forceappliedin creatingthe graffito-is admittedlysubjective
but is meantto give some impressionof the variationamongthe markings. In discussingthe readingsof each marking,I havetriedto consider
differentpossibilities;
in manycasesI seenowayof confirmingoneinterpretation overthe others,and the readermay have even furtherinterpretations.Commentson the datesof the amphorafragmentsandthe deposits
containingthe graffitiarebasedon my currentresearchon Late Archaic
throughHellenisticamphoratypologies.Since many of the better-preservedpieces and largerdepositswill be discussedin depth in a future
publication,I do not considerchronologicalissuesin detailhere.
EARLY

EXAMPLES

OF NUMERICAL

GRAFFITI

The followinggraffitiarefromdepositsclosedbeforeca. 425 B.C. These
pieces are listed in roughlychronologicalorder,as dated by either the
findspotor,when possible,the amphoracarryingthe marking.
1

(P 11068).Volume.Chian C/i.

Fig. 3

D 15:1;well filled duringcleanupafterthe Persiansackin 480 B.C.
(Shear1993, pp. 434-435).
Lang 1956, p. 3, no.2.
Preserveshalf of rim,neck,and one handle.
Sevenhorizontal,parallelincisionsacrosshandle,eachcut quite
deeply.
Langinterpretsthis graffitoas indicating7 Attic choes,assuming
that earlyChianjarsheld 8 Chianchoes.Brashinskiy(1984, p. 171,
nos. 20-23 and 30-33), however,cites a rangeof sizes fromless than
7 to nearly10 choes.
Forthe formof thisjar and all threeof the major5th-centuryChian
forms(C/1, C/2, and C/3), see Kerameikos
IX, pp.23-24; the C/1 form
is datablebetween520 and480 B.C.

77. Lang 1956;AgoraXXI.
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Fig. 3

Section D grid 65/MB, notebook p. 279, context dated to late 5th or
early 4th century,just south of South Stoa I.
Lang 1956, p. 5, no. 14.
Unclassified handle fragment. Preserves only lower part of handle.
Graffito at the base of the handle: H 1111.Very short, small, carefully
cut symbols.
Lang reads a final alphabetic numeral for "8,"created by linking
the sixth and seventh verticals, after 7 individual choes were poured
into the jar.The vertical tallies may record subtraction from the total
of 8 choes as each chous is poured out. The careful cutting of the letters
may suggest a single marking occasion for the filling or decanting.
Neither the form nor the fabric is precisely datable, but the fragment is likely to date to the late 6th or early 5th century.
3

(P 5176). Weight. Northern Greek, possibly Thasian.

Fig. 3

H 6:5, well found under the Stoa of Zeus, cut through Persian
destruction level (Talcott 1936, p. 333, note 2).
Talcott 1936, pp. 344 and 352.
Nearly complete jar with minor restorations.
AM ligature on shoulder with MA written out in full. Placement of
AM relative to MA not indicated on Figure 3. Lightly incised, large
letters.
Following Lang's reading of a similar ligature on a small table
amphora (AgoraXXI, He 3), this graffito may be read as "amphoreus10
mnas."Talcott (1936, pp. 344, 352) discusses graffiti on two other
amphoras from the same well. One (P 5174; AgoraXXI, p. 33, F 60 =
PAA 122810) carries the graffito AMA; the other (P 5175; AgoraXXI,
p. 34, F 61) is marked XAP. By comparison with P 5174, the AM
monogram on 3 may be simply an owner's mark.
Lang (AgoraXXI, p. 33) notes that names starting with AMA tend
to be either "heroicor later than the 5th century."Cf. PA4 122818,
possibly ca. 400 B.C. 3 was chosen for inclusion in this catalogue on
account of the MA mark incised higher on the shoulder, near the AM;
MA seems unlikely to abbreviatea name.
The fabric of this amphora type bears some resemblance to later
stamped Thasian amphoras, and the form is widely paralleled across the
north shore of the Aegean (Lawall 1997).
Date ca. 460.
4

(P 26070). Summation. Northern Greek.

Section W; surface find in the areajust south of the Mint.
AgoraXI, p. 59, Ha 7, pl. 32.
Preserves only the lower part of handle.
111111
IZEKKrunning toward the shoulder along the outer face of the
handle. Deeply cut symbols, with tally strokes cut more deeply than the
following letters.
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Lang reads as 7 choes, summed up by the Z (=7) followed by half a
chous and 2 kotylai. Although it is difficult to establish whether this
was a roughly 7-choes jar (few capacity measures are published from this
period), there is no ready alternative to Lang's reading.
The low-set angle of the handle against the shoulder finds best
parallelsin the first half of the 5th century,perhaps the second quarter;
cf. Grace 1953, p. 106, nos. 158-159, pl. 39.
5

(P 21965). Weight? Unknown type.

N 7:3, well just northwest of the north end of the later Stoa of
Attalos, published in full by Boulter (1953) with catalogue of amphoras
by Grace (1953).
Boulter 1953, p. 100, no. 140, fig. 4; Lang 1956, p. 6, no. 16.
Preserves only a small, poorly diagnostic body fragment of a relatively thin-walled vessel.
Graffito A followed by two rows of four vertical strokes, one row
above the other. Lightly cut.
Lang (1956, p. 6, no. 16) considers that this would be "anunusual
price inscription"and suggests instead 10 choes, 8 kotylai. While such a
large capacity is possible, the large number indicated could record the
empty weight of the jar, 18 mnas (ca. 8.2 kg).
Date before ca. 440 B.C.
6

(P 30085). Summation? Type uncertain, possibly northern Greek.

H 4:5, a pit filled just west of the Royal Stoa, published in full by
Rotroff and Oakley (1992).
Rotroff and Oakley 1992, p. 125, no. 356, fig. 22, pl. 60.
Neck sherd only.
Graffito in small, carefully cut letters: HHHT II1. The vertical
strokes are set slightly apart from the preceding letters.
The T might sum up the four individual tallies: perhaps then we
have 3 hemichoes and 4 kotylai. Alternatively, the T might indicate a
third or quarterof a chous following the accounting of the 3 hemichoes.
While it is possible that this sherd was inscribed after breaking, the T
is more likely to indicate a fraction than either the numbers 30 or 40;
and 300+ talents seems like a large sum to inscribe on a simple
ostrakon.
Although Rotroff and Oakley (1992, esp. pp. 53-57) suggest a
closing date for the deposit around 425, the diagnostic amphora
pieces and many of the other ceramics are no later than ca. 450.
The graffito may also be much earlier than ca. 425.
7

(P 17124). Volume or weight? Chian C/3.

Fig. 3

A 20-21:1, deep cutting for drain. The latest datable piece in the fill
is a bell krater,P 17000, ca. 400-397 B.C. See Young 1951, pp. 254-257.
Full rim, neck, both handles, part of shoulder.
Large red-painted A on neck; below this is a graffito: Al. The
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dipinto does not cover the area of the graffito, so it is not certain which
mark was applied first. The incised letters are fairly large in comparison
with other pieces in this catalogue, and the incisions are of moderate
depth.
Eleven choes would be fairly large for a jar of this type; 11 mnas
is a possibility though this would be fairly light for such a thick-walled
and tall jar (no intact jars were availablefor more precise estimation
of the range of weights for this particulartype).
The jar form is late in the bulging neck series, either just before
or very early among the pieces found in well R 13:4 (see below); see
KerameikosIX, pl. 64:4 and 8. Date ca. 440-430 (much earlier than the
bulk of the deposit, which seems to date late in the 5th century).
8

(P 25896). M-graffito. Possibly Solokha I.

Fig. 3

M 17:7, a pit just south of South Stoa I.
Preserves only handle.
ME cut heavily on outer surface of handle; the letters are very
visible.
On the basis of this handle and ME graffiti from other sites, it
is likely that the M graffiti abbreviatea word beginning with ME
rather than MY.Although it is possible that this is a noncommercial
initial, the common appearanceof M or ME in Athenian graffiti
suggests the reading of vte,-u?p- or [e-upyu6o (measured).Another
possibility, however, is that the M/ME stands for ,U?Xi(honey). It
seems noteworthy that neither this piece nor any of the amphoras
marked with M have a resinous coating on the interior surface.
The profile and fabric of this handle are best identified as belonging to the Solokha I type, mushroom-rimmed jar (cf. Lawall 1995,
p. 346, NG 22). For this type, see Lawall 1995, pp. 218-233; Zeest
1960, pp. 91-92; and Mantsevich 1975. The amphora material and
other pottery are datable early in the third quarterof the 5th century
and clearly earlier than the latest finds in R 13:4.
WELL

R 13:4

Well R 13:4 is just south of the later Stoa of Attalos, perhaps associated
with very poorly preserved 5th-century walls. The well was filled ca. 425
and the datable contents range from 440 to 425 (for complete publication,
see Talcott 1935). Rotroff and Oakley (1992, p. 56) propose a link between this deposit and the earthquakeof 425 B.C.
9

(P 33411). Volume. Probably Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Preserves shoulder only.
Graffito TI II1.The second leg of the 11 is shorter than the first; the
vertical strokes vary in length; marks lightly cut.
A tally of 9 choes might indicate the use of Chian units, and,
if one follows the 9:8 ratio for Chian to Athenian units (Barron 1986,
p. 98, note 49; Wallace Matheson and Wallace 1982, p. 300, note 21;
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Wallace 1986, p. 88, note 7, citing a ratio of 50:56, which gives
8.03 Attic choes for 9 Chian), then this marking would indicate a
convenient" match to Athenian standards (less convenient if one uses
the 8:7 ratio proposed by Lang 1956, p. 3; Grace and SavvatianouPetropoulakou 1970, p. 360; and Mattingly 1981). Nine Attic choes
would be an unusually large capacity for this amphora type; indeed
such a figure is unattested. For this reason, 9 and 10, if they are to be
read as volumes, must have been inscribed before the jars reached
Athens.
The identification of this fragment as probably being from a
straight-neck Chian jar is based on the wide shoulder with a sharp
outer edge and somewhat finer fabric than is commonly seen in the
latest of the bulging neck jars of Chios datable to the third quarter
of the 5th century; see, e.g., Grace 1979a, figs. 44-45. The closing
date of this well limits this fragment's date to ca. 430-425.
10 (P 33413). Volume. Probably Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Shoulder only.
Nine vertical strokes remain-the sherd breaks off without leaving
enough blank space to guarantee that the tallies did not continue.
Lightly cut marks;uneven lengths and spacing. Resinated interior.
As with 9 above, 9 choes could be indicated.
Same type as 9 above. Date ca. 430-425.
11 (SS 1845). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Talcott 1935, p. 496, no. 85, fig. 17 (Oaronly), and pp. 514-515.
Restored jar with both handles preserved, nearly complete rim, and
complete toe; large areas of neck and body restored with plaster.
Graffito of six vertical strokes. Lightly cut, low on neck between
handles. The neck is broken immediately left of this graffito, raising the
possibility that there were originally more strokes.
A reading of 6 or more choes seems mostly likely. It is unfortunate that the beginning of the graffito is not preservedwith certainty.
Were it possible to know that only 6 choes were marked as the capacity of this jar (if one reads these marks as necessarily checking the
full capacity of the jar, as need not be the case), then the attendant
stamp would not guarantee even a minimum capacity of the "standard"8 Chian choes. The kantharos stamp here reappearson other
Chian jars of roughly the same period and somewhat later; the same
stamp appears on 69, below, and SS 14080 from R 11:3 (closed ca.
420-410).
Date ca. 430-425.
12 (SS 1839). Volume. Chian straight-neck.
Lang 1956, p. 6, no. 15, pl. 6; Grace 1979a, fig. 45, far left.
Mended and restored to complete amphora form, missing only parts
of body (restored in plaster).
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Graffito on neck: HTwith two vertical strokes followed by three
horizontals. Very lightly cut marks.
Lang reads 7 choes, 3 kotylai.
Jar carries sphinx stamp at the base of the handle (see Grace 1979a,
text with figs. 48-49, and Zeest 1960, p. 77, pl. 3).
Date ca. 430-425.
13 (P 2368). Volume. Chian straight-neck.
Talcott 1935, p. 516, fig. 28f.
Heavily restoredjar, missing handles, large part of shoulder, fragments of body; toe in very poor condition from salt damage.
Graffito EI1. Fairly light strokes but larger letters than many in
this series.
Talcott reads this mark as an alphabetic numeral E indicating 5
choes, followed by two more for 7 choes. Lang (1956, p. 9, no. 30)
reads 1/2metretes and 2 choes, and this is equivalent to the measured
capacity of the jar of 8 Chian choes. Lang proposed that the use of E
for 1/2indicates Chian psilosis, but E would not be used by an Ionian
Chian to abbreviatea word beginning ,u-. An Athenian or other
non-Chian-based writer would not record volume by Chian standards.
Talcott's reading of 7 choes fits both the measured capacity (8 Chian
choes = 7 Attic choes) and the requirements of dialect, but such a use
of E instead of the very common HTmight have been confusing. The
E could also stand for either 1 or 1/2chous, followed by 2 kotylai. Such a
tally would not describe the full capacity of the jar, and the E for "swI'"
would be unusual (though not without parallel;see 25, below).
Date ca. 430-425.
14 (SS 1841). Weight? Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Lang 1956, p. 17, no. 72.
Preserves three-quarters of rim, both handles, and complete toe, but
much of the body is restored in plaster.
Graffito on neck: AA. Light to moderately deep incisions.
Lang reads as a tare weight of 20 mnas with supporting evidence
of the weight of the jar.The large amount of plaster used in the restoration of the vessel renders the weight measurement of the jar itself of
uncertain value. Nevertheless, weighing intact jars without plaster restorations indicates that 20 mnas is a possible weight for an empty vessel.
Date ca. 430-425.
15 (P 33412). Weight? Chian C/3 or very early straight-neck

Fig. 4

Preserves only fragment of neck and shoulder.
Graffito on lower part of neck: A 1111111.
Light to moderately deep
incisions.
The marks indicate 17, perhaps a price, just over 2 drachmas
per chous; 10 choes and 7 kotylai would seem too large a capacity
for a jar of this type. Without the standard drachma symbol a price
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interpretation is uncertain. Seventeen mnas (ca. 7.5 kg) might correspond to the empty weight of a large, heavily built Chian C/3 type
amphora.
Both the Chian C/3 amphoras and the earliest straight-neck jars
have a coarser fabric, as is the case here, than is usually associated with
the fully developed straight-neck type.
Date ca. 440-430.
16 (P 2367). Weight? Very late variant of Chian C/3.
Talcott 1935, p. 516, fig. 28c; Lang 1956, p. 14, no. 63.
Preserves rim, neck, and one handle.
Graffito on neck: five vertical strokes, on the fifth of which are
ten short horizontal marks. Fairly coarse strokes, each one trailing off
at the ends. Resinated interior.
Lang reads as 14 drachmas.The use of such a long, complex
symbol for 10 drachmas seems unnecessary,and it is unusual to place
the larger unit of price after individual marks indicating, by Lang's
reading, smaller units.
An alternate reading would be 4 choes and 10 kotylai. As each
kotyle was removed, another would be added to the short stroke
tallies; decanted choes would be accounted for with the longer strokes.
With this reading, only part of the complete potential volume of the
jar was decanted in the recorded operations.
The verticals could also be read as units of 10 mnas to reach a
total of 50 mnas for the marking. Once four 10-mna weights were
balancing the jar with its contents, single-unit weights were added
until the jar was filled, and each of these was marked along the
fifth vertical stroke. Fifty mnas of wine would be equivalent to ca. 22
liters, a common capacity measure for Chian jars of this period.
Short strokes tied together by a single line are discussed by Johnston
(1979, pp. 30-31) without clear indication of whether price is being
recorded or simply numbers of vessels in the batch;Tod (1911-1912,
pp. 108 and 116) presents epigraphic examples of verticals linked by
a single horizontal as indicating multiple drachmas,but in these
cases the practice of linking drachma signs seems to begin only in
the 3rd century B.C.
Date ca. 440-430/25.
17 (SS 1840). Weight? Chian straight-neck.
Lang 1956, p. 4, no. 8, pl. 1.
Mended and restored to nearly complete amphora form; missing
toe and minor fragments of the body.
Graffito on neck: three horizontal strokes over two circular
marks, followed by seven vertical strokes. Coarsely and clearly cut
graffito.
Lang reads 7 choes,k3 kotylai,r2"smallerunits."The horizontals preceding the verticals may indicate units of 10, with the
dots below as single units, and the verticals-despite their greater
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length-as smaller units. This system is used on the early-4thcentury building accounts from Epidauros; see Tod 1911-1912,
pp. 103-105, in which the markings refer to drachmas and obols.
It seems odd, however, to list 7 obols instead of another drachma
and 1 obol. A listing of 32 mnas and seven smaller units seems more
likely.
The amphora has a sphinx stamp at the base of the handle. This
stamped Chian type is the same as 12 above, date ca. 430-425.
18 (SS 1842). Weight? Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Restored jar missing one handle, parts of rim and neck, and fragments of the body.
Graffito on the neck: two verticals followed by a third from
which there project eight short horizontals. There is a trace of a horizontal line between the first two vertical tallies, but this may not have
been deliberate. Light vertical strokes, slightly coarser and clearer horizontals.
It is difficult to apply Lang's method of reading a price mark on
16 to this mark (8 drachmas on the vertical plus two more marked
with the larger strokes to give 10 drachmas). A volumetric notation
might be read as follows (corresponding to a possible reading for the
similar 16): the verticals indicate 2 choes and the shorter, horizontal
tallies refer to 8 kotylai. Such a reading has two implications: 1) the
graffito does not "check"the actual capacity in light of the stamp since
there are too few marks;and 2) given that there was still far more than
1 chous remaining, the kotylai were not added to top up the capacity
measurement.The vertical strokes might, therefore, account for choes
of decanted wine with the bar of horizontals used to keep track of
smaller amounts (kotylai). The weight-mark reading method, which
worked well for 16, would give us 28 mnas for this marking. Such
a weight falls between the likely empty and gross weights of amphoras,
but the mark could indicate either the net weight of the added liquid
partly filling the jar or the net weight of a grain like barley filling
the jar (20 liters barley = 12.8 kg = 28 mnas).
Amphora with sphinx stamp at top of neck, date ca. 430-425.
19 (P 2372). Price mark. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 15

Lang 1956, p. 14, no. 62; Talcott 1935, p. 516, fig. 28e.
Nearly complete jar missing only small bit of the rim and parts of
the body.
Graffito on shoulder near the base of the neck: IT1I. Very light
strokes.
Lang reads a price of 7 staters.The use of a non-Attic unit of
currencysupports the view that many of the price marks seen in these
graffiti were applied for use at the Peiraieus (or another Attic port),
where merchants would be accustomed to moving between many
different currencies,or before reaching it; see below, p. 75.
Date ca. 430-425.
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20 (P 11384). M-graffito. Possibly Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Preserves part of rim, neck, one handle.
Neck with graffiti: one M on either side of neck. The position
of each M relative to the other is not indicated on Figure 4. Moderately
coarse strokes. No resin.
As in 21, the writer seems to have wished to make the M very
clear and visible, from either side of the jar. Perhaps the contents
were honey or honeyed wine, not some lighter liquid or standard
wine.
Possibly an overfired Chian straight-neck; however, the grayish
surface color and the quite short neck are somewhat unusual for
Chios. The form, whether Chian or another similar type, is unlikely
to date much before 430-425.
21 (P 11385). M-graffito. Possibly Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 4

Preserves rim, neck, upper attachment of one handle.
Same graffiti as 20 with same arrangementof one M on either side
of the neck, moderately coarse strokes.
The jar type is the same as 20, but the neck here is slightly taller;
date ca. 430-425.
22 (P 2371). Summation. Chian C/3.
Talcott 1935, pp. 515-516, fig. 28b; Lang 1956, p. 5, no. 10.
Jar restored, missing a few bits from handles, neck, and
shoulder.
Graffito consisting of an enigmatic ligature (see Talcott 1935,
fig. 28b) followed by eight vertical strokes; a bit further from these,
set above them, is a smaller H. Moderately deep to deep markings
with the initial ligature being especially carefully cut.
Talcott suggests a false start writing an alphabetic 6 to explain
the ligature, then a difficult time of counting up to eight before
inscribing the H, giving a total of 14 (drachmas) as a price. Lang
reads the tally as 8 Chian choes, summarized by the alphabetic
numeral H, but does not comment on the preceding ligature.
Date ca. 440-430/25.
23 (P 11386). Summation. Chian handle.

Fig. 4

Lang 1956, p. 5, no. 12.
Preserves only the lower half of the handle to the point where it
attaches to the shoulder.
Graffito on the outer surface of the handle near base: H set over
seven vertical strokes.The marks are exceptionally small and carefully cut, but the H is cut much more deeply than the vertical strokes.
Lang reads as seven single-chous measures poured in and the
summation 8 (H) inscribed after the eighth chous was poured in. Given
the difference in weight between the verticals and the H, Lang's reading
of relatively less formal tallies followed by a final, formal summation
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seems very likely. A chous-by-chous emptying of the jar would result in
the same pattern of markings.
The form and fabric of the handle require a Chian identification;
the relative fineness of the fabric suggests the later straight-neck type,
ca. 430-425.
24 (P 11383). Summation? Probably Chian straight-neck.
Lang 1956, p. 8, no. 26, pl. 1.
Preserves only neck and a bit of the shoulder.
Graffito on lower part of neck: HlIII
1, with A below, closer to the
shoulder.The incisions are very light and tend to become fainter from
left to right, perhaps evidence that the tallies were all cut at one time.
The A, however, is cut in an even more sketchy manner, so it may not
have been cut at the same time as the other marks.Very slight traces
of resin inside.
Lang reads as 10.5 choes, 4 kotylai. Alternative readings include
a half chous and 4 kotylai decanted against a total of 10 choes; or a
half metretes (hydria) and 4 more choes for a total, recorded by the A,
of 10 choes. The A might also simply be an initial, unrelated to the
capacity,cost, or weight of the jar.
Date ca. 430-425.
25 (P 2366). Volume and price. Chian C/3.

Figs. 4, 14

Lang 1956, p. 12, no. 58; AgoraXXI, p. 76, He 2, pl. 42; Talcott
1935, p. 516, fig. 28a; Johnston 1996, p. 82, fig. 1.1.
Most of rim, both handles, much of body, and most of toe preserved; large parts of lower neck restored in plaster.
I restore as "fneVz et et x?eg
Graffito: HEEXAEKATETOPE77.

&asXX-Ctopez
oatcctioj]" (see discussion below). Small letters fairly
carefully cut vertically down the neck and onto the shoulder. Deep
strokes;letters tend to increase in size further along the graffito.
sg
et xo6s. She notes (1956, p. 12)
Lang reads TEEX as 7&vet
that the jar measured the equivalent of 7 Attic choes. The use of
epsilon as an acrophonic numeral for sg is not securely paralleled
among the graffiti studied here; however, the alternative of hs,utseems unlikely with two epsilons (one-half and one-half) on such
a formally inscribed graffito.Johnston questions Lang's reading of 7
choes by citing the use of E for 100 at Olbia. That graffito, however,
seems to have been written on a sherd rather than an amphora (for
similar use of multiple Es on an ostrakon, see Blonde 1989, p. 518,
no. 170). The 8xas-ce-Copez,14, when considered with the dropped
aspiratesimplied by the epsilon abbreviationsearlier in this graffito,
provides some limits to the possible dialect of the writer. Buck (1955,
pp. 154-160) places -Ct&opezin his West Greek and Northwest Greek
groups. Few members of these groups, however, drop the aspirate.
Those that do include Delphi (at times, p. 156) and Elis (p. 159).
The final, poorly preserved letter that I restore as a sigma introduces
another significant area of debate concerning this graffito. Lang
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illustrates the upper bar but interprets the graffito as 7 choes, 14
drachmas (see also Lang 1956, p. 13), with the drachmas implied
but not abbreviatedor written. Johnston wonders whether drachmas
or staters should be supplied as the unit of currency.The upper angle
either abbreviated
of the sigma supports the restoration of a-coc-ctjpeo,
or written out. The surface of the jar is worn below the preserved area
of the graffito. Further along is an X, but this might not be a deliberate
mark. Had atocctijpe been written out, especially given the varying size
of letters as preserved in this graffito, the word may have fit before the
was inscribed.
X. The X, however, could have been cut after atoctYItjpe
Given the poor preservation of the initial E of atoctYjpsz,the reading
cannot be considered secure, but the mark interpreted here as the upper
angle of a E encourages the reading of staters rather than the implied
drachmas.
Date ca. 440-430.
26 (P 11382). Volume and price. Mendean.

Fig. 17

Lang 1956, p. 10, no. 44; AgoraXXI, p. 76, He 1, pl. 42; Johnston
1996, p. 82, fig. 1.2.
Preserves rim, most of neck, and both of the upper handle attachments.
Graffiti on either side of the neck: A KKwith X in the A,
and opposite, AX (three-bar sigma); also a red-painted stroke behind one handle. The AX KKare incised with slightly heavier
lines than the AX, whose strokes are quite light and sketchy.
The AX KKgraffito resembles 27 from R 13:12, but that piece
lacks the additional price mark. Lang (1956, p. 10, no. 44) reads
as 10 choes, 2 kotylai with a price of 10 staters, making Mendean
wine have the same 2 drachmas per chous price read elsewhere for
Chian wine (see p. 16 above).Johnston (1996, p. 82) points out the
ambiguities of this mark:"whose choes and whose staters?"Staters
often appear on amphora price marks, and these foreign currencies
may have been applied by wholesale shippers. Such marks seem too
ambiguous for any role in facilitating retail commerce in the Agora.
The stater notation here could indicate the tare weight of the
precisely measuredjar (10 staters equal 20 emporic mnas, or just over
9 kg). The figure cannot be read as an indication of the weight of the
jar's contents, since no contents likely in a volume of just over 10 choes
(over 30 liters) would weigh only 20 mnas.
The amphora neck is fairly short, but even so it is not any more
closely datable than the general range of the contents of the well:
ca. 440-425.
WELL

R 13:12

R 13:12 is a well deposit east of R 13:4. The amphora forms are similar to
those in R 13:4, but the finewares and plainwareswere not reexamined for
the present study. Camp (1977, p. 220) suggests a date for the contents of
the well in the third quarterof the 5th century.
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27 (P 30835). Volume. Mendean.

27
Figure 5. Graffito from well R 13:12
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Fig. 5

Complete neck, both handles, part of shoulder.
Graffito on neck: A with X inside, followed by three kappas, two
set above the third. Very light incisions, small carefully cut letters.
Resinated.
Very similar arrangementof letters as in 26, but the particularstyles
seem a bit different (the range of allowable variation in such graffiti in
terms of hands and letter forms is uncertain). A reading of 10 choes,
3 kotylai seems required.It seems possible that some Mendean (?)
shipper marked his jars with specific capacity notes. It will be interesting to see how similar to 26 and 27 is the example from Kommos cited
byJohnston (1996, p. 82, "agraffito similar as far as it is preserved").
Profile of the jar shows no significant difference from material in
R 13:4, date ca. 425.
CONSTRUCTION

FILLS

FOR THE

MINT

BUILDING

The pottery lots listed below are all from construction fills of the late-5thcentury Mint building (the topic of a forthcoming study by John Camp
andJohn Kroll).The pottery in these fills continues into the last decade or
so of the 5th century (Camp, pers. comm.,June 1998), but the diagnostic
amphora fragments are uniformly datable to the third quarterof the century. It seems possible that the rubbish used to fill under the Mint floor
was the same that was also used to fill well R 13:4.
28

(P 3346). Volume. Chian C/3.

Fig. 6

Lot HA 294A, section HIA,grid MF, MA/104, 105, construction
fill under the floor of the Mint.
Preserves only neck wall.
Graffito 11111111.
Lightly cut, with uneven length and spacing.
Eight choes is a likely interpretation.The unevenness of the lines
could be the result of either one hasty filling or measurement, or successive decantings.
Date ca. 440-430.
29 (P 33415). Volume or weight? Possibly Solokha I.

Fig. 6

Lot PA 294A.
Preserves neck fragment only; break at left of graffito.
Graffito EEEE.Deeply but unevenly cut small letters.
The two most likely interpretations of this graffito seem to be
either 4 or more choes, reading the E for sl, or 4 or more hemichoes.
If the E is read as an acrophonic numeral for sf the units of measure
could also be mnas, thereby making this a notation of net weight
(probably only partially filling the vessel). Another reading for weight
would involve reading the E as an alphabetic numeral, 5, and thereby
reading 20 or more mnas.
Poorly diagnostic, but other amphora material in this context is
datable ca.425 or slightly later.
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29
28

30
31

32b

32a

Figure6. GraffitifromMint
constructionfill
30 (P 3420). Volume or price? Possibly northern Greek.

Fig. 6

Lot HA 293, section VIA,grid M, MET/101, 102, construction
fill under the floor of the Mint.
Preserves lower part of neck and shoulder.
Graffito X (or F-) II1.Cleanly cut lines breaking though the grayish
surface of the sherd to the red core.
Unfortunately the graffito is not sufficiently preserved to determine whether the initial sign refers to choes or drachmas.If choes,
then we have 1 or more choes and 3 kotylai. If drachmas are indicated
by the first sign, the subsequent verticals might indicate obols.
Poorly diagnostic fragment; pre-425?
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31 (P 33418). Unclassified graffito. Possibly Thasian.

Fig. 6

Lot HA 294A.
Preserves neck and one handle; fairly low-slung handle.
Graffiti on lower part of neck: MO I. Deeply cut large letters.
First part of the word missing. Uncertain commercial significance.
Poorly diagnostic fragment; pre-425?
32a-b

(P 33419, P 33417). Unclassified graffiti.

Fig. 6

Lot HA 294A.
Lot includes two poorly diagnostic sherds, one (a) with EV graffito,
another (b) with 0.
Apart from their findspot, there is no reason to see these as commercial graffiti.
WELL

R 13:1

Well R 13:1 is located north of R 13:4, and south of the later Stoa of
Attalos. The well was closed at the end of the 5th century,with the range
of dates for the bulk of the fill being ca. 430-400 B.C. (AgoraXII, p. 398).
The amphoras in this deposit are very fragmentary; no complete vessels
were ever assembled from these finds. The amphoras here show some development beyond the forms in R 13:4, and the best parallels occur in
deposits closed ca. 410. None of the R 13:1 amphoras necessarily dates
beyond ca. 410.
33 (P 9242). Volume. Possibly Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 4, no. 5.
Preserves large portion of neck.
Graffito on neck of four parallel strokes. Strokes of moderate depth.
Resinated interior surface.
Lang reads at least 4 choes.
Form is unlikely to be much before ca. 425-410.
34 (P 9245). Volume. Probably Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 4, no. 6.
Small bit of rim, bit of handle, and neck.
Six parallel marks on the neck, closer to one handle. Lightly cut
incisions.
Lang reads as 5 or more choes. By my reading, 6 or more choes.
The form need not be any later than the straight-neck Chian jars
in R 13:4, ca. 425.
35 (P 9239). Volume. Mendean.
Lang 1956, p. 7, no. 21, pl. 1.
Preserves handle fragment only.
Graffito on the outer face of the handle shaft, moving from top
to bottom: three horizontal strokes, followed by a fourth on which
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Figure 7. Graffiti from well R 13:1
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are stacked three kappas,with a single larger kappa at the bottom of
the preserved fragment. The fragment is broken at the top, leaving
open the possibility of more strokes, and at the bottom. At this lower
end there is enough uninscribed preserved surface that it is unlikely
that there were further related markings. Very coarsely cut incisions.
There are extra cuts over the middle of the stacked kappas as though
for the correction of a mistake.
Lang reads some amount greater than 3 choes and 4 kotylai.
Despite the apparent mistake in incising the series of aligned kappas,
the intention may have been as Lang reconstructs it, or perhaps (see 36)
we are only meant to read the two unaltered kappas atop the vertical
along with the last sign, to give 3 or more choes and 3 kotylai.
The handle form could date anytime in the last third of the century,
to ca. 410.
36 (P 9240). Volume. Mendean.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 7, no. 22.
Preserves only the lower part of the neck and shoulder.
Graffito on lower part of neck, just above shoulder: three kappas
facing left one above the other, followed by three vertical strokes. Very
coarsely cut marks. Resinated interior.
Lang reads as 3 or more choes and 3 kotylai. It is not common
to find retrogradeinscriptions among these late-5th-century amphora
graffiti; it is possible that this graffito is meant to be read from above.
This graffito and 35 are the only ones that I know with stacked kappas.
The two fragments are of very similar fabric, the graffiti show a similar
style of cutting, and the handle (35) clearly carries a mistake. Perhaps
the handle belongs to the same jar as this neck, and the neck graffito
offers a cleaner, correct version of the marking.
The fragment is not sufficiently diagnostic to narrow the date
beyond the general date for the contents of the deposit, ca. 410.
37 (P 9241, P 9253). Volume? Mendean.
Lang 1956, p. 13, no. 59, pl. 3.
Preserves lower neck and shoulder.
Graffito on lower part of neck: N (or I l) IIHOOO. Coarsely
incised letters. Lang reads four verticals before the H to give 4+ choes,
/2 chous, and 3 oxybapha (= 3/4 kotyle); however, she notes the problematic reading of the initial signs. The diagonal of the possible N could
be an extraneous mark.
Context date ca. 425-410.
38 (P 9244). Volume. Chian or Solokha II.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 11, no. 49.
Preserves lower neck wall.
Partially preserved F with an X inside, with two horizontal lines
below. Wide, but not especially deep, strokes.The second leg of the
F is much shorter than the first. Resinated interior.
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Lang reads as "fivechoes or more"perhaps referring to the two
horizontals below the F. Interpretations of either 7 choes or 5 choes
and 2 kotylai would take account of the lines below the FX.
Fragment is poorly diagnostic. The Solokha II type amphora is
related in form very closely to the straight-neck Chian types. This is
particularlytrue of the rim and upper parts of the handles. The differences lie in the lower parts of the handles, the shapes of the toe, and the
somewhat darkerred-brown fabric of the Solokha II amphoras;for
illustrations and discussion, see Doulgeri-Intzessiloglou and Garlan
1990 (identifying Peparethos as at least one production area for this
type) and Mantsevich 1975.
Context date ca. 425-410.
39 (P 9249). Volume. Possibly Solokha II.
Lang 1956, p. 12, no. 54, pl. 3.
Preserves lower neck and shoulder fragment.
Graffito on lower part of the neck, close to the transition to the
shoulder: FXH I followed by a vertical stroke that could be one side
of another H. Shorter second leg of F. Moderately coarse but clean
strokes (similar coarseness as in 46). Some resin preserved on interior.
Lang reads "6 1/2choes and ?"The last vertical mark suggests a
reading of 6.5 choes and 1 or more kotylai; however, the break in the
sherd allows for the possibility of another H instead of a simple vertical
stroke.
The Solokha II attribution is based on the fact that the fabric here
seems consistently redder than is common on Chian amphoras of the
same time. The piece is not sufficiently preserved to give much indication of date.
Context date ca. 425-410.
40 (P 9250). Volume. Possibly Chian.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 33.
Preserves lower neck.
Graffito XXHI1.Lightly cut incisions.
Lang reads 2.5 or more choes and 1 or more kotylai on the basis
of reading K after the H. In either case, we seem to have 2 or more
choes,1/2 chous, and one or more fractions, probably kotylai.
Context date ca. 425-410.
41 (P 9251). Volume. Mendean.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 10, no. 42.
Preserves shoulder and small bit of the neck.
Graffito over transition from neck to shoulder: FX monogram
created by a horizontal line crossing the short second leg of the F. Two
incompletely preserved vertical strokes follow this monogram. Light
incisions.
Lang reads two 5-chous signs. If Lang intended the two freestanding verticals as the legs of the second F, the X for this monogram
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is not preserved.This interpretation gives the second F legs of equal
length, while the first F has legs of different length. Such a difference
in orthography seems unlikely, and most Fs among the graffiti here
have uneven leg lengths (cf. 42). If Lang intended the first freestanding vertical to be the right leg of the first F, then only the left leg
of the second F is preserved.With so little indication of the second
5-chous sign, and given the common pattern among the graffiti
studied here of single units following the 5-chous symbol, I suggest
a reading of 7 choes: FX I1.A possible parallel for this arrangement of
the FX monogram is offered by 53, unfortunately also incomplete.
Lang's reading does create a volumetric notation for this jar that
is in keeping with the two 10-chous notations on 26 and 27.
Around 400 B.C., however, Mendean amphora capacities are known
to have fallen closer to 7 choes; see Eiseman and Ridgway 1987,
p. 52, table 7.
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-400.
42 (P 9252). Volume. Chian straight-neck.
Lang 1956, p. 10, no. 43, pl. 2.
Preserves small bit of neck wall.
Graffito: a faintly preservedvertical stroke followed by X and
four vertical strokes.The third vertical after the X has a short diagonal
angling down to the right from the point where the stroke breaks
off. This diagonal does not appear deliberate to me.
Lang reads the graffito as a flX monogram (using the verticals
on either side of the X, with equal leg lengths for the fl) followed
by Hl. The H, if the diagonal stroke was deliberate,would have
an unusually sloping crossbar.Without the H, but keeping the rest
of Lang's reading, we have 8 choes, a common enough capacity
for late-5th-century Chian jars.The initial 5-chous sign, however,
is also problematic as it would require a fl with equal leg lengths,
which is rare among these graffiti. Reading a fl before the X
would find a parallel in 96 and would give a reading of 6 choes, 4
kotylai.
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-410.
43 (SS 6918). Weight? Possibly Solokha II.

Fig. 7

Preserves small amount of rim and neck wall with small fourspoked wheel-stamp near rim.
Graffito on neck: A followed by one vertical and two poorly preserved diagonal strokes. Light to moderately cut strokes. Resinated
interior.
Given that this vessel type is of roughly the same size as late-5thcentury Chian amphoras, a reading of 11 choes and 2 kotylai seems
unlikely.Without explicit drachma signs, 11 drachmas,2 obols, is also
problematic. A tare weight of 11 mnas and two fractions,just over 5 kg,
seems the most likely interpretation.
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-410.
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44 (P 9248). Price mark. Probably Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 15, no. 65, pl. 3.
Preserves neck wall only.
Graffito flA (monogram) followed by FF. Fairly light but uneven
incisions. Some resin preserved on interior.
Lang reads as a price of 22 drachmas with two deltas sharing
a common side. The bottom line of this parallelogrammonogram
of AA is not as clearly incised as the other lines, and I do not consider
it a deliberate stroke. I read the numeral 50, which is quite commonly
found among ceramic graffiti (e.g., Lang 1956, no. 68, pl. 3, and
no. 99, pl. 5; Jefremov 1998, passim; Solomonik 1984, nos. 284-286).
The price then should be read as 52 drachmas.This price seems high in
comparison with other known late-5th-century wine prices,but the
commodity referredto is not known, nor are enough wine prices known
to say with any certainty what is a high price and what is not (as emphasized in Johnston 1996).
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-410.
45 (P 9247). Volume or weight? Mendean.
Lang 1956, p. 5, no. 9, pl. 1.
Preserves neck, rim, one upper bit of handle.
Graffito on neck: the ends of seven horizontal marks followed
by six vertical marks arrangedin pairs of two. Fairly light incisions
but consistent depth throughout. Resinated interior surface.
Lang reads 6 horizontals with the interpretation of 6 choes,
6 kotylai. The seventh horizontal is visible at the bottom of the stack
in the photograph published by Lang. With the reading of a seventh
short mark, 6 choes, 7 kotylai seems likely. As in other examples with
more than 6 kotylai marked, the short marks could record small
amounts poured out. Mendean jars from the later Porticello shipwreck
measured between roughly 6 and 7 Attic choes (Eiseman and Ridgway
1987, pp. 51-52). While the volumetric reading works reasonably
well, a weight reading would give either 67 or 76 mnas depending on
which unit is assigned to each set of strokes;the latter seems more
likely since the horizontals precede the verticals.This weight would
be the gross weight of a jar weighing ca. 5.5 kg with 24.5 liters of wine.
The short neck suggests that this piece may not be any later than
the R 13:4 pieces, ca. 425; but the short neck does continue into the
last quarterof the 5th century (see Brashinskiy 1976 and Lawall 1995,
pp. 121-122).
46 (P 9243). Volume, possible summation. Probably Chian straightneck.
Fig. 7
Lang 1956, p. 6, no. 18.
Preserves lower neck wall and bit of shoulder.
Graffito on neck: three vertical strokes on the first line, fl on
the line below. Moderately deep and clean strokes. Second leg of ti
shorter than first. Resinated interior.
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43

Lang reads as 8 choes. The fl may, however, represent a summation of the vertical tallies above, as is more clearly the case in other
examples where the larger number is on a separateline (22, 23, possibly
24).
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-410.
47 (P 9246). Unclassified graffito. Possibly Chian.

Fig. 7

Lang 1956, p. 8, no. 23.
Preserves neck wall only.
Graffito K lying horizontally.There may be a horizontal mark
below the K, but its identification as a stroke is uncertain. Deep clean
strokes. Resinated interior.
Lang includes this piece ("forcompleteness' sake")with other
kotylai graffiti, but the isolation of this letter makes any interpretation
very difficult. This is not a letter that is frequently encountered
alone on amphoras.
Poorly diagnostic fragment, context date ca. 425-410.
WELL S i6:i
Well S 16:1 was discovered in R. R. Holloway's excavations in the Kolletis
House garden and lies roughly 50 m southeast of R 13:4, on the east side
of the Panathenaic Way. This fill is generally dated ca. 425-400 and is
noted for the many amphorafragments found (Holloway 1966, pp. 83-84;
AgoraXII, p. 398). Closer study of the amphorasin the fill, however,places
them with R 13:1 as no later than ca. 410 B.C.
48 (P 27513). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 16

AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 3, pl. 32.
Preserves part of rim, one complete handle, neck, shoulder with
tightly rounded outer edge.
Graffito on neck: four vertical lines of moderate depth. Resinated
interior surface.
Lang (AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 3) reads four units "measuredas they
were poured in," but she notes that Chian jars held more than 4 choes,
so "this might not be a permanent record of the total capacity but a
temporary note about a smaller quantity put in (or taken out)."The
parenthetical suggestion would certainly fit the kinds of activities
described below that have concentrated these graffiti in the area.
The tall neck and sharply turned shoulder of this jar clearly place it
after the jars in R 13:4 and probably near the end of the 5th century.
49 (P 27515). Volume. Chian straight-neck.
AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 4, pl. 32.
Preserves complete rim, one handle, and part of neck and shoulder.
The markings here are quite irregularand may not all be deliberate
strokes. Near the base of the neck are seven vertical strokes, lightly incised; they fit well with the graffiti discussed here and are surely deliber-
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ate. Above this, startingjust below the rim, are the following marks:
1) a relativelylarge A lying on one side immediately under the rim;
2) two very irregularhorizontal marks below the A; 3) then, under
the horizontals, two very short and accidental-looking verticals; and
4) under these verticals, two more, somewhat more regular,horizontals.
The longer strokes here seem more deliberate and more likely to be
part of an intended graffito than do the very short marks. Resinated
interior surface.
Lang reads a temporary accounting of 7 choes (the upper markings,
leaving aside the A) followed by the more permanent, formal 7 tallies
below. The A is not a common abbreviationin this group of graffiti
and is best left aside as unrelated.The short strokes in the upper group,
however, seem too informal and accidental to be connected to the tallying process. What remain, therefore, are the three horizontals and the
seven, more regular,verticals. Perhaps the two sets of marks pertain to
two or more activities in the use of the jar, e.g., a partial decanting (or
filling) and a more complete decanting (or filling).
The thick rim of this jar, both rounded outward and thickened
inward, places this jar fairly early in the Chian straight-neck series,
ca. 430-420.
50 (P 27516). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 8

Preserves much of rim, upper parts of handle, neck, and small bit of
shoulder.
Graffiti low on the neck near the shoulder: five stacked horizontal
lines. The upper two lines are less heavily and carefully cut than those
below. Resinated interior.
This variation in cutting may suggest multiple occasions for
making the marks. Five choes may be indicated (though more may
have been incised originally). If these five were all that were inscribed,
then this only accounts for a portion of the total possible capacity of
the jar.These strokes seem likely to record goods decanted over a period
of time.
The neck is fairly short but could still fall anywhere between the
constraints of the starting date for the type and the likely closing date
of the context. Date ca. 430-410.
51 (P 27519). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 8

Preserves part of rim and neck.
Graffito on neck: stack of four horizontal lines, with no trace of
further lines above or below. Some end cleanly and others taper more
gradually.
The differences among the strokes may imply separate occasions
for their cutting. Assuming that the jar originally held at least 7 choes,
this partial accounting may attest to material taken out over a period
of tIme.
Context date ca. 425-410.
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52 (P 27525). Volume. Mendean.
AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 6, pl. 32.
Preserves small bit of rim, both handles, much of neck, large part
of shoulder.
The graffiti appear around the transition area between neck and
shoulder. On one side of the jar is the marking flX (monogram) XXXH;
below these on the same shoulder is the abbreviationAE; then in the
thumbprint at the base of one handle is an incised X (or K); finally, on
the other side of the neck are 8 vertical tallies. The vertical tallies are
very lightly and unevenly incised; the tally of abbreviatedchoes is
heavily cut as is the letter in the thumbprint. The AE is cut very lightly
and sketchily.The TTXmonogram is unusual for lacking the second
leg of the TTaltogether. Heavily resinated interior.
Lang reads an informal tally of the vertical strokes-8 choesformalized in the more complex notation and made more precise
with the additional hemichous. It is equally possible that the deeply
cut TTXXXXH may be the permanent total count against which decanted choes have been recorded as simple, irregularvertical strokes.
There is no clear indication of whether the letter in the thumbprint is
meant to go with either of the other marks.The AE seems likely to be
an owner's graffito.
The shortness of the neck and very rounded shoulders could place
this jar very early among those seen in well R 13:4, ca. 440.
53 (P 27543). Volume. Possibly northern Greek.

Fig. 8

Preserves neck wall sherd only. Possible traces of resin inside.
Graffito TTX(monogram). Probably created by crossing second
leg of the TTwith a horizontal bar,but it is possible that the second
leg of the TTis not at all preserved and the X is freestanding under
the TT.Small and carefully cut graffito, very much like that of 65 in
well 0 19:4.
A volumetric notation of 5 (and probably more) choes seems most
likely.
Possible Mendean or northern Greek amphora, but the identification by fabric alone is uncertain.
Context date ca. 425-410.
54 (P 27418). E-graffito. Solokha I.

Fig. 8

Holloway 1966, p. 84, pl. 28:h (jar only).
Complete jar preserved.
Graffito E on shoulder. Moderately deep strokes.The size of the
letter and its prominent place on the shoulder make it quite visible.
The E here may replace the H found in other graffiti (cf. 75, 76);
however, if that H is read as indicating 1 hydria instead of the clumsier
the unit of measurement.
~s-cp? Cob,then E cannotabbreviate
JLGo
Furthermore,the Solokha I type tends to be quite large, so it is difficult
to see these single letters as referring to a half-metretes; both 54 and 66
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were cut on Solokha I jars. Such jars are rarelyresinated and seem,
therefore, to have been used at least in part as oil jars. E abbreviating
cX0o0V(oil) is a possible interpretation of these marks.
At this point the dating of the jar cannot be narrowedbeyond
the context date, ca. 425-410, but it does seem fairly early in this
range.
55 (P 27526). M-graffito. Solokha I.

Figs. 8, 21

Preserves complete rim, neck, one complete handle, part of other
handle, part of shoulder.
Graffito M at middle of neck on one side, irregularstroke on
opposite side of neck of uncertain significance. M-graffito cutting is
heavy with clean ends to each stroke.
See discussions at 8 and 20 above.
Context date ca. 425-410.
56 (P 27517). Summation graffito and price dipinto. Chian straightneck.
AgoraXXI, p. 59, Ha 5, pl. 32.
Preserves neck, rim, both handles, part of shoulder. Resinated
interior surface.
Graffito on lower part of neck: tIEN 11111.These marks-both the
letters and the vertical tallies-are heavily incised, with careful stops to
each stroke.The marks seem to have been applied at one time. The
second leg of the fl is shorter than the first. The first three letters are
partly covered by a wide vertical stripe of red paint. Further around the
neck, starting behind one handle, is a price mark dipinto also in red:
ATlF. Below the main graffito is a sketchily incised A.
Although the price mark itself does not cover the main graffito,
the vertical red stripe may have been applied at the same time as the
price mark dipinto, thereby making the price mark necessarily later
than the graffito. Lang suggests that the dipinto attests to the original
price in reference to the common 7-8 choes size of these amphoras
(with the common 2 drachmas per chous), but this reading does not
fully explain the graffito and its functional relationship to the dipinto.
Various explanations are possible. The TTENmay summarize the five
tallies from a decanting operation of 5 choes; then the jar was refilled;
the vertical stripe cancels the graffiti; and the new contents' price was
set by the price mark. More in line with Lang's belief that the graffito
refers to fillings, the jar may have been filled with 5 choes and then had
its price set at 16 drachmas.As in other cases examined here, the
sketchy single letter, A, need not be part of the numerical notation and
may refer to an owner of the jar or to its contents at some point in the
use of the jar.
The form of the jar could fall anywhere between the constraints of
the starting date for the type and the likely closing date of the context.
Date ca. 430-410.
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Fig. 8

Preserves only the transition area from neck to shoulder. Resinated
interior.
Graffito on the shoulder at the base of the neck: 111I1T.Lightly incised, uneven strokes. Multiple occasions of cutting may be indicated
here.
The verticals could refer to 4 choes decanted, then summed up by
the F1when the fifth was poured out; the fl could also represent a total
from which the four tallies are subtracted.Finally, a total filling of 9
choes could be described. Retrograde graffiti, such as this one, are not
commonly encountered in the pieces published here.
Not a diagnostic fragment; context date ca. 425-410.
58 (P 27518). Unclassified graffito. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 8

Preserves rim and part of neck. Resinated interior.
Graffito on neck: VT?Light uneven cutting; unusually tall and
narrow letter. It is uncertain how deliberate this marking was or whether
it is of a numerical nature.
Context date ca. 425-410.
59 (P 27520). Unclassified graffito. Mendean.

Fig. 8

Preserves part of rim, neck, and one handle.
Graffito on one side of the neck: tfT nearly touching one another.
The lTT graffito is unevenly cut, with shallow to moderate depth, but
the T is clearly cut as a letter separatefrom the 1T.
The meaning of this abbreviationis quite uncertain. Five talents
would bring this abbreviationclosest to epigraphic parallels,but it is
hard to imagine placing 5 talents in this amphora.Any other reading
would require assuming more vagueness as to the units involved than is
typical for th-eseamphora graffiti (5+4?, 5 and 1/4?,5 and 1/3?).
The height of the extant portion of this neck places it late in the 5th
century,well after the closing of R 13:4. Date ca. 410.
60 (P 27527). Unclassified graffito. Solokha I.
Complete rim, part of neck, one complete handle, part of other.
Graffito on neck: V? Lightly cut.
Uncertain if these are deliberate strokes.
Context date ca. 425-410.
61 (P 27529). Unclassified graffito. Unknown type.

Fig. 8

Complete rim, neck, handles, part of shoulder.
Graffito AK or NK monogram. Graffito sits behind handle; moderate depth of strokes, carefully cut.
Of the markings listed here, only 66 has a similarly hidden position
near or behind the handle. Uncertain if either of these are commercial
graffiti.
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Dark redwarejar with very heavy handles. The type develops
through the 5th century,but it is not certain if the date of this piece in
particularcan be narrowedfurther than the context date, ca. 425-410.
62 (P 27540, P 27541). Unclassified graffito.

Fig. 8

Unclassified body sherds.
Graffito X A. There is room for a letter between the two preserved,
and a large portion is missing at just that point. The scantiest trace of
this possible letter is present. Light to moderate depth of cutting, and
these letters are larger than most of the graffiti seen here. Resinated
interior.
Such size and carelessness of cutting is common among possible
owner's marks.When such letters appear on fragments with numerical
graffiti, the numerical notation is more carefully cut (e.g., 52, 93, and
98).
Context date ca. 425-410.
WELL

0 19:4

Well 0 19:4 is roughly 60 m south of South Stoa I and the Mint, on the
northern slope of the Areopagus; ca. 140 m southwest and upslope of
R 13:4. The fill is generally dated to ca. 425-400. None of the graffiti
fragments is necessarily later than ca. 425, but there is only one that is
sufficiently preservedto allow an independent suggestion of its date. Other
amphoras in this deposit are datable to the end of the 5th century (see
AgoraXII, p. 396; Lawall 1995, pp. 332-333).
63 (P 12635). Volume. Possibly northern Greek.

Fig. 9

Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 36.
Preserves lower neck fragment.
Partiallypreserved graffito XXXXX. Heavy incisions.
Lang reads 4 or more choes. There is a trace of a fifth X at the end
of the preserved graffito.
The very micaceous fabric suggests the possibility of a northern
Greek origin for the jar, but it is not an otherwise diagnostic fragment.
Context date ca. 425-400.
64 (P 12657). Volume. Unidentified type.
Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 29, pl. 2.
Preserves rim, upper part of one handle, neck, and part of
shoulder.
Graffito on neck: poorly preserved tips of perhaps three horizontal
lines (see below) followed by XE III.Uneven incision of strokes, from
light to moderate.
Lang reads "atleast 1 chous,1/2 chous and 3 kotylai."If all of
the three horizontals before the X are from deliberate cutting, then
we have another E or at least three horizontal lines preceding the X;
either mark would be difficult to explain. The middle stroke of these
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63

65

66

Figure 9. Graffiti from well

three horizontals, however, is the best preserved and may be the
only deliberate mark. If so, another X is unlikely since the extant X
is composed of diagonals rather than a vertical and a horizontal. One
possibility is that the line is from the horizontal crossbarof a TTX
monogram, 5-chous mark (see 41 and 53). Six and a half choes and
3 kotylai would match common late-5th-century amphora capacities.
The use of E instead of H recalls 4 and, perhaps, 13.
The white slip of the fragment, the short neck, and the very
narrow,outwardly rounded rim all seem unusual for a Chian amphora;
otherwise 64 might have been identified as such. The low height of
the neck, however, makes possible a date of ca. 425.
65 (P 12962). Volume. Unidentified type.

Fig. 9

Lang 1956, p. 11, no. 46, pl. 2.
Preserves only shoulder and bit of neck.
Graffito TTH(as monogram) HKK.Lightly incised markings though
very small and carefullycut. Shorter second leg of TT.Break in the sherd
allows for the possibility that there were more Ks following those preserved.
Lang reads 6 hydriae and 2 kotylai, questioning the idea of a
5-hemichous measure. Reading hydria here, however, is problematic
if one accepts Hesychius's definition of the hydria (s.v. ou68pouoc)
as one half-metretes. In this case, the graffito would represent
36 choes and 2 kotylai (even 12-chous amphoras are very rare in
the 5th century B.C.). Six hemichoes would, by contrast, at least fit in the
jar.
The fabric of the vessel is dark red-brown, very hard and compact,
but any attribution of the place of manufactureof this jar would be
uncertain.
Context date ca. 425-400.

0 19:4
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Fig. 9

Preserves rim, neck, one handle, and part of shoulder.
Graffito E (retrograde)on lower part of neck wall nearly behind
the handle. Moderate depth of strokes.
For the interpretation of single E graffiti, see 54. Here, however,
the somewhat hidden letter may have a different significance than that
proposed for 54, where the letter is much more visibly inscribed.
The form of the jar is best paralleled in well N 7:3, closed
ca. 440 B.C., so this piece may be earlier than others in this group.
WELL

R 13:5

Well R 13:5 is immediately adjacent to and west of R 13:4, but the fill is
somewhat later, with material datable as late as 390 (AgoraXII, p. 398).
The amphora material in this fill most closely resembles that of 0 19:4
and the later material in Q15:2, so a date at or just beyond the end of the
5th century seems quite likely.
67 (P 11375). Volume. Unclassified type.

Fig. 10

Lang 1956, p. 12, no. 55.
Preserves transition from neck to shoulder only.
Prefiring marking AX. The break of the sherd allows for further
letters following those preserved, and there does appear to be a bit of
a vertical line preserved. Small, very carefully cut letters.
Lang reads as either 11 or 12 choes (or more). Long-standing
criticisms of the theory that stamps guaranteed the capacity of the jar
are 1) that the guarantee was applied before the vessel was fired and,
presumably,shrunk in the process, and 2) that an unfired jar, especially
one with only partly dried clay,would be difficult to measure.This
is the only apparentlyvolumetric marking we have that must have
been applied before drying was complete (stamps may be volumetric
marks in a manner of speaking, but this has yet to be proven).
Perhaps the mark was applied to remind the potter or someone else
of the intendedvolume. Unlike many other graffiti published here,
this was clearly not inscribed in Athens.
Fairly hard, compact fabric. Context date ca. 425-390.
68 (P 2067). Volume. Solokha I.

Fig. 10

Lang 1956, p. 11, no. 50, pl. 3.
Preserves lower neck and bit of shoulder.
Graffito on the shoulder at the base of the neck: TXH and a further
symbol, possibly A, H, or K.The letters are fairly small, unevenly incised,
and lightly to heavily cut. The last letter is covered with further scratchings, perhaps intended to efface it. Further to the side, fully on the
shoulder is a second graffito, AEON, in very faint, small, neat letters.
Lang reads TTXHKK,
as 6.5 choes and 2 kotylai. Lang notes that the
kappas are not clearly legible. The secondary cuttings make it difficult to
know if there are even two letters intended after the H. It is possible that
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Figure10. Graffitifromwell R 13:5

the last letters and scratches attest to a mistake, and that the 6.5 choes
are all that were intended. The second graffito presumably represents the
name of an owner or someone otherwise associated with the jar at some
point in its use.
The amphora type is identified on account of the sharpness of the
neck-shoulder join, which is not seen to this degree on other late-5thcentury amphora types of similar fabric. Context date ca. 425-390.
69 (P 33414). Price mark. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 10

Cited by Papadopoulos and Paspalas 1999, p. 177, note 78.
Complete rim, part of neck, one complete handle and upper part of
second, bit of shoulder;with circularkantharos stamp near rim.
with
Graffito running from neck to partly behind handle: AATTI-FF
one further vertical stroke preserved. Light strokes, as is the case in
other price graffiti published here. Slight traces of resin inside.
The graffito can be read as 27 drachmas and 1 obol or as 28 drachmas (the lower part of the last vertical, where the short horizontal to
create the last F may have been inscribed, is not preserved).A 7- or 8chous jar would make the price of wine contained in the jar, if that was
its contents, between 3 and 4 drachmas per chous. The same stamp
appearson 11 and SS 14080 from R 11:3 (closed ca. 420-410). The
stamp might date early in the last quarterof the 5th century,but there is
no certainty as to how long the image was used on Chian stamps.
The form of this particularamphora seems somewhat more developed than those in R 13:4. Date early in the last quarterof the 5th
century.
WELL

Q15:2

Well Q15:2 is just west of the Panathenaic Way, north of the Mint, ca.
40 m southwest of R 13:4. The fill contained some debris possibly attributable to the Mint operations and two bronze official measures, perhaps
from the metronomoi offices in South Stoa I (Thompson 1955, pp. 6970; Camp 1977, p. 218), but the fill also contained large quantities of animal bone, both from food and from the bone-working industry (Lynn
Snyder, pers. comm., October 1999). The lower parts of this fill include
late-5th-century material comparable to finds in R 13:1 and S 16:1; the
higher parts of the fill more closely resemble finds in 0 19:4 and R 13:5
and may be datable into the first decade of the 4th century.The lower part
of the fill also contained an unusual series of five plainwareoinochoai with
comic scenes (Crosby 1955).
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53
Fig. 11

Preserves shoulder fragment only.
Graffito: possibly HX or simply two verticals followed by a horizontal. Very little of the third stroke is preserved and perhaps only
the upper part of the first and second. Large letters of light to moderate
depth.
The latter reading is better paralleled in this collection. It
is unusual among the graffiti discussed here to see a smaller unit
(hemichous) before a larger unit (chous). Alternatively the H
might stand for one hydria (six choes), followed by a seventh
chous; this would be a common size for a late-5th-century Chian
amphora.
Poorly diagnostic, context date ca. 425-390.
71 (P 26365). Volume? Possibly northern Greek.

Fig. 11

Preserves neck wall only.
Base of neck wall graffito: II1. Uneven spacing and depth of line,
with lines trailing off unevenly.
Such uneven and irregulartallies tend to be either volumetric, here
indicating 4+ choes, or to refer to the weight of the jar.The former
seems more likely here, with an incomplete tally accounting for only
part of the total capacity of the jar.
Context date ca. 425-390.
72 (P 26349). Volume. Mendean.

Figs. 11,20

Preserves part of rim, neck, and one handle.
Graffito at the base of the neck: the upper parts of two vertical
strokes and K. Moderately deep strokes, with the K set slightly higher
than the other marks. Resinated interior.
On analogy with other Mendean jars (26,27) there may have
been another K below the one preserved. Perhaps 2 choes and
1 kotyle; however, the verticals could also be the tops of an H as a
hemichous sign, after a tally of choes (not preserved), or it might stand
for hydria (half-metretes). This tally (at least as far as it is preserved)
only accounts for a portion of the total capacity of the jar; if no other
markings were ever inscribed, an accounting of dispensed wine
seems a more likely interpretation than a complete refilling of the
vessel.
Height of neck suggests a date of ca. 400 or later.
73 (P 26381). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 11

Preserves neck sherd only.
Graffito X followed by a second possible X, incompletely preserved.
Light cuttings. Resinated interior.
Uncertain which side of the sherd points toward the rim, so this
could be either the start or the end of a multiple choes count.
Context date ca. 425-390.
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74 (P 24194). Weight? Unattributed type.

Fig. 11

Neck fragment only, and fairly worn.
Graffito: one vertical stroke present along the break at the left side
of the sherd, followed by AAAlIII1.Moderate to light incision, uneven
spacing.
The trace of a letter before the first A and the presence of three
deltas raise the comparison with 81. The first vertical may be the righthand leg of a TTwhose upper bar is not carefullyjoined to this right leg.
A TTAmonogram would create a reading of 84 for this graffito. 84 mnas
could record the gross weight of the amphora and some heavy contents.
Context date ca. 425-390, but the wear on the sherd could indicate that it was used even earlier.
75 (P 23946). H-graffito. Northern Greek.

Fig. 11

Preserves complete rim, handles, neck, and much of shoulder.
Graffito H fully on the shoulder. Light, but fairly neat, incision.
A half-metretes, or hydria, as Lang (1956, p. 11, no. 46) interpreted another H-based graffito (65), seems unlikely in this case at
least as a measure of the complete jar.The jar, however, could certainly
hold 6 choes (a half-metretes or a hydria), partially filled. Alternatively,
the mark could refer to 8 choes as in certain summation marks seen in
these graffiti. Without any accompanying tallies, however, it is unclear if
this letter has commercial significance.
Height of neck suggests a date of ca. 400 or slightly later.
76 (P 26355). H-graffito. Unattributed type.

Fig. 11

Preserves neck wall only.
Graffito on middle part of neck: H. Smaller letter than 75, but
similarly neat.
For interpretation see 75.
Context date ca. 425-390.
77 (P 23990). M-graffito. Solokha I.

Fig. 11

Preserves lower part of neck and part of shoulder.
Graffito M on shoulder just below the neck. Similar size of letter
as on 20 and 21, but the style is slightly different; moderately deep
strokes.
Sharp turn at neck suggests Solokha I identification.
Context date ca. 425-390.
78 (P 24003). M-graffito. Possibly Samian, Solokha I form.

Fig. 11

Shoulder fragment only.
Graffito on shoulder: M. Heavily incised letter with extensions
beyond the apices.
Dark brown fabric with much fine mica, possibly a Samian jar of the
Solokha I form (see discussion by Grace 1971, pp. 67 and 78, note 68).
Context date ca. 425-390.
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Fig. 11

Preserves fragment of neck and shoulder only.
Graffito at the transition from neck to shoulder: two vertical
strokes followed by an upward pointing arrow.A preceding diagonal line does not appear to be part of the graffito and may not
even be a deliberate mark. Very heavy,thickly cut lines, with cleanly
rendered endpoints. Traces of possible resin on interior.
The upward pointing arrow,an "arrowdelta,"is interpreted
as indicating 10 byJohnston (1979, pp. 29-30; and 1982, pp. 208209). The graffito here may indicate 12 units, which is a bit low for
a mna weight notation for a late-5th-century Mendean amphora,
and certainly high for a capacity measure.This could be a vague
price notation. The upward pointing arrow mark occurs on finewares
fairly often, but to my knowledge this is the only occurrence on amphora graffiti from the Agora. A series of arrow deltas all sharing
the same line appearson a fineware graffito published by Yailenko
(1980, p. 92), where he refers to earlier publications of such graffiti
on Ionian cups (rejecting the earlier numerical interpretation,
preferring instead to see the stacked arrows as a tree or three-barbed
arrowhead).
Context date ca. 425-390.
80 (P 26378). Summation or weight? Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 11

Preserves part of shoulder, larger part of neck, but no rim.
The top edge of a graffito on shoulder near where the neck
rises: four vertical strokes followed by A or A (only the tops of each
symbol preserved);preceded by a much longer diagonal that does not
appearto be part of the same graffito.To the extent that they are
prreserved,the lines of the graffito are cut lightly and unevenly. Resinated interior.
If the last letter is a A, then the graffito could read 4 choes
with the alphabetic 4 (A) as a summary mark off to the side. Alternatively, the graffito may be a retrogradetally of 14 mnas, a possible
empty weight for a jar of this type; however, there are few necessarily
retrogradegraffiti among the graffiti discussed here.
The piece is darkly fired but seems more like Chian than
Solokha II. Context date ca. 425-390.
81 (P 23949). Numerical graffito. Possibly Solokha I.

Fig. 11

Preserves neck and shoulder only.
Graffito on neck, well above shoulder:very uncertain monogram,
perhaps combining 1 and P or TTand X, followed by AAA. The
letters are fairly small and moderately to deeply cut. The horizontals
of the deltas form a continuous line, which was perhaps cut first to carry
the deltas.
The reading of the monogram as TTXdoes not suggest 5 choes
here on account of the deltas following. The closest parallel for the
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monogram is a counting-table from Naxos (IG XII.5 99) on
which a very similar monogram signifies 500 (Tod 1911-1912,
p. 116). Either a combination of P and P or a TTXmonogram
gives a very large number: 580 or 530. There is no unit of measure
that can fit such a large number to this jar alone, so perhaps this
graffiti should be seen as having been applied prior to importation, indicating something about the production or exportation
stages.
The sharp transition from shoulder to neck suggests a Solokha I
form amphora, but the jar is not datable more narrowlythan to the late
5th or early 4th centuries.
82 (P 23942). Unclassified numerical notation. Possibly Solokha I,
though very uncertain.
Fig. 11
Preserves neck and shoulder only.
Graffito on shoulder near neck: TPIH followed by an upright
stroke at a slight angle, perhaps the vertical line of a K missing the
lower part of the letter.
Various interpretations are possible: -ptocx6cSfor 30 or a division
of 30; -tpxoarc6c for (a duty of?) 1/30th;or tpuxocrcaEo5 for "30-days"
as an adjective (e.g., wine that is 30 days old). The eta replacing the
alpha could indicate an Ionian writer.
The fabric of this fragment is very micaceous and very bright
orange on the interior surface,yellower tan on the exterior.The fabric
very closely resembles that of a later-4th-century water jar (P 30802,
which also happens to carry a numerical graffito: A above HKKKK).
There is a possibility then that this is not an amphora but a local (?),
large water jar.
Context date ca. 425-390.
83 (P 23991). Owner's graffiti? Possibly Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 12

Preserves shoulder only.
Graffito on shoulder near neck: - followed by two shorter
strokes angling up toward each other, and a bit of a third stroke
angling up away from these first two. Perhaps to be restored as -AN.
Clean incisions with moderate depth. Resinated interior.
HoCCvappears as a possibleowner'smarkon two otherlate5th-century pots: see AgoraXXI, p. 37, F 106, P 24774, a lekane
rim of the late 5th century; and F 109, P 3736, a black-glaze bowl
of the second half of the 5th century.The letter forms involved
are all similar. 6ExvO6v is an adjective sometimes used to describe
honey (AgoraXXI, p. 80, He 36, 4th century A.C.). While the
M-graffiti here may label some amphoras as honey amphoras,
none of those so marked had resinated interiors as this sherd does.
For this reason, it seems unlikely that this graffito refers to "yellow
honey."
Context date ca. 425-390.
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83

84

85
86

87
84 (P 23968). Unclassified graffito. Chian straight-neck.

Figure 12. Graffiti from well Q15:2

Fig. 12

Preserves part of rim, much of neck, one upper handle segment.
Graffito KA on middle of neck wall between the handles. Light to
moderate, uneven incisions; fairly large sloppy letters. Resinated interior.
Various possibilities exist for the meaning of this abbreviation.
KXtuGtos, washed out or washed over, might indicate that this jar
has been rinsed out and is ready to be refilled. One example of a
KA graffito, from Samothrace (Samothrace11.2, p. 100, no. 246), is
inscribed upside down near the toe of the jar-a likely place to note
that a jar, now perhaps draining, has been washed out. On the other
hand, the Delian temple inventories mention waterproofing jars,
possibly for oil, using wax (IG XI.2 219A, line 40" ... exacou xoCg
FHIl ti'jv ,urxav Ae\kot Gts[yvC0cav]trxacax-jp65r xXcD,cavt F . .
Finally, in style of cutting, this graffito tends to resemble other appar-
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ently noncommercial marks that are adjuncts to commercial markings; so this may be an owner's mark. Other examples of this graffito
are published by Solomonik (1984, nos. 172 and 175).
As is expectable in a late-5th-century deposit, the neck of this
piece is taller than most in R 13:4. Date ca. 400.
85 (P 26387). Unclassified graffito. Uncertain type.

Fig. 12

Preserves only shoulder and part of neck.
Graffito on shoulder near the rise of the neck; possibly reading KA,
KF,or [F. Large, lightly incised letters.
KA graffito is better preserved in 84. In terms of the possible reading xXtautos or xX6Gavtoo, it may be significant that the previous
example had a resinated interior whereas this one does not. [F may refer
to 3+3 choes, but such a use of alphabetic numerals is otherwise unparalleled. KF could stand for 23, perhaps a record of the weight of the jar's
contents-but only of a partial filling of the jar.The sloppiness of the
letters is paralleled by 84.
Context date ca. 425-390.
86 (P 26343). Unclassified graffito. Possibly Mendean.

Fig. 12

Preserves bit of neck and shoulder only.
Graffito on the transition from neck to shoulder: 11 I (possibly H)
on first line, V on second line beneath the l. Uneven, fairly light incisions. Resinated interior.
Five and a half choes (and more) is a possible reading of the first
line, but the second line is of uncertain significance (perhaps not even
a deliberate graffito?).
Context date ca. 425-390.
87 (P 33422). Unclassified graffito. Unidentified type.

Fig. 12

Fragment preserves roughly half of rim and part of neck wall. Very
similar fabric and rim form in another set of fragments from the same
container; however, the rim here does not actuallyjoin the larger set of
fragments.
Graffito on neck just below the rim: M followed by three vertical
lines. All very lightly incised.
All of the cuttings after the M seem to be the upper parts of further
letters or other symbols. This piece was kept out of the M/ME series
since the graffito is more complex than those in that series. Without
more of the symbols following the M, it is unclear what was intended
here.
Context date ca. 425-390.
88 (P 26389) Black-glaze fragment.
AgoraXXI, p. 39, noted with F 131.
Body fragment only.
Graffito: [.. .]vYoc.
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89 (P 23821). Black-glaze oinochoe.
AgoraXXI, p. 39, F 131, pl. 16.
Complete profile preserved but very fragmentary;includes complete
handle with a small bit of the rim and shoulder.
'Av8pt'xo eut &xoucoaand [... .]XXos.The owner'sgraffito runs
along the handle; the [ ...]XXos is on the shoulder.
90 (P 23835) Lekane.
AgoraXXI, p. 39, F 132, pl. 17.
Two-thirds of rim preserved, one handle, upper parts of the bowl.
[&]xc6os 'A[v8]p6axo [ePA] around the top surface of the rim; uses
omicron instead of the omega in 89 above.
DEPOSITS

WITH

LATE-5TH-CENTURY

WELL

SINGLE

EXAMPLES

NUMERICAL

OF
GRAFFITI

C I9:9

Well C 19:9 is in the northeast room of House K in the Industrial Quarter
(Young 1951, pp. 242-243, pl. 77:a). Much of the fill is dated to the late
5th century with a supplementary fill, topping up the settled initial fill,
laid down in the early 4th century (suggested by a red-figure oinochoe,
Agora XXX, p. 245, no. 726, pl. 77, P 18556, ca. 400). The late-5thcentury fill seems unlikely to date much beyond ca. 410. The well and its
contents are thought to stem from domestic use of the building before its
lower floor became a marble-worker'sbuilding in the early 4th century.
From C 19:5b, floor fills associated with the phase of marbleworking,
comes a water jar amphora (P 18609) with graffito llK (monogram) KKH
(AgoraXII, no. 1463). The fill and this piece could date to the late 5th
century,but the closest published parallelfor the jar is AgoraXII, no. 1462,
from a context starting ca. 375. It seems more likely that this small water
jar also dates well into the 4th century.
91 (P 18989). Summation. Chian C/3.
Lang 1956, p. 6, no. 17, pl. 1.
Preserves upper part of jar only, less than half of rim, missing
parts of neck and shoulder.
Graffito 11 followed by three verticals; another five verticals
lower down on the shoulder on the same side of the amphora. Moderate
weight of cuttings; all strokes appear fairly carefully cut.
Lang reads either 8 or 7 choes and 5 kotylai, depending upon
whether two or three strokes are understood to follow the 11.There
is room for even more verticals after the 11 in terms of the spacing of
the extant strokes. In keeping with the summation practice seen elsewhere among these graffiti, the HTcould summarize the five tallies,
then further decanted or added choes could have been added after the
summation.
Date 440-430/25.
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Figure 13. Graffiti from several late5th-century deposits
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Fig. 13

AgoraXXI, p. 36, F 97, pl. 15.
Preserves shoulder fragment only.
Possible owner's graffito-'Av8p4axou]-on
shoulder with tops of
letters pointing away from the neck. Large letters, moderate to heavy
cutting.
For other references to Andriskos, see 89-90. Cf. 88.
Form of shoulder and fabric suggest straight-neck Chian form
datable anytime after ca. 430/425 to ca. 390.
OTHER

DEPOSITS

CLOSED

CA.

43

0-400

B.C.

93 (P 16444). Volume? Chian straight-neck.
G 18:1, well in the domestic area on the north slope of the Areopagus, closed ca. 400 B.C.; see AgoraXII, P. 391.
Lang 1956, p. 8, no. 27, pl. 2.
Preserves shoulder and part of neck.
Graffiti: (1) HF monogram graffito on neck and (2) AZ (with
Z written as H on its side) IIon the shoulder. Shoulder letters are
moderate in depth and cleanly incised; the break allows for the possibility of one more vertical stroke between the Z and the 11.
Lang reads (2) as 10.5 choes and 2 kotylai. This reading, however,
does not account for the use of Z instead of H (unless this is simply a
mistake on the part of the inscriber). Z read as 7, plus 3 more units
(choes?) could add up to the 10 indicated by the delta, though this
would entail switching between numeral systems, alphabetic to acrophonic, in the same graffito (this may occur elsewhere; see 4 and 24).
There is no necessary connection between the neck graffito (1) and the
shoulder mark (2).
Date ca. 425 or later.
94 (P 18923). Volume (with possible summary notation or weight?).
Chian straight-neck.
Fig. 13
B 19:7, household context in the Industrial Quarter southwest
of the Agora proper, closed ca. 410.
Lang 1956, p. 16, no. 66.
Preserves neck and small bit of shoulder.
Graffito at transition between neck and shoulder: A IIIIfollowed
by a horizontal stroke breaking off at the right side. Fairly light, uneven
strokes.
Lang reads as perhaps 14 drachmas or 10 choes 4 kotylai. The
horizontal mark, largely ignored by Lang as "merelya concluding
dash,"might shift the reading to any of the following: 14 drachmas,
1 obol (perhaps least likely since it lacks the standard F-for drachma);
or 10 choes, 4 kotylai, and 1 or more fraction; or 14 mnas and 1 fraction (a weight drachma?)as the empty weight of the jar. A further
possibility is that the A records the amount present (4 choes), against
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which the tallies are recorded as that quantity is emptied (followed by
the concluding dash).
Context date late 5th century.
95 (P 8432). Volume. Possibly Chian straight-neck.
Well B 13:6, at the southernmost tip of the slope of the Kolonos
Agoraios; late-5th- or early-4th-century context.
Lang 1956, p. 9, no. 32, pl. 2.
Preserves shoulder fragment only.
Graffito: first line XX, second line HK.Neat but uneven strokes,
ranging from lightly to moderately deep.
Lang reads 2.5+ choes and 1+ kotylai.
Context date late 5th or early 4th century.
96 (P 17010). Volume. Mendean.

Fig. 13

Section NN, grid 110-111/KE-KH fill notebook; p. 2375, at
the southernmost tip of the excavated domestic and industrial area,
late 5th century.
Lang 1956, p. 12, no. 57.
Preserves rim, one handle, neck, and shoulder.
Graffito at the transition from neck to shoulder: llXXXT
and on second line TE. Heavily cut into the friable Mendean fabric.
TE is cut more lightly and neatly as though from a different stage
in the marking process. The legs of the 11 are of roughly equal heightthe only time this is observed with certainty in the graffiti here. Scant
traces of resin on the interior.
Lang suggests either 81/3choes with another quarter-chous added
to complete the filling process, or 81/4choes with the T in the first
line explained by the TE in the second. In another example (AE,
no. 52), the abbreviationon the lower line is in a different hand than the
numerical graffito whereas 96 has nearly the same style of marking on
both lines. The T is quite ambiguous, and the need to clarify such
ambiguity certainly supports the quarter-chous interpretation.
The neck is somewhat taller than those from R 13:4, suggesting
a date in the last quarterof the 5th century.
97 (P 15053). Volume. Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 13

N 21:7, rubbish pit south of well 0 19:4, contents dated ca. 450420 (AgoraXII, p. 395), with latest datable piece an oinochoe in the
manner of the Meidias Painter (AgoraXXX, p. 236, no. 657, P 15034,
dated there to 410-400).
Lang 1956, p. 13, no. 61.
Preserves rim, neck, both handles, shoulder.
Lightly
Graffito near middle of neck: TP (monogram) 111111111.
incised.
Lang (1956, p. 13, no. 61) reads as "nine tryblia of the choinix
variety (i.e., three choes)." While I doubt that this is the complete
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capacity of the vessel, Lang's reading could be taken as a partial
filling.
The height of the neck places this piece late in the date range
provided by the finewares in the pit, and very close to the later date
suggested by Moore (AgoraXXX, p. 236, no. 657). Date last quarter
5th century.
98 (P 6126). Weight? Possible summation. Northern Greek.
E 14:14, a cutting in the bedrock, disturbed in antiquity; perhaps
originally a grave.The cutting included 98 as well as a nearly complete
red-figure hydria in the manner of the Kleophon Painter (AgoraXXX,
p. 229, no. 603, P 6053, dated ca. 430).
Lang 1956, p. 15, no. 64, pl. 3.
Preserves rim, one handle, neck and shoulder.
Graffito AHTIII All (monogram) on one side of the shoulder.
Another 11graffito appears on the other side of the jar.The AHTis
cut with clean but light strokes, the following tallies are even lighter
and quite irregular,the final All is also very light and sketchy.The
1Ton the opposite site is heavily cut in sharp contrast to the more
complex markings.
Lang (1956, p. 15, no. 64) reads another AHTafter the four
tallies, interpreting as 15 drachmas,with 4 obols "perhapsadded
as the price of the jar."The addition of the cost of the jar is not
otherwise attested. The lightness and sloppiness of the cutting of
the verticals encourage reading them as four single units summed up
by the 11 once the fifth was added. In no instance is a securely interpreted price mark built up in such informal tallies. The four sketchy
verticals could be counting up to or down from either of the two Us;
however, they seem most likely connected to the AHTjust preceding
the stroke?.Reading an empty weight of the jar at 15 mnas seems
therefore more probable than a price reading. As for the reading of
the monogram, the cuttings are in a style different from the preceding
AH1,and the resulting monogram seems better read as All, paralleled
in its sketchiness by other possible owner's marks.
Date of form ca. 420, later than the date suggested for the
hydria.
99 (P 33422). Possibly Chian straight-neck.

Fig. 13

Lot T 161, "ca.9/AF," fill of the 5th century B.C. south of South
Stoa I and the Mint.
Preserves lower part of neck and shoulder.
Graffito A. Lightly incised. Break removes area for further possible
signs.
This could be simply someone's initial; however, given the prevalence of numerical graffiti in this region, it seems possible that this piece
belongs in this study.
Date late 5th century.
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"Thegraffitianddipintiwerenot meantfor posterity,andthe idea of our
trying to understandthem todaywould no doubt be wryly amusingto
their writers."78
This commentby David Jordan,reviewingAgoraXXI,
standsas a suitablecautionandnecessaryadditionto EugeneVanderpool's
commentcitedin the prefaceto AgoraXXI:"Itis easyto readif you know
what it says."79
If the readingsareopen to variouspossibilities,as discussedearlierin
this articleand in the catalogue,then the broaderunderstandingof the
graffitiin termsof Athenianand Aegean socialhistoryis not made any
easier.Forthis reasonit seems appropriateto bring as much evidenceas
of the rolesof thesegraffitiin Aegean
possibleto bearon the interpretation
trade.The process followed below for interpretingthe graffiti moves
throughthreebroadsteps.First,I considerthe graffitiin termsof various
contexts:dates,findspots,amphoratypes involved,and the natureof the
incisionsthemselves.Second,this contextualevidenceandthe contentsof
the graffitithemselvesinforminterpretationof how the graffitimayhave
functionedat variousstagesin the amphoras'use. Such stagesincludeactivityat the port,refillingjarsfromlocalwholesalers,sellingwine fromthe
amphoras,and sellingothercommoditiesas partof the reuseof the amphoras.In addition,at this stageI considerthe situationsin whichweighuse,why pricemarksare
ing waslikelyto havebeen a partof an amphora's
so rareamongthese graffiti,and why only in R 13:4 is theresuch a preponderanceof graffition Chianamphoras.Third,andfinally,I attemptto
placethesepracticesleadingto the graffitiin the broadercontextof AthenianandAegeantradeandpoliticalhistoryin the 5th centuryB.C.
CONTEXTS

FOR ANALYSIS

DAT E S

Despitethe manyfindsof numericaland othercommercialgraffitiin the
Agora,the 5th-centuryoccurrencesof these graffitiare surprisinglyrestrictedin chronology.Onlyeight examplesaredatablebeforeca.440/435
on a Chianamphoradatableto ca.500,
B.C. One earlygraffito(1) appears
anda laterChianfragment(7) is datableby its formto ca.440-430. Three
pieces(2, 5, and6) areon poorlydiagnosticsherds,forwhich eitherwhat
little thereis of the formor the closingdateof the findspotsuggestsa date
beforeca. 440. One other mid-centurygraffito(3) was found on a wellpreservednorthernGreekamphoraof the secondquarterof the century.
SolokhatypeI amphorafragment(8),probFinally,a mushroom-rimmed,
ablyfromthe southernAegean,shouldbe dated,on the basisof the jar's
form and its findspot,not laterthan ca. 430. Indeed,seventy-fourof the
eighty-twoknownexamplesof commercialgraffiti(justover90%)aredatableto the last threedecadesof the 5th century.
The chronologyof the periodof frequentamphoramarkingis indi78. Jordan1978, p. 92.
79. AgoraXXI, p. v.

cated both by the closing dates of deposits containing multiple examples
of graffiti and by dates attributableto the amphoras themselves. Previous
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studies of the finewares in deposits containing multiple graffiti, along with
my currentstudy of amphora fragments from these and many other Agora
deposits and stratified fills, support the following closing dates: ca. 425 for
well R 13:4; ca. 410 for wells R 13:1 and S 16:1; and ca. 400 or into the
first decade of the 4th century for construction fills for the Mint and wells
O 19:4, R 13:5, and Q15:2.80 The amphoras, too, in these deposits show
differences in form attributableto their morphological changes over time.
R 13:4 contained fragments both of the latest stage of the Chian bulging
neck form (producedca. 440-430) and earlyexamplesof the Chian straightneck form (produced ca. 430-400) (Figs. 14-15).81 The later deposits contained taller and later straight-neck Chian jars (Fig. 16) with very few, if
any,examples of the earlierbulging neck type. Likewise, R 13:4 contained
well-preserved examples of a quite roundedjar with a short neck from the
region of Mende (Figs. 17, 18), while R 13:1, R 13:5, and the other later
wells contained the more angularform with taller neck of the late 5th and
early 4th centuries (Figs. 19, 20).82 The later wells also contained more
examples of the Solokha I, mushroom-rimmed form (Fig. 21), which be80. For the evidence for the
dates and referencesto published
contents of these deposits,see the
deposit indices in AgoraIV,Agora
XII, AgoraXXI, AgoraXXIII, and
Agora XXX. The dates suggestedhere,
where they differ from the dates published in these summaries,arebased

on my currentresearch.
81. Grace 1979a, fig. 44, far right,
illustratesthe latest configurationof
the bulging neck form;fig. 45 shows
the subsequentstraight-neckform.
Lawall (1995, pp. 91-93 and 99-103)
discussesthe developmentand its
chronology.

Figure 14 (left). Chian C/3 amphora
25 (P 2366) from well R 13:4
Figure 15 (center).Chian early
straight-neck amphora 19 (P 2372)
from well R 13:4
Figure 16 (upper right). Chian late
straight-neck amphora 48 (P 27513)
from well S 16:1
Figure 17 (lower right). Mendean
amphora 26 (P 11382) from
well R 13:4

82. See Brashinskiy1976 and
Eiseman and Ridgway1987 for
summariesof the chronological
sequenceof Mendeanjars after
ca. 450 B.C.; with specific reference
to the Mendean chronologyof the
period in question, see Lawall
1998b.
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Figure 18 (left). Mendean amphora
P 2377, without commercial graffito,
from well R 13:4
Figure 19 (center).Mendean
amphora P 23864, without commercial graffito, from well Q15:2.
Ht. 0.651 m.
Figure 20 (upperright). Mendean
amphora 72 (P 26349) from well
Q15:2
Figure 21 (lower right). Solokha I
amphora 55 (P 27526) from well
S 16:1

gins to appear in Athens around 450 and is only common at the very end
of the century.The graffiti, therefore, appearpredominantly on amphoras
whose dates spanned the last three decades of the 5th century and entered
the 4th century.
As is clear from Table 1, the types of graffiti are not restricted within
shorter periods in the last decades of the 5th century; all types appear in
both early and late contexts. In all deposits, the volumetric notations of
either simple tallies or tallies including abbreviatedunits arethe most common. Summations, weight notations, price marks, and the isolated abbreviations E/H and M/ME are far less common but do appearboth in early
and later deposits. Specific idiosyncrasies among the R 13:4 graffiti also
recur in later wells. For example, the practice of occasionally combining
multiple-letter abbreviationswith single letters or tallies is seen in both
R 13:4 (25) and S 16:1 (56). In addition, the practice of aligning small
tallied units along a vertical line appearstwice in R 13:4 (16, 18) and reappears in R 13:1 (35, 36, and possibly 45). Finally, the use of E instead of H
for "half"may occur in R 13:4 (possibly with 13) and, with more certainty,
in the later deposit 0 19:4 (64). Even if there may not have been continuity in the sellers' identities from ca. 440 to ca. 400, these similarities of
practice over time suggest some familiaritywith the earlier activity.
Some practices in the graffiti tend to appearin the later deposits. The
most noticeable of these is the method of rendering 5 choes using 11with
a short horizontal line cutting the right leg of the letter. This practice is
seen in both R 13:1 and S 16:1 (both closed ca. 410): see 41, possibly 42,
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NEAR R 13:4
R 13:4
Total Volumetric

5

Abbreviatedunits

2

Summation
Combined with price

3 (1)
2
5
3
2

Weight
Price
E/H, M/ME

OF AMPHORA GRAFFITI TYPES IN DEPOSITS
R 13:12

10 (1)

Simple tally

L. LAWALL

Mint

R 13:1

3 (2)

1
1
-

-

S 16:1

12 (1)

9

1

3 (1)

4

2 (2)

8 (1)
1 (1)

2

-

1 (1)
1 (1)

2 (1)
1

R 13:5

Q15:2

3

2

5 (2)

3

2

3

019:4

1 (1)

2
1

1 (1)

1
2

1
1

3 (2)
1 (1)
4

Parentheticalnumbersindicateuncertainattributionsin each group (see catalogue).Deposit Q15:2 includes two numericalgraffiti,81 and 82,
that do not fall into the graffititypes listed here.This column, therefore,includes two fewer graffitithan the column for Q15:2 in Table 2. The
two markings"combinedwith price"in R 13:4 include abbreviatedunits for volume and, for this reason,are also listed under"abbreviatedunits"

forthe deposit.

52 (modifying the idea by leaving out the second leg of the TT),and possibly 53. This may be seen as a development in the practice of placing the
chous designation, X, fully inside the acrophonic numeral (as is seen in 26
and 27 with 10 choes, and in 38, which may be contemporarywith the 5chous monogram pieces, or may be slightly earlier),but there is no indication here of a sharp break in practice.
FI N D S P O T S

Most of these commercial graffiti are found in the southeast corner of the
Agora excavations (Figs. 1-2). Deposits R 13:4 (18 examples), R 13:12
(1), Mint construction fill (3), R 13:1 (15), S 16:1 (10), R 13:5 (3), Q-15:2
(13) account for sixty-three of the seventy-four known late-5th-century
examples (85%). Wells R 13:1, 4, 5, and 12 all lie just southeast of the
junction between the Panathenaic Way and the road leading west toward
the later Roman Agora. S 16:1 is also east of the Panathenaic Way, about
50 m southeast of the R 13 wells. Q_15:2 lies just west of the Panathenaic
Way, north of the Mint building, and 40 m southwest of the R 13 wells.
The fill under the Mint itself lies just across the Panathenaic Way from
the R 13 area.The distances between these deposits are sufficiently small
to suggest a very limited area as the source of the debris. A more distant
deposit, along the southern side of the Agora, 0 19:4, contributes another
four examples.Eight other late-5th- or early-4th-century graffiti arefound
scattered across the Agora.
In contrastto this concentrationof the commercialgraffitiin the southeast part of the Agora, other classes of graffiti (e.g., lists, owner'smarkings,
or other names) are much more generally scattered throughout deposits of
the Agora region.83The concentration of numerical graffiti appears even
more striking in view of the fact that many other large deposits of amphoras of the same period, located elsewhere in the Agora excavations, contained few or no examples of commercial graffiti.84
This uniqueness of the spatial and temporal patterning of the 5th-

83. AgoraXXI, passim.
84. For example,deposits A-B 2122:1, B 13:5, G 16:1, M 20:3, and
B 15:1, all of the late 5th century,have
revealedno numericalgraffiti (among
inventoriedand noninventoried
sherds);deposits C 19:9, G 18:1,
U 13:1 (early4th century,see discussion below), and B 13:6 have very few
examplesof numericalgraffiti.
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century amphora graffiti in the Agora is further emphasized by the rarity
of similar graffiti outside the Agora. One very early example is found on
an amphora of ca. 500 B.C. in the Kerameikos.85Similar graffiti have been
published from sites along the north coast of the Black Sea, but even there,
where many graffiti have been published, numerical graffiti on amphoras
are not common.86Although such graffiti were clearly used outside Athens, the Athenian finds are noteworthy for the large number of examples
found in one area of one site.
This particular region of the Agora has been connected with wine
selling in earlierpublications,especiallyby LucyTalcott andT. Leslie Shear
Jr.87The unusually dense concentration of graffiti here allows various further details to be proposed as to the commercial history of this part of the
Agora.
Well R 13:4 was the first of the major graffiti-bearing deposits to be
published. The well's many amphoras, drinking cups, a few mixing bowls,
limited range of cookwares, and the many examples of graffiti on amphora
fragments prompted Talcott to propose the existence of a tavern, which
"flourishednear the borders of the Agora in the years around 440. Apparently it met with some disaster,which caused its abandonment and discarding of its paraphernaliasomewhere about 430."88The well's contents
were the only significant evidence for such a building until excavation under the Library of Pantainos in 1970-1974 revealed modest structures
datable to the end of the 5th century,continuing through the 3rd century
B.C.89The better-preserved structures,mostly of the 4th century and later,
lie east of R 13:4, but other, possibly 5th-century foundations appeared
closer to the well (Fig. 2).9?
With so little architecturalevidence or occupational debris immediately associated with R 13:4, it is difficult to distinguish between a substantive break in the wineshop's activity and periodic cleaning up of the
area'strash. Susan Rotroff and John Oakley drew attention to an earthquake in 425 B.C., which Thucydides (3.89) described in some detail, and
they reasonably connect this disaster with a large number of fills around
the Agora whose closing dates might fall near 425. They include R 13:4 in
the list of earthquake deposits.91The earthquake clearly created a consid85. KerameikosIX, p. 173, E 14,
fig. 47; readsXXXXXXXXXKKKKK<
with
an H above.The amphorais datableto
the early5th centuryand is likely to
have come from northernGreece.
Johnston 1990, p. 52, note 30, no. 129,
p. 53, fig. 12 is of a similardate,
perhapsslightly earlier,and northern
Greek.
86. For the rarityof amphora
graffitiof this sort outside Athens, see
collectionsby Babinovet al. 1978,
Solomonik 1984, Tolstoi 1953, and
Brashinskiy1984. Particularlystriking
is the scarcity(one graffitoout of fiftyfive published)of numericalgraffiti

from excavationsat Cape Zyuk on the
Sea of Azov. The site is quite small but
included an extensivedeposit of amphoraspreciselycontemporarywith
those carryingso many of the Agora
amphoragraffiti;see Maslennikov
1987 for the graffiti and Abramov
and Maslennikov1991 for the
amphoras.A possible exceptionto the
rarityof volumetricgraffitiis Gordion
(see Roller 1987), though only one
of the publishedvolumetricmarksis
from a Greek amphorapossiblyof
the 5th centuryB.C. (Roller 1987,
p. 67, 3B-27, fig. 49, a Mendean
shoulder,broadlydatablebetween ca.

400 and 350 B.C.); the vast majorityare
local (?) pithoi.
87. Talcott 1935; Shear 1975.
88. Talcott 1935, p. 497.
89. See Shear 1975, pp. 346-361 for
a reporton the Classicalbuildings
under the Libraryof Pantainos.
90. The better-preserved5th- and
4th-century structuresare illustratedin
Shear 1975, fig. 5. Davidson (1997a,
p. 56) mentions the better-preserved
structures,claiming that they resemble
what a tavernshould look like; they are,
however,simply rectangularrooms.
91. Rotroff and Oakley 1992,
pp. 53-57.
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erable amount of debris,92but it does not seem to have stopped the
practicesof wine selling involving graffiti.Instead, closer study of the graffiti
and amphora types present in both R 13:4 and the other nearby wells
indicates that the break in graffiti-writing practice occurs somewhat later.
Changes in practice in the region seem to begin with the filling of
well Q15:2. Like the other wells, Q15:2 contained many numerical graffiti. The amphora finds in this deposit differ, however, from those in the
other graffiti-bearing wells by including more numerous Corcyran and
Lesbian amphoras, two types that are rare in late-5th-century Agora deposits.93One possible explanation for this anomaly is that Q15:2 may
have been filled shortly after the arrivalof new shipments of Corcyran and
Lesbian jars. These jars may have been discarded before normal distribution activities reduced their numbers near Q15:2 to better reflect their
general presence in the city's wine supply ca. 400 B.C. A sudden clearance
of the shop (or shops), with many jars still on hand, may have resulted
from a business failure or other catastrophe.
On the other hand, there are reasons to conclude that this well was
filled gradually,perhaps even over a decade or more. Preliminary study of
masses of animal bone found throughout the fill of this well revealed no
evidence of weathering or gnawing by scavengers, which would be expected of debris that accumulated above ground before being deposited.
There also seems to be far too much bone material to be the result of a
single occasion, so the trash must have been deposited periodically.94The
length of time involved may be indicated by the amphora finds. Excavation of the lower depths of the well brought up fragments whose best
parallelsoccur in deposits closed ca. 410. The higher levels produced fragments paralleled at the very end of the 5th and the beginning of the
4th century.95The other wells in this area do seem to have involved single
mass fillings, and this difference in deposition alone might explain the
anomalous presence of Lesbian and Corcyran amphoras. Alternatively,
the apparentdifficulty in obtaining such jars as indicated by their rarityin
late-5th-century Athens may account for their being rarelydiscarded, and
the larger number of examples in Q15:2 may represent some (unknown
and short-lived) change in practice.
The situation in Q15:2 is the first indication of a change in the R 13
wineshop area.Slightly later,more certain evidence of a change in practice
appearsin the finds from well U 13:1, to the east of the R 13 wells (Fig. 2,
Table 2).96 Like its neighbors, U 13:1 was full of amphora sherds, and
these are datable to the early years of the 4th century (slightly later than
Q15:2). Around 390 B.c., a bedrock collapse of the walls ended the use of
92. Debris that seems contemporarywith the materialin R 13:4, i.e.,
"earthquakedebris,"forms the vast
majorityof the fill under the Mint and
under South Stoa I, both buildings
with constructiondates later in the 5th
century.
93. For Lesbianjars, see Clinkenbeard 1982; for Corcyran/Corinthian

B, see Koehler 1978 and 1992. For the
rarityof these jars in late-5th-century
Athens, see Lawall 1995, p. 291.
94. Lynn Snyder,pers. comm.,
October 1999. I am very gratefulfor
Snyder'scomments on this material.
Both Grace andTalcott, in studyingthe
pottery from this well, concludedthat it
was a single dumped fill. Without the

faunal evidenceI probablywould not
have thought to reconsiderthe
amphorafragmentsfor the possibility
of a longer period of deposition.
95. This argumentand the material
involvedwill be presentedin full in a
futurework.
96. For the excavationof U 13:1 see
Shear 1975, pp. 355-356.
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF AMPHORAS AND MARKED AMPHORAS
BY TYPE

Chian
Solokha I (South Aegean)
SolokhaII (Peparethan)
Northern Greek
Mendean
Outpointing Rim

U13:1

R 13:1

S 16:1

26/17 (2)

6
3

17/8 (1)
6

8/5
7/2

3
7/1
3

4

9

6

62/1
14/1

16/1
8

25
12

74/2
40/2

24/1
22

5
1

1

3/3 (1)

2

8
4/1

19
8/5
2

Corinthian A

CorinthianB
Lesbian
Unknown

Q15:2

R 13:12

14
21/1

2
18

1
2

1
6

019:4

R 13:5

R 13:4

7/1
11/1

20/3
38/4 (1)

15

25
52

22/1

3

7

5

22

1

2

3

1

10

12

9/1

4/2

14/1

30/2

16

*The first figurerepresentsthe total numberof amphoras;the numberfollowing the slash representsthe amphoraswith commercialgraffiti;and
the parentheticalnumberindicatesuncertainattributionsof amphoratype.

97. Shear (1975, pp. 349-350 and
355-356) describesthis sequenceof
events. His date of ca. 390 for the bedrock collapsethat puts the well out of
use, which he based on the black-glaze
fragmentsin the well, is supportedby
the differencesbetween the amphora
types in Q_15:2and those in U 13:1.
For example,U 13:1 containedthe new,
cap-style toes on Chian amphoras;
these are absentfrom Q_15:2.Hence
the filling of U 13:1 should have begun
after the filling of Q_15:2.
98. P 30693.
99. P 30714.
100. For Chian amphorasof this
period, see Grace 1979a, figs. 4445; for the northernGreek types,
see Lawall 1997 and Garlan 1988;
for Peparethan,see DoulgeriIntzessiloglouand Garlan 1990; for
South Aegean, see Kantzia1994; for
the Solokha I and II type designations,
see Mantsevich 1975. All types are also
discussedin Lawall 1995.

U 13:1 as a source of water, and the well was filled with amphoras and
other pottery and animal bones until perhaps 380.97In its large quantities
of amphoras and its location, U 13:1 resembles the other deposits discussed here. What sets U 13:1 apart from these earlier deposits, however,
is the rarity of numerical graffiti. One Thasian jar, of the ca. 180 vessels
represented in the fill, carried a numerical graffito: ATTfollowed by perhaps another letter or mark.98A smudgy black dipinto, tTTI, appears on
the neck of another jar.99This marking recalls the earlier graffito 19 from
R 13:4, tT11E,so it may be a numerical dipinto. On the whole, the sudden
shift away from marking numerical graffiti as seen in U 13:1 should indicate a hiatus in wine selling in the R 13 area.The large number of amphoras in U 13:1, however, seems to indicate the brevity of this interruption
and the subsequentcontinuation of wine selling, though with graffiti marking the amphoras not nearly so often. Numerical graffiti on amphoras
only appearsporadicallyin later deposits of the 4th century and the Hellenistic period.
AMPHORA

TYP E S

Despite the chronological and topographical limits of these frequent finds
of amphora graffiti in the Agora, there is considerably less restriction in
the range of late-5th-century amphora types carrying the graffiti. Chian,
Mendean, other northern Greek, Solokha I (South Aegean), Solokha II
(Peparethan),and other unidentified types are all marked after firing with
such graffiti.100
Table 2 summarizes estimates of the numbers of amphoras
of specific types represented by the fragments found in the wells that included numerical graffiti. Table 3 shows the distribution of graffiti types
over these amphora types.
Two points of context that will be helpful in later explaining these
numerical graffiti arise from these tables. First, there is very little direct
correlationbetween type of numerical graffiti and type of amphora carrying the graffiti.There are,however, certain amphora types that tend not to
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TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION
TYPES

Northern Greek
Mendean

Unknown

25
2
2
4
10

3

OF GRAFFITI TYPES ACROSS MAJOR AMPHORA

Weight

Price

(5)
(1)
(1)

7 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)

5 (1)

(4)

2
2 (2)

1 (1)
2 (1)

1

2

-

1

Volume
Chian
Solokha I (South Aegean)
Solokha II (Peparethan)

L. LAWALL

E/H

M/ME

Combined

2 (2)
4

2

2

-

-

-

7 (2)
-

3 (2)

-

1

-

-

Summation

-

2

Parentheticalnumbersindicate uncertainattributionsof graffitior amphoratype. Not included in this table are 81, 82, and 99, which do not fit
into the graffititypes listed here.

carrynumerical graffiti: Corinthian types A and B (the latter also, or even
primarily,produced along the Adriatic coast of Greece) and Lesbian.'0' A
second point to take from these tables is that there is some correlation
between the frequency of an amphora type and whether or not it tends to
carry graffiti: the more common amphora types are more likely to carry
graffiti. In the Mint construction fills, not included in these tables since
they are a different sort of deposit, the graffiti appear on the common
Chian, northern Greek, and Solokha I (South Aegean) amphora types. It
may be, however, that with more amphoras of these types present to be
marked,the number of marksthey carrysimply reflects their greaternumbers overall.
In deposit R 13:4, however, the dominance of marked Chian jars cannot be explained in terms of the generally large number of Chian fragments in the deposit.102Northern Greek fragments are also very common,
yet they carry only one graffito. In later deposits, the distribution of the
graffiti better reflects the frequency of each amphora type. While earlier
studies of these graffitihad perhapsoveremphasizedthe frequencyof marking Chianjars overall,the overrepresentationof markedChian jarsin R 13:4
requiresfurther explanation in terms of the practices resulting in the graffiti (see below).
A further exception to the general pattern that graffiti types are spread
over various amphora types is the case of the M/ME and E marks. The
tendency for these marks from the late-Sth-century Agora to occur on
Solokha I amphoras, often on or near the neck, and rarelyin association
with a resinated interior was noted above (pp. 17-19). Readings of meli
and elaion for these marks, respectively,fit these associations between the
use of the marks and the characteristicsof the amphoras.This consistency
of amphora-type context for these graffiti encourages the view that they
refer neither to people's names (i.e., as owner's marks) nor, in most cases,
to metretes or half-metretes. Other markingsmore securelyassociatedwith
volume are not as restricted in type of amphora.
Other amphora markings, such as stamps, prefiring incisions, and
painted marks, are more closely associated with specific amphora types.103
Such type-specific markings are best attributed to actions at the point of
exportation. In the case of the numerical graffiti from Athens, however,

101. For the Corinthiantypes, see
Koehler 1978 and 1992; cf. Whitbread
1995 and Preka-Alexandri1992. For
the Lesbian amphoras,see Clinkenbeard 1982. See note 65 abovefor a
CorinthianB amphorawith such
graffitifrom elsewherein the Agora.
102. It should be noted as a preface
to this discussionof the Chian amphorasin R 13:4 that there is some
doubt, as noted in the catalogueentries,
as to whether all of the pieces are,in
fact, Chian. Chian amphorashave a
wide rangeof appearancesof fabricand
a dauntingrange of morphological
details.Furthermore,other securely
non-Chian amphorascarrysimilarrims
with fabricsthat could be arguedto be
close to Chian in appearance.Nevertheless, despite the fact that my identification of some of these jars as Chian
is somewhat uncertain,it seems important to addressissues raisedby the
possibilitythat such a large portion of
Chian amphorasin R 13:4 are marked.
103. For example,for northern
Greek markingsof the 5th century,see
Lawall 1997, pp. 118-120.
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the fact that amphoras from many different sources carry similar graffiti
supports the assertion that the graffiti were applied at or near the spot
where they were found. Had they been applied before or during shipment,
it is difficult to imagine how such a concentration would appear in one
area of the Agora and not simply wherever large deposits of amphoras are
found.
STYLE

AND

CLARITY

OF THE

GRAFFITI

The M/ME graffiti bring a further pattern to consideration beyond their
appearance on Solokha I amphoras and nonresinated amphoras. These
graffiti are always very carefully or deeply cut. Other single letters or isolated abbreviations,at least among those studied here, may or may not be
so carefully cut. Again, some unique meaning seems to pertain to the M/
ME graffiti, distinguishing them from volumetric marks and hence militating against a reading of metretes for these abbreviations.
Among the types of numerical graffiti there is no apparentcorrelation
between the weight or clarity of cuttings and the type of marking. Capacity marks, whether using simple numerical signs or abbreviated units of
measure, may be cut very cleanly and carefully,though more often they are
lightly and somewhat sloppily cut. Markings on friable amphora fabrics
are often cut quite deeply- an understandablestrategy for legibility- but
even this is not a consistent pattern. Graffiti interpreted here as weight
and price marks are also inconsistent in terms of the style and clarity of the
graffiti.
SUMMARY

In sum, the numerical and other proposed commercial graffiti are best
attributed, spatially,to activity near Agora grid square R 13, in the southeast corner of the Agora excavations,and, temporally,to activity of the late
5th century B.C., from ca. 435 to 400. The intensity of the practice seems
to end in the early 4th century,soon after which time, perhaps after a brief
hiatus of activity, the area does continue its wine-selling function. The
marks appear on a wide range of amphora types and, perhaps, especially
on those that are more commonly imported to Athens in the late 5th century.Most of the graffiti types show variation in the clarity and style of the
marking. Among the graffiti, only the nonnumerical, but still likely commercial, M/ME graffiti are of restricted context in terms of graffiti style
and associated amphora type. These must, therefore, derive from some
activity that is different from that which resulted in the more common
numerical notations.
GRAFFITI

AND

PRACTICE

The search for explanations for why these graffiti appearin the southeast
corner of the Agora in the late 5th century B.C. involves two lines of inquiry.First, what practices related to selling wine in late-5th-century Athens created the graffiti? Second, what broader social, economic, or political phenomena at that time encouragedthe adjustmentsto practiceresulting
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in the apparenttemporal and spatial concentration of the graffiti?I begin
with the practices, the explanations for which are explored below.
The geographic restriction of the graffiti and the rarity of any direct
relationships between amphora and graffiti types must be accounted for
when considering the practices that prompted the graffiti. The distributional evidence is particularlyat odds with the currentexplanation of practices resulting in the graffiti-a way of confirming the capacity of amphoraswhen they were refilled for personal use. Following such an explanation
we would expect a wider spread of numerical graffiti wherever amphoras
appear.This is clearly not the case. To propose alternativepractices, I turn
to literary and representationalevidence for wine selling for possibly relevant, graffiti-generating activities. At the same time, however, there are
other activities not attested in ancient sources that we might imagine as
part of the operation of a wineshop.
THE

PORT

There is only scant textual evidence relating to the specific activity of bulk
purchases at Peiraieusor any other merchants'port. One point that may be
drawn from literary and papyrological sources is that the concern portside
was primarily with numbers of jars and not the specific quantity of contents of any one jar.104Had there been such a concern, an individual jar
would have had to be emptied for the specific volume of its contents to be
checked. Then the original liquid would have been poured back in, the jar
resealed, and the shipment taken away.After all that, the one or few measuredjars could not certify the accuracyof the others. The assumption on
the parts of the buyers and sellers must have been that roughly the expected quantity of liquid would be present in any given jar (of a known
type, and whether that jar was a half- or third-size jar, as such amphoras
clearly existed)."'0It would not be in the seller'sinterest to gain a reputation as a merchant who sold half-empty jars. For the most part, the numerical graffiti indicating volumetric measures or even weight measures
seem unlikely to have been applied during bulk purchases at the port. Had
such graffiti been applied at or before the amphoras reached Peiraieus,we
would not expect to find the topographical concentration of markings in
the Agora that we do.
The only two amphora graffiti types that may have been applied at
the port or at some point before the jars'arrivalin Athens are price marks
104. This point is made by Grace
(1949, pp. 175-176), who arguesfrom
this that stampsmust have providedthe
necessaryguaranteethat the jars held
the properamount.That such a
guaranteewas needed seems doubtful
given the rarityof stampedamphora
types in general.For furtherexamples
of an interestin jars, not measuresof
volume, see Yardeni1994, pp. 70-72
(Elephantinecustoms document ca.
475 B.C.);Dem.AgainstLacritos10, 19,
and 20, referringto shipmentsin terms

of numbersof keramiaof wine; and
Larsen (1938, pp. 394-395), who
providesan appropriatelycautious
discussionof whether and when we
should translatekeramionas referring
a specific unit of measure.In this
regard,it is noteworthythat references to xep6y.ox in papyrisometimes specifytheir size in numbersof
choes (e.g., PEnteux, 001, document
34rp, r, 4; PRyl. 4, document 556rp, r,
8). In one case (P Ryl. 4, document
564rp, ctr. 17), a series of keramiaat

6 choes each on the Arsinoan standard
are then convertedinto numbers
of Attic metretaiof 12 choes.
The 12-chous definition of an Attic
metretesis a restoration.
105. The acceptableor anticipated
range of variationremainsto be
determined,and this range is likely to
have variedby producerand time
period. On more recent expectations
concerningthe size of ceramicvesselsexpectationsthat were not always
matched in reality-see Blitzer 1990.
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and volumetric marksin non-Attic units. A surprisingnumber of the price
marks discussed above were read as using stater for the monetary unit. In
the Athenian market, such a notation would require knowledge of which
non-Athenian stater was intended and what the proper equivalent would
be in Attic coinage. These graffiti, therefore, would not facilitate sales in
the Agora. On the other hand, such marks may have been inscribed by
the shipper either as a price tag for buyers in the port, who presumably
would be accustomed to a wider range of currenciesand commercial standards, or as a reminder to the shipper of the price per jar he would have to
seek for that particularshipment. Clearly, with so few price graffiti, neither scenario was especially common. The use of stater notation, however,
does seem to point toward importers and activities that took place at
or before reaching the port rather than Athenian (even resident alien)
retail merchants in the city.106In two cases where staters are indicated,
25 (though note the uncertainty of the use of staters here) and 26, the
price mark is accompanied by a presumably complete tally of the volume
of contents in the jar. The initial filling of the jar by the exporter would
provide a context in which to apply both notations. Tracing these graffiti
to the exporter also explains why non-Attic units of money are used and
why the same volumetric notation on 26 also occurs on two other Mendean
jars (27 and on an example cited by Johnston found at Kommos).107The
few drachma labels could, of course, have been applied at any point in the
jar'suse.
On the whole, with so few price marks in this collection, it seems
unwise to tie these particulargraffiti to activities in the southeast corner of
the Agora. While price marks seem often to have been applied before the
amphoras reached the Agora, the rarity of these markings is striking on
vessels that one might assume to be the quintessential commercial containers in antiquity. I return to this question of the rarity of price marks
below, after considering other possible contexts for the application of the
amphora graffiti.
The second group of marks that might have been applied before the
jars reached Athens are the rare volumetric marks that may record nonAttic units. There are only two suggested here: 9 and 10. In both cases the
number 9 is indicated by a simple tallying on Chian straight-neck jars
of ca. 425. This jar type is not known with a capacity of 9 Attic choes, and
even 9 Chian choes would be large, though more likely. For this reason
alone, I suggest that these two graffiti may have been applied while
the jars were still in Chian hands. Even if a Chian sold wine in Athens,
it would be surprising to see Chian units of measure in use.
106. This statementchanges my
earlierview (in Lawall 1995) that these
priceswere also written locally.At that
time I had not yet seen Johnston'svery
convincingdiscussion(1996) of these
graffitiraisingthe problemof converting foreign currency.I thank the
anonymousHesperiareaderwho
directedme to this article.
107. Johnston 1996, p. 82.

LOCAL

SUPPLIERS

Apart from purchases at the port, amphoras might also have been brought
into the wineshop from a local stockpiler/supplier of either local or imported wine or other products. The processes followed at such places are
not detailed in the ancient sources, but some evidence points toward the
existence of such suppliers.
Two different terms refer to places where wine might be purchased:
xouryj)st0oand olvot. The former term tends to refer to places where wine
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is dispensed for drinking on the premises, often a common bar of relatively low reputation;108
wine might have also been sold from such places
for home consumption. Talcott's description of the contents ofwell R 13:4
matches what one might expect in a bar: many drinking cups, equipment
for preparing"fastfood" (a restricted range of cookwares), some plainware
storage or mixing vessels, and of course the amphoras.'09Oinoi,on the
other hand, functioned solely as wineshops, as opposed to places for eating, drinking, and socializing.Two representationsin vase painting of wine
purchases seem to illustrate oinoi:the wine in the amphora is being tasted
with a sponge by the customer rather than simply from a handy cup as
must have been done in kapeleia.'10Amphoras, wineskins, and pithoi are
represented in these paintings, and all of the activity is focused on the
purchaseofwine-and not on other activitiesappropriatefor the kapeleia.1"
While no oinoi have been identified in the Agora,1'2it seems possible that
some of the large assemblages of amphoras turned upside down at other
sites may indicate the cellars for such establishments."3 Although pithos
fragments have been found in wells associated with the wine-selling area
described here (S 16:1 and R 13:1),114 on the whole the contents of these
deposits and the scanty associated architectureare not extensive enough to
indicate a large oinoswhere only wine was sold.
If some, or even many, of the amphoras in the R 13 kapeleia(or perhaps it was only one?) were purchaseddirectlyfrom merchants at Peiraieus,
it seems equally likely that as those vessels were emptied, they were refilled
from local suppliers (oinoi) who could keep a larger ready supply of im108. Davidson 1997b, pp. 393-394,
with referencesand illustrativequotations.
109. Talcott 1935, p. 497. Shear
(1975, p. 357), in discussingthe fill of
U 13:1, not farfrom R 13:4, describes
the mass of domestic pottery as too
great for "thekitchen of a private
house"and proposesinstead the presence of a tavernnearby.He adds that
"perhapsin associationwith the tavern,
perhapsunder separatemanagement,
was a wine shop which also made
heavyuse of [U 13:1] to dispose of its
empty and brokenamphoras."Shear's
separationof the tavernand wineshop
is certainlypossible.It is also possible
that both functions existed under one
roof.
110. CVABelgium 2, III He, pl.
16:5 = ABV299, no. 20, Princeton
PainterType B amphora.Beazley calls
this a scene of the sale of oil, but the
wineskin makesit more likely to be a
scene from an oinos (cf. Immerwahr
1992, p. 127, suggestingthat at least
the side with the wineskin is a scene of
wine selling). Immerwahr(1948,

p. 190; and 1992, p. 127) calls the
PrincetonPainteramphoraa scene of
a kapeleion,but the exclusivefocus on
wine selling, especiallyin one scene
showing a wineskin, seems more appropriatefor an oinos.Furthermore,
Immerwahr'scomment that sales of
smallerquantitiesof wine on the
PrincetonPainteramphoraidentify
that scene as being in a kapeleion,while
supportedby the depiction of small
jugs held by some of the patrons,is not
supportedby the amphoraseen on the
shoulderof one of the men. The second
image of an oinosis on a red-figure
stemless cup tondo by Douris is illustratedand discussedby Buitron 1972,
pp. 102-103 (= CVAUSA 8, pp. 35-36,
pl. 19:2;ARV2 445, no. 252).
111. Davidson (1997b, p. 393)
identifies the Douris scene as illustrating a kapeleion.Buitron (1972, p. 103)
considersthe scene to be that of a
wineshop where merchantsmight buy
their wine (citing Forbes1955, p. 118).
Forbes,however,does not make a clear
distinctionbetween kapeleiaand oinoi
(he does not use the latter term). Im-

merwahr(1948, p. 190) arguesfor a
"winecellar"as opposed to a kapeleion.
112. AgoraIII, p. 199, no. 660
(= Isaios 6.20), refersto an oinos near
"theposterngate."Such a gate, dating
earlyin the 4th century,is found near
Building Z in the Kerameikos
excavationsnext to the SacredGate.
While it may be tempting to see
Building Z as the oUvotx6oc (tenement

house) in the passage,the third period
of occupationthere is later than the
date of the passage(see Knigge 1991,
p.93).
113. There is, however,considerable
uncertaintyas to when these collections
representwine cellarsand when they
representdrainageor foundationlayers
for their associatedbuildings.For various sides of this argument,see Koehler
1986, pp. 62 and 66 with references;
Empereurand Garlan 1992, p. 213,
no. 158, and 1997, p. 165, no. 18 and
p. 190, no. 131; and, although dealing
with later constructions,Mattioli 1998.
114. Boggess 1973, from S 16:1,
p. 46, no. 66; p. 73, nos. 116-117;
from R 13:1, p. 73, no. 118.
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ported and local wine. A fragment of Aristophanes' Heroesmight describe
something like the transactions between kapeleiaand oinoi. A slave is told
the following:

>csv6vkc(3`v / -ucvFvaoOsvxaxt
-Ex' E: -uovouvov quipopopa
uax
ysuoDvFo[a
acVopeswopo9v.

ptov, / X&cest-ca [toOou

cvao-x6v

... run to the wine market taking an empty amphora from those
inside and a lid and a taster, and then hire yourself out as an
amphora-carrier."'5
The passage itself may have more to do with private households' cellars in
need of restocking, but the general action of taking an empty jar to the
oinosmay provide a context for the applicationof the graffitiwe find among
the kape/eia.
Unlike in the port, where one imagines multiple jars being purchased
with no opportunity to check the specific volume of wine in each jar,purchases at the oinosprovide just the opposite situation. Individual jars are
clearly the subject of attention in the representations in vase painting of
these establishments.When a single jar was filled and the wine purchased,
a general expectation of the size of the amphorabeing filled probablywould
not have sufficed. Individualjars have quite a wide range of actual capacities. Over a batch of a hundred such jars, for example, the small jars might
be expected to be balanced by the large. With a single jar, however, expectations might come up short by 1 or 2 choes out of an expected 7 or 8.116
Following Lang's reconstruction closely, the graffiti might have served to
keep track of the wine being poured into the jar from a wineskin, pithos,
or even another amphora.'17 Volumetric graffiti accounting for 7 or more
choes could result from restocking the kapeleionwith imported or local
wine from a local supplier."8Large units noted initially fit such activity
115. For this fragmentsee Kassel
and Austin 1984,111.2,no. 310.
A visual image of a similaridea is
seen in a Thasian amphorastamp
(Th 11903, illustratedon the cover
of Garlan 1988). An Attic red-figure
oinochoe shows a man carryinga
smalljug, standing facing another
figure among variousamphoras
shown in stands (Boulter 1963, pl. 49,
no. 13, also discussedin Koehler1986,
pp. 61-62, fig. 13). Boulter suggests
(p. 131) that the man with the jug
might be a merchantabout to pour
out a sample for the customer.A
similarinterpretation,with the jug
used to decantwine into the purchaser's
containerand with the quantity
decantedmarkeddown by the merchant,would easily reconcilethe vase
paintingwith the graffiti.Koehler

(1986, p. 57, fig. 8) also illustrates
a symposiastcarryinga garlanded
amphoraand a smalleroinochoe or
pitcher.Although clearlynot illustrating a commercialtransactionof the
sort describedhere, the illustration
is reminiscentof the passagefrom
Aristophanesand the Thasian
stamp.
116. For publishedrangesof
capacitiessee Eiseman and Ridgway
1987, pp. 51-52; Brashinskiy1984,
pp. 170-204; Bertucchi 1992, pp. 145151; and Ramon 1991, pp. 127-130.
For examplesof very narrowvariation,
see Wallace Matheson and Wallace
1982 and Koehlerand Wallace 1987.
117. For a graphicand textual
representationof sales of 5 and 3 choes
from wineskins,see Immerwahr1992,
especiallyp. 126 and pls. 29:a and 30:a.

118.The possibilitythatoinoi were
the primarysuppliersof local vintage
should not be underestimated.Identified Attic amphorasarevery rareafter
ca. 475 (see Lawall 1995, pp. 37, 38, 42;
cf. Grace 1953, p. 102). Local produce
could be sold out of wineskins or pithoi
or even reusedimportedjars, and sold
into reusedimportedjars.A plentiful
supplyof imports might obviate the
need for a local amphoraproduction.A
parallelphenomenon is proposed at
Berenikein Libyawhere local amphora
productionceases once importsbecome
common; see Riley 1979, p. 120: "The
dramaticdecline in the occurrenceof
[local amphoraproduction]after the
Augustan period is likely to be relatedto
a shift in economic emphasis,with an
increasedrelianceon importedproducts."
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well, if the filler used graduallysmaller measures as the jar was filled (e.g.,
a 5-chous measure,followed by 1-chous, 1/2-chous,and 1-kotyle measures).
If we accept Lang's connection between some of the volumetric graffiti and the act of refilling the jars, it should be emphasized that the graffiti
are used by kapeloi(barkeepers),and not by the general public.The reasons
for this distinction are unknown, but the difference in practice is unquestionably attested by the distribution of the Agora graffiti. A related phenomenon may be the appearanceof two volumetric graffiti on small pitchers from the Agora excavations, neither of which was accompanied by
amphoragraffiti, and one of which is certainlyfrom a noncommercial context."' While too rare to allow certainty, finds of these pitchers suggest
that households may have kept on hand a measuredpitcher for wine or oil
shopping, whereas exchanges at the kapeleia depended on knowing the
precise quantity in the refilled amphora.
SELLING

WINE

Since so many graffiti are found in wells thought to belong to kapeleia,I
turn next to activities, again both attested and expected, in the kapeleia
themselves. These establishments, and particularlytheir proprietors,were
the frequent target of jokes in Attic comedy; the barkeeperis often portrayed as an untrustworthy cheat. This reputation is so ingrained that the
term kapelosis sometimes translated as "huckster,"and the adjectivalform
xoc7r9qXx6is translated as "cheating,knavish."120The cheating, at least as
portrayed in comedy, can involve the chous and kotyle measures used in
serving wine. The following two passages are taken from Aristophanes
(Plut. 435-436 and Thesm.346-347):
'Ap ?c-ruv

N

xorM

x -uCovyet-r-vcov / -touN

xot6?o x su

?ts

Is it the barmaid from the neighboring taps who always cheats me
with the kotylai?
"
'
Xv?L
Tx6(OC XOS XOC771M
TO6Xo6?/ T-CVXOCO(OV
TOV0O,u c
8LOCxVs-UOCNST0U
Or, being a barman or barmaid, cheats with the standard for the
chous and the kotylai ....

Regardlessof whether thesejibes at wine sellerswere deserved,121the significant point about these passages is the close relationship between choes
and kotylai and retail sales of wine. This connection continues in the verb
xo-ut)MQsnv.
The word is often read as describing sales in kapeleia,but the
term also has a wider range of meanings, from wholesale transactions that
break a ship's cargo into multiple sales to the more literal translation of
selling by the cup.122
Against this backgroundof terminology and bad reputations,it seems
likely that some of the amphora graffiti appearedas part of the process of
"selling by the kotyle."As each kotyle was dispensed from the kapeleion's
jar into the customer'scontainer,the kapelosmay have jotted a note on the

119. There are only two examplesso
far known to me. One of the pitchers
(P 18609) is from a 4th-century,
noncommercialcontext, C 19:5b,not far
from well C 19:9, which containedone
outlying exampleof numericalamphora
graffiti (91) and the shoulderfragment
markedby Andriskos (see 92 and
Appendix).P 18609, however,
probablydates well within the 4th
centuryand comes from activity
significantlypostdatingthe fill of C 19:9.
The second waterjar,P 30802, was
found in well R 13:11 from the late 4th
century.Despite the proximityof this
well to the earliergraffiti-ladenwells,
there are no other graffitifound in this
well. Whether this pitcher comes from a
strictlydomestic context or from a
kapeleion where graffitiwere not used in
transactionsis open to question.
120. LSJ,s.v. x6airtXoqand
xo7r1tqMx0.Lucian,Hermot.59,
continues to characterizekapeloi as

cheatingin the 2nd centuryA.C.:
ot xXza o-XpL Xa6q(LavoL
'y? O'
Xu). aoX oav?g-CEXoM
7tOXXO'.

xCxxo,t-poi5v-c ("barkeepers-most
of them adulteratingand cheating and
giving false measures").
121. On the reputationof kapeloi, see
Kurke1989.
122. For the use of the term to
describesales of cargoin parts rather
than as a single batch, see Arist., Oec.
1347b8 and IG XII Suppl. 347 II lines
11-13. Davidson (1997b, p. 394) reads
the latter as referringto activitiesof
kapeloi, but this readingis not at all
requiredby the text.
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jar-perhaps under the suspicious eye of the customer. Such action would
result in some of the smaller volumetric notations seen in the Agora collection. Graffiti using largerunits (1- or 5-chous units instead of kotylai)123
might have resulted from customers buying wine in smallerjugs for home
consumption or for drinking and dining by a larger group at the kapeleion.
The graffiti read as summing up a series of smaller unit markings may
also fit into this activity.Perhaps the amount ordered was marked on the
jar, and then the smaller unit marks were struck as each amount was dispensed toward the total. It is possible, too, that the process worked in the
opposite direction with the larger summation recording the completion of
an order. Either process would result in the same arrangement of graffiti.
The practice suggested here, then, would keep the graffiti in the area of
the kapeleiaeven if the wine itself is destined for outside consumption.
The marking of the storage vessel (i.e., the amphora in the kapeleion)
rather than the receiving vessel (the customer'scup, jug, or amphora) may
be indicated in a late-5th-century Thasian law:
?g

(' 'V ?l 760?o
'100g 0NNV[4.

(Sv V(L, (iV t6o
-uV cVi'v xu(p6NV
7p&Vyuoux,
OLVOV

The one who buys the wine in the pithoi: the sale is legitimate if he
marks the pithoi.124

IX, p. 173, E14,
123. Cf. Kerameikos
fig. 47 (see above,note 85), where
9 individualchoes are tallied instead
of using a TTto accountfor the first 5.
124. IG XII Suppl. 347 I lines 5-6.
125. E.g., Meijer and van Nijf 1992,
no. 143.
126. Vinogradov1986; cf.Jefremov
1998, pp. 90-91.
127. Salviat 1986, pp. 148-149; for
examplesof volumetricgraffition
pithoi, see Jefremov1998.
128. Amyx (1958, p. 168) notes that
pithoi on the Attic Stelai are sold with
their houses and where there areprice
notations on pithoi they seem to
indicate an expensivevessel (an
impressionsupportedby their longterm use once purchased).The sheer
size of these vessels also militates
againstthe sale-and movement-of
a filled pithos.

Although this inscription has been interpreted as referring to amphora
stamps,125Juri Vinogradov argues that the inscription refers 1) to storage
pithoi, not transport amphoras;2) to markings on the vessels after firing,
not to stamping; 3) to markings on a pithos to be taken away by the buyer;
and 4) to an accounting of the amount filling the pithos.126 Francois Salviat
argues, instead, that the action is the covering of the pithoi with some
perishable material and applying a seal to this covering so that the wine
cannot be tamperedwith once purchased. Salviat'sreading is supported by
various later ancient sources using very similar Latin terminology, dolium
signare, to describe proper sales of wine in dolia (pithoi). While Salviat's
argument is persuasive, Vinogradov's reading is supported by the many
volumetric graffiti found on the rims of pithoi.127
Perhaps, roughly following Vinogradov, the law is meant to stipulate
that decanted quantities must be indicated on the storage vessels. The
pithoi belong to the seller, not the buyer (cf. Vinogradov). The wine being
sold is "in the pithoi"; it is neither being sold into another's pithos, nor
does the purchase necessarily involve the pithos itself.128 If these interpretations of the law are correct, then this official Thasian practice might be
similar to certain practices resulting in the Athenian graffiti, marking the
source container with the amounts dispensed for smaller purchases.
OTHER

COMMODITIES

A further reuse of emptied imported amphoras appears to have been as
containers for altogether different commodities. As noted above, the reuse
of some jars to hold honey (perhaps even made in the same area on the
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evidence of the beehive fragments from R 13:1) or oil may have required
labeling the reusedjars with M/ME and E to warn customers and perhaps
even a harried salesperson that the particular amphora did not contain
wine. Examples of such graffiti, especially M/ME, are found with some
frequency outside the southeastern area of the excavations,so it is possible
that these amphoras, once reused and labeled in this fashion, were sold to
customers to take away,unlike the other marked jars discussed here. On
the whole, these marks show various differences in characteristicswhen
comparedwith the other graffiti.The fact that they are found at other sites
as well, again on amphoras,might suggest their more widespread use with
amphoras than the numerical notations and other abbreviations.
MEASUREMENTS

OF WEIGHT

The weight graffiti are among the more difficult, both in terms of reading
or interpretation and in terms of identifying the locus of activity.Some of
the proposed weight notations may indicate the empty weight of the jar
(3, 5, 7?, 14, 15, 29?, 43, 79?, 80, 98); others might refer to the weight of
added contents or the gross weight of the jar with some partial filling (16,
17, 18); and some seem to refer to the weight of the jar completely filled
(45?, 74).129Building on the discussions of circumstancesfor applying the
price and volumetric graffiti, above, and considering what products might
have been sold by weight, it is possible to propose loci for the use of these
weight graffiti.
On many later,Roman-period amphora dipinti from the Agora, wine,
oil, and honey are all described, and so presumablysold, in terms of weight
(litrai) rather than volume.130 These dipinti raise the possibility that the
same practice held true earlier;however, referencesto wine and oil that are
more contemporary with the late-5th-century amphora graffiti tend to
speak of volumetric units or simply numbers of jars.'3' Papyri of various
periods, including both Hellenistic and Roman documents, refer to meat,
wax, glue, ochre, wool, and cloth in terms of mnas.'32Aristotle also describes the use of steelyardbalances for sales of meat and dye (presumably
in solid form).133Of these items, only meat is known to have been shipped,
stored, and perhaps sold out of amphoras.134
Indeed, the sale of meat-presumably chopped to manageable
chunks-out of amphoras would fit some of the evidence and conditions
offered by the amphoraweight graffiti. An old jar might have been used to
weigh out meat, and this would provide either the markings for the empty
weight of the jar or the marked weight of a partially or completely filled
jar.The meat would easily be removed from the jar again and given to the
customer without necessarily losing any pieces adhering to the interior
walls of the jar. Similarly,wine, oil, or other liquids could be sold by weight
in this fashion with a minimal loss due to liquid staying behind in the jar.
Honey, on the other hand, would not be an expected product for sale by
weight from one amphora into another container.
On analogy with the argument offered above for restocking the
kapeleionfrom other merchants'stockpilesof goods, it is possible that weight
graffiti indicating a completely filled vessel may have figured in the sec-

129. As above,numbersfollowed by
question marksin these lists indicate
uncertaintyin readingthe graffito as a
weight notation.
130. AgoraXXI, pp. 77-81.
131. The degree to which the Agora
graffitiand dipinti illustratea drastic
shift from measuringliquids by volume
to measuringby weight depends in part
on how the problematic,earlygraffiti
here areread;cf. Lewis 1979, p. 126,
and see below,note 135.
132. For productsreferredto in
terms of mnas, see, for example,from
the Zenon archiveof the 3rd century
B.C., Edgar 1931, nos. 38 (referringto
glue), 58 (wool), 61 (wax and wool),
and 120 (cloth);P Oxy.108 (A.D. 215)
refersto meat;and P Oxy.2144 (3rd
centuryAC.) refersto ochre,glue, and
wax.
133. Arist., Mech.849b35, 853b25.
134. G. Bass, pers. comm., October
1999; and see Williams 1979, pp. 117118, pl. 46, for fish in Punic amphoras
at Corinth. A thick deposit of red
pigment was found coating the interior
surfacesof an amphorawith only the
lower half preserved(from R 12:1,
closed ca. 480 B.C.). This may be
evidence that ochre too was sold from
amphoras,or this may be an amphora
reusedas a paint pot.
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ondary use of that vessel in supplying the kapeleion.In such a case, the
markedjar would not leave the store;its contents would be sold off gradually.The weight notation was only needed in the initial purchase from the
stockpiler.Perhaps honey or processed meat was involved in such transactions since wine and oil in the late 5th century were more commonly sold
by volume.
The scarcityof the possible weight notations relativeto the large numof
ber volumetricmarksmay indicate that the usualproductsof the kapeleion
were not sold by weight. Alternatively, while weight could be used as a
unit for sales, perhaps sales by weight were not common practice. This
scarcity of weight notations might, indeed, mark an important point of
distinction between Classical Aegean commerce and later Roman-period
practices.135
SCARCITY

135. Lewis (1979, p. 126) notes "a
clearshift from measuringto weighing
[in the Roman period]."Lang (Agora
XXI, p. 64) characterizesthis difference
as follows:"Tarenotations from the
Greek period areboth fewer and less
standardizedthan those from the
Roman period."
136. See Johnston 1979, p. 33, table;
andJohnston 1978b on batch price
marks.
137. Johnston 1984.
138. On the importanceof
individualnegotiation and bargaining
in ancient,and sometimes modern,
price creation,see Lowry 1987,
pp. 210-211 and 237.
139. See notes 5-9 above.

OF PRICE

MARKS

If the sample of late-5th-century amphora graffiti offered here is representative of general practice,then another scarcityin the corpus is particularly striking: there are very few price graffiti. Many of the prices that do
appear are likely to have been written outside Athens for earlier stages of
wholesale transactions.
This scarcityof price markson amphorasbecomes less surprisingwhen
consideredagainstthe general natureof ceramicgraffiti.Prices on finewares
rarelyreferto the individual pot. Instead, prices aregiven for lots or groups
of pots.136Price graffiti are similarly rare among pithos graffiti, where, as
with the amphora markings discussed here, notation of volume is much
more common.137
These patterns of scarce price marks fit well with a view of Classical Aegean retail economies as involving prices created by negotiation and
influenced by any number of economic and social factors.138
While a wholesaler might mark some vessels with prices as a reminder of what price had
to be gained for a successful venture, the actual prices paid later at the retail level might vary considerably.Such a view of ancient retail prices makes
their study quite difficult, but it fits the extant material evidence.
CHIAN

AMPHORAS

AND

GRAFFITI

As noted in the previous section, the Chian amphoras in R 13:4 carry an
unusually large portion of the graffiti in that deposit. Chian amphoras
were the focus of previous interest in the Agora volumetric graffiti for
their possible link to the Athenian Standards Decree.139Given existing
debates as to the date of the decree, it is unclear whether the marked amphoras are sufficiently close in date to the decree for the marks to be attributed to uncertainties caused by the decree. Most of the markedjars in
R 13:4 date fifteen to twenty years after the earliest proposed date of the
decree (ca. 449 B.C.).Furthermore,a wide range of graffiti types appearon
the Chian jars in R 13:4, including volumetric notations (not all accounting for the complete capacity of the jar), but also including price marks,
possible weight notations, and isolated letter abbreviations.
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Various possible contexts in which these graffiti may have been applied were presented above. For the few price marks and combinations of
price and volume graffiti, which seem likely to have been applied before
the jars reached the wine-selling area in R 13, simply the large number of
Chian amphoras in R 13:4 might raise the chances of such marks occurring on them. These marks thus need not be explained in terms of the
dominance of Chian jars among the R 13:4 graffiti.The graffiti related to
the use of the jarsin the wine-selling area-the volumetricnotations,weight
notations, and isolated abbreviations-do require further consideration as
to why they are so commonly found on Chian jars in this particulardeposit.
The often-cited high reputation and value of Chian wine may be of
some importance here.140If graffiti noting partialvolume or weight, which
I attribute to sales of wine in the kapeleionitself, are concentrated on one
type of amphora,it is reasonableto assume there was considerable activity
surroundingthat type in particular.Frequent decantings from those jars is
the most likely activity.If these Chian jars were rapidlyemptied due to the
popularity of that particularwine, then it follows that graffiti recording
complete capacity and related to their refilling at the oinos would be more
common on these jars than others. Similarly,graffiti such as weight notations and isolated abbreviations,relating to the reuse of jars for products
other than wine, would be most often applied to these rapidly emptied
Chian jars.
SUMMARY

In the foregoing review of situations and contexts for the application of
the amphora graffiti, I proposed the following links between practices and
graffiti. First, the only graffiti that are at all likely to have been applied at
or before the arrivalof a shipment at Peiraieus are price marksand the two
volumetric notes that might be in non-Attic units. This is especially true
of marks involving staters.The scarcity of price marks on amphoras and
other vessels suggests that such marking was not a common practice in
retail sales. Volumetric notations and perhaps some weight notations accounting for the complete capacity of the jar may be attributed to restocking the kapeleionfrom an oinos or other local stockpilerof agriculturalproducts. Such a restocking with quantities marked on the jar seems to have
occurred primarily in kapeleia,not in private houses in general. Only in
this way can we account for the narrow distribution of amphora graffiti
around the Agora. Sales of wine at the kapeleionitself may have resulted in
a wide range of markings:volumetric notations using small units or only
accounting for part of the jar'scapacity;summations of simple strokes;and
possibly weight measures indicating either partially filled jars or the tare
weight of the jar. Sales of other commodities, such as oil, honey, or honeyed wine, might have led to the very visible use of the single abbreviations
M/ME and E. It is also possible that processed meat was sold by weight
and hence resulted in some of the weight notations.
I couch these suggestions in the most qualified terms because such
informal practices are very difficult to reconstructwith any certainty.The

140. See, e.g., Grace 1949, p. 182;
1979b, p. 122; Grace and SavvatianouPetropoulakou1970, p. 359; Lang
1956, p. 13, note 16; p. 23.
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proposals here are at best working hypotheses to be continually tested and
refined against further contextual studies of amphoras and their graffiti.
Indeed, a few more points of qualification should be noted. First, the
uses of the jars as described above need not always have entailed the use of
graffiti. Many amphoras and even some types of amphora (see Table 2)
from the southeastern part of the Agora excavations carryno graffiti at all,
and yet it seems likely that they too were involved in the processes just
described. Second, we tend to have only one graffito per jar as preserved.
Lang was probably correct to suggest that once the capacity of a jar was
checked, the volumetric graffiti would serve as a reminder for future such
uses.141For the partialvolumetric and partialweight graffiti,proposed here
to have been used in sales within the kapeleionitself, it is surprising not to
have more than one set of markings for the quantity dispensed. The summation graffiti, however, might well have accounted for multiple small
decantings in the kapeleion.Even if these contradictions to the models of
practice proposed here eventually require the adoption of new models altogether, any new proposals will also have to take into account both the
wide range of possible uses of the graffiti and the constraints of the contextual evidence.
GRAFFITI,
CENTURY

141. Lang 1956, p. 24.
142. In terms of the long history of
this "technology"of accounting,note
too that other written documents
relatedto tradedate as earlyas the late
6th centuryB.C. (Wilson 1997-1998;
Lombardo1988).
143. AgoraXXVII, p. 23. Similarly,
Young (1951, p. 239) suggests that
House K was built by "squatters"
on
land originallypreparedfor the
constructionof the enigmaticPoros
Building. Refugeesliving in huts were
clearlybetter off than those living in
pithaknai(perhapssmall pithoi), if one
follows a literalreadingof Ar. Eq. 793.

ECONOMICS,

AND

HISTORY:

THE

LATE-5TH-

AEGEAN

In the preceding section, I suggested activities that might have resulted in
the application of the graffiti and considered why the graffiti clustered in
the southeast corner of the Agora. None of the activities, however, is tied
to the restricted chronological range of the graffiti. While a few examples
of numerical amphoragraffiti can be found from the late 6th century on,142
the concentration of graffiti in the last thirty years or so of the 5th century
is striking and requiresexplanation.The activities themselves do not seem
inherently limited in terms of chronology (oinoi are illustrated on a 6thcenturyblack-figurevase and a 5th-century red-figurevase;cheating kapeloi
appear widely in Greek literature;and references to sealing and marking
pithoi are found in law codes from the Classical period [Thasos] through
later Roman times). Perhaps there are elements of the environment in
which the actions took place that encouraged more frequent use of graffiti.
Given that the graffiti coincide in date very closely with the
Peloponnesian War, from 431 to 404 B.C., wartime conditions in Athens
should offer the most probable explanation for the rise in the use of graffiti
in these decades. The Periclean strategy of abandoning the Attic countryside in the face of seasonal Spartan raids is one likely cause of the changes
in daily activity, changes of which these graffiti are one reflection. The
overcrowding of Athens during the time the countryside was abandoned
is vividly attested by both Thucydides (especially 2.17 and 2.52) and archaeological evidence. Most immediately related to the graffiti in terms of
their dates and topographical distribution is a mass of scrappywalls found
below the Stoa of Attalos, i.e., north of the R 13 wells. Rhys Townsend
quite reasonablysuggests that these are the walls of huts for wartime refugees; they were cleared away for more substantial buildings ca. 410 B.C.143
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In this suddenly crowded city, the earlier marketing and accounting practices may have no longer sufficed, and so the use of graffiti on amphoras,
which had been rare,became more common practice. Such an increase in
the complexity of economic and other organizational practices in the face
of increased scale of activity has been noted in a wide range of archaeological, historical, and ethnographic contexts.144The amphora graffiti of
the late 5th century would fit into this pattern very easily.
While the later 5th century was in part a time of great prosperity for
Athens, it also included times of considerable hardship.Most importantly
for the purpose of explaining the rise in the use of graffiti is the possibility
of fluctuating access to imported, seabornegoods through Peiraieus.Athenian strategy,both during the Peloponnesian War and at other times, depended very much on imported supplies. Fluctuations in the actual volume of imports are difficult to document in the archaeological record;145
however, it seems likely that Peiraieus was not a smoothly functioning
harbor,especially in the last decade of the century.While imports could
enter Attica from other sites (e.g., Thorikos, Sounion, Rhamnous), disturbances of peace at Peiraieuswere certainly a recognized cause of economic
hardship for Athens.146
The connection between such likely, but archaeologically invisible,
drops in the volume of imports and the amphora graffiti is as follows. One
practice that may have resulted in numerical graffiti was refilling amphoras from a local oinos once the original imported contents were used up. If
there were periods, even as short as a few months, when new imported
amphoras were in shorter supply, we would expect to see an increase in
precisely this dependence on local stockpilers (oinoi). In the archaeological
record, brief events taking place over many years may be obscured;nevertheless, the increased use of graffiti broadly visible across the war years
could result from these periods of greater dependence on local products.
Hanson, Foxhall, and others have proposed that Attic local agriculture,
especially olive production, would not have been seriously disrupted by
the hostilities. There is some disagreement as to the stability of grape crops
during wartime, but it is probable that local oil and perhaps wine would
have been availablewhen imports were in shorter supply.147
Both factors, the overcrowdingof the city and the drop in availability
of imported amphoras,coincide very well with the appearanceof increased
graffiti use on the Agora amphoras.It is difficult, and unnecessary,to place
one factor over the other in explaining the rise in graffiti use. Both helped
create an economic milieu in which the graffiti was clearly seen as necessary on a much larger scale than had ever existed before or would later;
indeed the two factors never recur together in Athenian history.148
If wartime conditions help explain the general concentration of the
graffiti in the last three decades of the 5th century,the specific concentration of graffiti on Chian amphoras in well R 13:4 but not in later deposits
remains troubling. I proposed in the preceding section that the popularity
of Chian wine provided a possible explanation for the clustering of the
graffiti. Yet, this reputation, as far as we know, did not decline after ca.
425, so why do other amphora types take on a greater share of the graffiti
in later deposits? As is clear from the estimated numbers of jars of each

144. Johnson 1982; van der Leeuw
1984; Feinman,Kowalewski,and
Blanton 1984.
145. It is possible to study the
relativepresenceof one amphoratype
comparedwith others.
146. See Garland 1987, pp. 10-57
for the historicalsurveyof Peiraieus.
For specific referencesto troublesat
Peiraieus,see, e.g., Xen. Hell. 2.9,
Lysanderclosing accessto Peiraieusin
405; 2.3.11, destructionof the Long
Walls and the "wallsaroundPeiraieus"
(-c

7TsXp]

'?p.

cOv HTspoxL&) in 404;

2.3.21, attackson metics orderedby
Theramenes.On the importanceof a
smoothly managedPeiraieusand
comfortablefacilitiesfor merchants,see
especiallyXen. Poroi3; and on the
importanceof peace, see Poroi5.
147. See Hanson 1998, pp. 49-71
on the hardinessof cropsto resist
hostile human destruction;Foxhall
(1993, pp. 138-139) proposesthat vines
would have been particularlyendangered (cf Hanson 1998, pp. 223-224).
148. Interruptionsto Athenian
accessto Peiraieusdo recurin Athenian
historybut not in conjunctionwith
unusualovercrowdingof the city; see
Garland 1987, pp. 37-57.
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major type for the wine-selling area (summarized in Table 2) and as indicated in broader studies of these and other Agora deposits, the percentage
of Chian amphoras relative to other types declines considerably between
ca. 425 and the end of the century.'49Despite this decline, Chian amphoras did still receive graffiti, perhaps attesting to the continued popularity
of that wine, which quickly drained the fewer Chian jars in circulation.
Other amphora types, however, were also being emptied, reused, and
marked with graffiti.
The phenomenon of these many graffiti in late-5th-century Athens
should, finally, be considered in an even broader context. Economic conditions in later-5th-century Athens and in the Aegean more generally,
down into the 4th century,include a wide range of developments of which
the intensive use of graffiti on amphoras in Athens should be considered
as one, very tangible, symptom. In terms of the broaderstudy of the Aegean
amphora trade, the last third of the 5th century saw the emergence of
consistent amphora-marking practices in major production regions on a
scale not seen earlier,and this pattern of development continues through
the 4th century and the Hellenistic period.'50The new monetary wealth of
Athens in the second half of the 5th century has been highlighted by some
scholars as contributing to a more entrepreneurial and commercialized
economy, one in which, not surprisingly,the novelty of such developments
and wealth received a mixed reception.'5'
These changes, taken together, set up a context in which the amphora
graffiti are not unexpected. Imagine an Athenian, recently displaced from
the Attic countryside, going to the kapeleionwith his jury pay. He, like
Dikaiopolis in the opening of Acharnians,is dismayed by the unfamiliar
jostling of the markets where people he has never met before and may
never see again want his obols. He reaches the kapeleionand, remembering
all he has heard of the dishonesty of kapeloi,asks to have his jar filled with
21/ choes. He is relieved to see that the kapelosmarks each chous and
kotyle on the side of the amphora as they are poured. "Quite an honest
man!"he thinks, though he still longs for his country deme where he need
not have been so apprehensiveprocuring wine.

149. Lawall 1995, pp. 290-292 and
1998a, p. 87, fig. 5.1.
150. From ca. 430 B.C., Mendean
jars arelabeledwith small painted
letters,reflectinglocal practice.Near
the beginning of the 4th century,
Thasos adopts a very consistent
stampingprogram,and this change
coincideswith the apparentexpansion
of Thasian productionand exportation.
For discussionof when in the 5th
centurydifferentamphoraproducers
use consistent markingsystems,see
Lawall 1995, passim.
151. Burke(1992) places the major
increasein scale and therefore

"disembeddedness"
in the 4th century;
however,like Crane (1992), Burkealso
notes the influx of wealth, trickling
down to the urbanpopulationin the
later5th century.Olson (1990) on
Aristophanes'Plutus and Kurke(1989)
on kapeleia both highlight the suspicions with which some of these
noveltieswere viewed. Seaford(1998)
and von Reden (1997) addressissues
relatedto the ethics surrounding
increasingmonetizationof an economy,
both acknowledgingthe broader
literaryand ethnographicresearchon
this question as discussedin Bloch and
Parry(1989).
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APPEN DIX
ANLDRISKO1, A KAPEL05 OF THE
ATHENIAN A6ORA?
The latest of the 5th-century deposits with graffiti, Q15:2, also contained
possible evidence for identifying the personnel involved in the wineshop.
The deposit contained three owner'sgraffiti, each restorableas bearing the
name Andriskos (88-90, 92).152 As it happens, Andriskos spells xacxco5
with an omega in one instance and an omicron in another.He may simply
be a poor speller; however, it is notable that the inscriber(s) of the commercial graffiti here at times uses variable spellings for the same information (e.g., E or H for half). Furthermore,the same name, Andriskos, can
be reconstructedfor anotherowner'sgraffito,found in C 19:9, on the shoulder of a Chian straight-neck amphora. C 19:9 is the furthest outlying of
the deposits with the numerical graffiti and is slightly later than R 13:4.
The fact that this name occurs four times in the same findspots as numerical graffiti may suggest a significant relationship between the name and
the commercial activity implied by the amphoras and the graffiti.
The name Andriskos has a widely scattered distribution and is well
representedboth in Athens and in the areasproducing the amphoras discussed above.
Athenian examples
Name on red-figure psykter,ca. 510-500 B.C. (PAA [Suppl.]
127823)
Cleruch on Lemnos, 450-430 B.C. (PAA 127825)
Dedicatory inscription from Eleusis, ca. 350-300 B.C. (PAA [Suppl.]
127827)
Macedonianexamples
EAM, no. 86, late 2nd century A.C., son of Neikolaos and father of
Neikandros
Paus. 7.13.1, son of Perseus
ExamplesfromtheAegeanislands(cited in LGPNI, s.v. Andriskos)
Telos, 2nd century B.C., as father of Xenotimos (SEG XXV 857) and
father of Aristandridas (SEG III 725 and IG XII.3 34, line 26)
Chios, SEGXVII 388, 3rd century B.C.
Naxos, RE (5), Ath. 3.78c, citing a Naxian historian Andriskos,
possibly of the 4th or 3rd centuries B.C.
Rhodes, I. Lindos 344.27,47 B.C.
With such widespread occurrencesof the name, there can be no certainty
as to the most likely origins of the Andriskos from Q15:2. Some nonAttic dialect in the amphora graffiti and the significant presence of amphoras from both the Ionian islands and northern Greece allow for seeing
Andriskos as a foreign merchant, but this is only a possibility. Andriskos
could be of a long-standing Athenian family.

152. Possiblysuggestivefor the
question of whether these are all
inscribedby the same person,in both
89 and 90 the E of ANAPIKOhas a
compressedlower angle between the
bottom two bars.
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